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LIVING ON THE EDGE OF THE NEUTRAL ZONE:
VARIETIES OF IDENTITY IN
NACOGDOCHES, TEXAS 1773·1810
by Patrick J. Walsh
In the half-century following its founding in 1779, the village of
Nacogdoches, Texas, never boasted as many as 1,000 inhabitants. Still, it held
enormous strategic importance to the security of New Spain. Located on the
northern fringe of Spain's empire, it was both an oft-forgotten rural outpost
and a highly political entrepot for foreign influence and subversion. This paper
will explore the dramatic events that took place in Nacogdoches between l779
and 1813, as well as the constructions of ethnicity, race, gender, and nation~
al1ty that !olhaped the community's social structure. It will examine how these
formations were employed, consciously or not, as "political designations,"
markers which defined a person's status and role within society as described
in governmental documents. I This paper is an analysis of how the language of
such documents shaped and described the history of a frontier town. It is
commonly held that life on the frontier often lent a good deal of malleability
to one's persona; many moved to the outskirts of settlement specifically for the
opportunity to re-lnvent themselves. Just how the quest for this freedom
operated within the constraints of Spanish military control, perhaps altering
the inherited system of racial and gender hierarchy, is also a central focus of
this essay_
Examination of early Nacogdoches is important because of its unique
nature, namely its proximity to the United States after Louisiana wa5. purchased from France in 1803. No longer a own simply bordered by unexplored,
sparsely-populated "wilderness," Nacogdoches became a chief port of entry
for American goods, ideas, and citizens. When a "Neutral Zone" was created
by the United States and New Spanish governments to accommodate the
disputed Texas-Louisiana border. Nacogdoches was pushed even further into
a murky allegiance. Far from calming East Texas officials' fears of attack or
invasion, the Neutral Zone filled with bandits, smugglers, and .filibusteros,
some of whom were quite successful in commandeering the allegiance of the
local citizenry. This fact distinguishes the political situation of Nacogdoches
from that of other towns on the northern frontier of New Spain, such as
Monterey and Santa Fe, and justifies a thorough examination of its founding
population.
Carving out a life on the frontier, the land infested with insects and illequipped for farming, must have been unceasingly grueling. Still, life on the
New Spain-United States border did offer a unique variety of freedoms, many
unavailable in the cities of central Mexico. Away from their confining, more
strictly codified social-structure, some citizens - meaning primarily adult, free
men-found freedom to ;'whiten" themselves, rising within the ethno-racial
hierarchy. Others discovered freedom to better their economic status through
sometimes illicit trade with Indians and Louisiana. This situation did not
Patrick J. U'\:thh
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escape the attention of the colonial government: because of Nacogdoches'
geographical position and its origin as a civil settlement, the citizens of
Nacogdoches may have been nearly as suspect to the officials stationed there
as did the Indians and desperados hidden under the cover of East Texas' piney
woods. It is likely that in the eyes of Spanish officials, the national loyalty to
the Spanish Crown of anyone who chose to live on the edge of settlement unless migrating to engage in military or missionary activities - was to be
regarded with apprehension, if not downright suspicion. Many of those who
migrated east from Bexar to found Nacogdoches did indeed seek selfdetermination, and when their ability to trade with Americans and Indians was
infringed upon by Spanish governmental officials, allegiance may have been
further shaken. Although in different ways, both the blurring of social and
racial categories and involvement in illegal commerce tended to undermine
the authority of the Spanish government. It may be that racial mutability
ind.irectly led to seditious behavior; deviating from accepted, inherited beliefs
regard.ing ethnicity, race, social rank and gender betrayed the carefully
constructed aura legitimating the rule of "pure-blooded" Europeans over
Native Americans and those of mixed ancestry. Thus the malleability of race,
nationality, and perhaps gender, detailed below, both reflected and influenced
Nacogdoches' fragile faithfulness to the Spanish flag.
Late in the eighteenth century, Eastern Texas lay at the edge of the settled
Spanish possessions, an outpost of its American empire. Texas was but a
largely undefended borderland between New Spain and the Indian Nations, as
well as the holdings of rival European powers to the north. In 1777, for example, the entire area contained only 3, I03 residents, including those Indians
living in the missions. 2 Spain was forced to bargain for the favor of the Indians,
competing with English and especially French agents. The creation of the
United States of America at the close of the decade increased Spanish fears
regarding alien intrusion onto lands claimed on behalf of His Royal Majesty.
As part of the overall Spanish strategy for Texas, a mission, Nuestra Senora
de Guadalupe de los Nacogdoches, was founded at the site of an Indian village
in 1716. Across the Sabine River, in present-day Louisiana, stood another
mission, Los Adaes, whose citizens later founded the civilian village of
Nacogdoches. Creation of these missions served two purposes: they were
vehicles for the sincere elTort~ at Christianization of the "heathen" tribes of
North America; and they were an important part of Spain's line of defense.
Just to the east of Nacogdoches lay Louisiana, after 1803 a possession of the
United States, and making peace with surrounding Indian tribes served to
~ecure the region from infiltration hy foreign nationals, especially those from
New Orleans.
In 1763, as part of the settlement following the Seven Years War, ownership of Louisiana was transferred from France to Spain. The colony had been
an economic burden for France, and Spain's King Carlos III accepted the
territory only with reluctance. 3 To the people of East Texas, these unimaginable negotiations between monarchs and ministers, carried out in faraway
_
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Texas was no longer the borderland between empires, so it was decided that
the missions there, which lay in shambles, would be abandoned. In 1773, the
residents of Los Adaes received the order to pack what they could carry and
move to Bexar. From Los Adaes, 167 families suffered a three-month trek to
Bexar, some dying en route, thirty more within three months of arrival.'
The Adaesafios found life in Bexar unbearable; promises of land for each
citizen made by the government were not met, and perhaps those families from
East Texas bristled under the heavier and more visible royal authority that
surrounded them in Bexar. Almost immediately after their arrival, a number of
the migrants petitioned for the right to return to East Texas. Led by Antonio
Gil Ybarbo, who had been compelled to quit a ranch in Los Adaes - which
suggests the abandonment of some wealth - the Adaesafios won governmental
approval and soon seventy families moved back to the east, but not to their
original settlement. s
It is worth noting that unlike customary Spanish settlements of the period,
Ybarbo's was neither military nor religious in orientation. Instead, he and his
fellow travelers created village life on their own behalf, in Ybarbo's words, ';in
the midst of the Savage Nations of the North."6 A site for settlement had been
chosen for the migrants on a fertile plain at a mid-point between "Bexar,
Natchitoches, and the Northern Nations.'" But the town they created, known
as Bucareli, was ill-fated: the suffering brought on by Indian attacks, floods,
and swarms of insects out-weighed good harvests. and in 1779 the group
moved again.
The decision to abandon Bucareli was made without approval from
Bexar; in 1780 Governor Domingo Cabello noted that Ybarbo's band "may
have consulted rather their own security and convenience than the benefit of
the Province ... " Cahello was unhappy with the group's decision to wander
"scattered among the heathens, otfering them clothing for food, and
exchanging hunger for nakedness." The governor appeared to have mixed
feelings for the families, and had considered moving them back to Bexar soon
after the group's arrival in the abandoned Nacogdoches.~ But Ybarbo and his
"wandering settlement of Bucareli" had decided: they would not return to
Bexar and they were uninterested in any other site chosen for them by officials
in the capital. 9 This manifestation of the group's desire to construct their own
society, with or without the official blessing of the government, is perhaps a
first clue of their desire for self-determination and of the shaky allegiance to
the Spanish crown they later exhibited in Nacogdoches.
The few hundred who survived the grueling, six-year trek from Los
Adaes to Bexar to Bucareli to Nacogdoches were able to create a home at the
site of the abandoned mission. The bonds that undoubtedly grew between the
migrants during their travels must have served them well as they cleared land,
planted corn, and built houses for their isolated vil1age. But despite the
initiative and autonomy they had displayed, the residents of Nacogdoches
could not escape the broader political and strategic demands brought upon
them by their proximity to Louisiana. Over the years, soldiers were rushed to
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and from Nacogdoches as the military commanders sought to counter
seditious movements and illicit trade between Spaniards, rndians, and foreign
nationals.
At times the commanders seemed almost ludicrously frightened of the
vulnerability of their eastern border. For instance, upon hearing that Thoma"i
Paine's Rights of Man had been translated and published in Spanish (as
Desengane del Hombre), a shaken Commanding General Pedro de Nava
dispatched twenty-three additional soldiers, including one who could read, to
guard against the book's introduction in Nacogdoches. It also spurred another
in a long series of background checks on foreign traders in East Texas, as well
as plans for checking on the attitudes of the region's Indians towards the
Spanish with provisions for additional gifts to be given those that might be
seduced by French or Anglo colonists. Perhaps the general himself was
curious about the celebrated book's contents, for he bade Governor Munoz to
send him the first copy seized before sending any others to the Comisario of
the Holy Office, required because the book had been banned by the Holy
Tribunal of the Inquisition.: u
Spanish fears were not wholly unfounded. Beginning in 1800, foreigners,
usually Anglo-Americans, began leading filibusters into East Texas. Philip
Nolan, leader of what was perhaps the first expedition, entered Spanish
territory "ostensibly to catch wild horses but more plausibly to survey the
possibilities of trade and to appraise the strength of imperial defenses."11 Nolan
was tracked down and killed by a combination of soldiers and Nacogdoches
residents. The prominent, hispanicized trader Guillermo Barr rode into town,
bearing Nolan's ears in triumph. Barr had, in the words of the governor, "by
his well-known love rfor] the King, volunteered to be the bearer of the
welcome tidings."I} Despite success in thwarting Nolan. the fact that several
citizens of Nacogdoches, including a priest, were implicated in the conspiracy
must have increased the local officials' paranoia regarding the ability of
outsiders to destabilize Spanish rule.
Xenophobia swelled further when the United States purchased Louisiana
in 1803. In a letter to the governor of Texas, the commanding officer in
Concordia wailed, ;'The Unlted States have purchased Louisjana from France;
and if they succeed in establishing themselves on the limits of Texas, God keep
us from their hands 1"13 Again, Spanish fears were not unwarranted. In fact,
President Thomas Jefferson claimed that Louisiana included all lands from the
Mississippi to the Rocky Mountains, Texas included, and sent explorers,
including Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. to win the friendship of
strategically valuable lndian tribes. Tensions mounted, and in 1806, both
Jefferson and Texas Governor Manuel Salcedo sent troops to the TexasLouisiana border area. Although the crisis passed without military engagement, a heightened fear of foreign incursion reigned in Spain's northern provinces, in East Texas in particular. The border dispme was settled in November
1806 by the creation of a neutral territory between the two countries, bordered
on the west by the Sabine River and Arroyo Hondo on the east. Unfortunately.
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Neutral Ground. as it came to be called, served as a haven for smugglers and
bandits. 14
When Nacogdoches was resettled in 1779 the United States' purchase of
Louisiana and the resulting creation of the Neutral Ground were unforeseeable. As Ybarbo and his fellow settlers arrived from Bucareli, they probably
imagined themselves happily removed from the world of politics and
international trade; but, after 1803, Nacogdoches became caught up in both the
nascent Mexican independence movement and the ever-expanding territorial
claims of the United States. It is likely that the creation of the Neutral Ground
and the village's expanding number of military administrators alienated some
of Nacogdoches' residents. Because of the provisions of the agreement which
created the Neutral Ground, Texans, with rare exceptions, were prohibited
from trading in Louisiana. This undoubtedly sent some previously legitimate
business people afoul of the law, with the Neutral Ground serving as an "ideal
ba'\e" for their illicit activities. 15
Despite the threats from the Neutral Ground and beyond, life for the
majority of Nacogdoches' residents was centered upon matters more fundamentaL The majority of men were listed in the census as farmers, even those
who lived in the village. Except for Ybarbo, the residents of Nacogdoches
lived in simple log houses.
Settlers cut and sharpened trees into palisades, hammered them into the
ground in a square or rectangular pattern, interlaced them with vines for
strength and covered them with red mud for insulation. A hipped roof composed of shingles extended well beyond the walls to protect them from rain.
On one end, a stick-and-mud chimney provided warmth, illumination, and a
place to cook the family's food. 16
Ybarbo's business, which came to be called "The Old Stone Fort," faced
the Plaza Principal, or town square. From the plaza El Camino Real led west
to Bexar and east to Natchitoches in Louisiana. 17
In town it was common to have a small garden, and often a few hogs or
sheep as well. One settler, petitioning the government for a plot in the village,
asked for a patch of land for "the advantage of planting com, beans for the
maintenance of family."18 As noted by Governor Eiguezabal, this small-scale
farming was complemented with meat provided by the surrounding
wilderness: "[Nacogdoches'] settlers are engaged in hunting bear, deer, and
buffalo, and in planting, at great expenditure of labor, what is absolutely
necessary for their food."19 This statement reflects the difficulty experienced
by the town's first generation in making ends meet; as they had in Bucareli,
floods occasionally destroyed crops upon which poor families depended. 20
Outside of town in the piney woods and along the "caney creeks" lay the
ranchos of Nacogdoches' wealthier citizens. 2 \ These outlying areas were
described as possessing "pennanent water for stock, a great many insects,
pasture for the summer, but for the winter very scarce."22 Guillenno Barr's
land was characterized as holding "little use for sowing or planting on account
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of the quantity of wood on it." Many descriptions note the mosquitoes, the
hornets, the ticks, and the horse tlies. 23 To their advantage, those raising horses
and cattle around Nacogdoches were, unlike many ranching in other regions
of Texas, "far enough to the east that the plains raiders [Indians] were unlikely
to disturb them. "24
One of the remarkable features of late eighteenth- and early-nineteenth
century Nacogdoches was the increasingly heterogeneous make-up of its
population. Far from being a city of "Spanish settlers," the citizenry of Nacogdoches was made up of many races, ethnicities, and nationalities. 25 Some used
their position away from centers of population and power to rise, through
wealth or status, into higher ethno-racial categories. Also, Nacogdoches was a
city of families and thus held a substantial minority of women; this also
presented inter-marriage as a avenue of "whitening." An examination of the
town's demographic patterns as well as its leaders' remarks on race, gender,
and nationality anow speculation on how these social structures were blurred,
subverted, and sometimes recast in early Nacogdoches.
The population of Nacogdoches doubled in size between 1778 and 1810,
largely due to the steady influx of immigrants from the east. It is unlikely that
the growth was produced by "natural" expansion through births; in Texas,
demographic expansion did not occur until ] 790, and much of that was
centered in Bexar where the infant mortality rate and the threat of Indian
violence was much lower. Alicia Tjarks points out that during this period in
Texas, "practically no family failed to lose at least one child during its first
year of life."26
Racially, Nacogdoches was impressively heterogeneous. Not only were
people of different races in constant social contact on the plaza and in the
fields, but they truly became a "melting pot" in which inter-racial marriage
was commonplace and apparently considered respectable. Although the
Spanish government applied an intricate system to determine the race of each
of its colonial citizens, and although a person's race and ethnicity contributed
greatly to their status and economic and social opportunity, on the northern
frontier the system of racial characterization and stratification was often
confused or altogether ignored. 27
It appears that those at the top of the hierarchy, Europeans, Spaniards,
Anglos, and so on, were designated in census overseen by the local military
commander by nationality while those placed in the "castes" below were

racialized. The racial categorizations appearing in the census of 1792, roughly
in their accepted ranking, include: Espannle/a. de Nadon Francesa, de La
Canada, de [rlande, Indio/a. Mestizo/a, C.(whether standing for Castizo,
Cnlor Quebrada or Coyote, is unclear), Color Quevrado (literally, "broken
color"); Mulatto/a, Lobo, and Negro/a (both enslaved and free). 18 On the
frontier, some of these designations appear somewhat mutable: Alicia Tjarks,
whose demographic study centers on Bexar. records the identifiers mestizo,
mulatto, coyote, lobo, and Negro as sub-sets of color quebrado, but in terms
of the Nacol!doches census such an arranQ:ement is unlikely.29 Color quebrada
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existed alongside other designations and was sometimes used to refer to a
person whose racial background was mixed, uncertain, and clearly not Spanish
or European.
At the top of the heap in social status were those bestowed with the title
of "Don." The census for 1792 lists only four men with such a rank: a sixtyone year-old whose occupation is not listed and who may have been retired; a
judge; a lieutenant; and a farmer. The farmer is referred to simply as a
"labrador," and may have achieved his high status through birth or some other
value to his community. Although the reason is unknown, the fact that a farmer
could be listed as one of the foremost men of Nacogdoches suggests a class
structure not built entirely on wealth or occupation. Thus, their comparative
wealth and their value to the economic well-being of Nacogdoches elevated
both Irish-born Guillermo Barr and American Samuel Davenport, traders with
the local Indians, to the rank of "Don" in the census of January 1, 1804.
The census of 1792 was conducted by Gil Ybarbo, the man who had led
the petition for re-admission into East Texas. The fluidity of at least some of
the categories of race is perhaps evident in the racial labels he chose for
members of the lower castes. In the latter pages of the census, the abbreviated
designation "C.," (possibly "Castizo, " "Coyote," or "color quevrado"), disappears. Color quevrado~ which does not appear in the first half of the census,
shows up frequently towards the list's end. To Ybarbo, the terms Coyote and
Color Quevradn may have been interchangeable or indistinguishable.
Some estimation of late eighteenth-century Nacogdoches' racial make-up
is offered by tallying the identifications offered in the census. It should be
remembered that the numbers do not reflect the residents' inherited racial rank
but rather stand for the their perceived racial status in the eyes of the political
and military leadership. The ranks of the Spanish undoubtedly are swollen by
town leaders who managed to be identified with the highest racial appellation
in recognition of their social ranking. 30 With that caveat in mind, in 1790, of
the 258 adults over fourteen years of age in Nacogdoches, roughly fifty
percent were Spanish, twenty-two percent were Indian, fourteen percent were
Mestizo, eleven percent were Mulatto and other colored designations, and
three percent were Negro. It is worth noting that Nacogdoches' black
population, while only three percent of its total, was about twice as high as that
of Bexar. This is likely due to Nacogdoches' proximity to Louisiana, from
which blacks traveled either as free men, fugitive slaves, or as the slaves of
both legal and illegal European immigrants.
Soldiers at the garrison were without exception identified as Spaniards on
Nacogdoches' census. It would be unlikely that they were all of "pure"
Spanish descent, and their passing into the highest racial rank signifies the
social value their occupation, as well as their protection of the settlers, had to
the society at large. David Weber notes that, "In sparsely populated lands of
nearly chronic war, with primitive economies and little economic
differentiation, the military served as the chief vehicle for upward mobility. "31
This mobility apparently could be aiTected in both economic and racial terms.
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Perhaps the clearest and most significant case of racial passing in frontier
Nacogdoches was that of the town's "father," Antonio Gil Ybarbo. As
Nacogdoches' founder, its political1eader, and its richest citizen, Ybarbo was
always called "Don" Antonio Gil Ybarbo in official documents, and appears
in the census, some of which he put together, as a Spaniard, despite the fact
that he was clearly of mixed race and that "everybody knew him as a mulatto,
and his enemies used this circumstance to revile him."n Weber notes that "in
the heat of argument 'mulatto,' 'mestizo,' and 'Indian' might be hurled as
insulting epithets and be considered grounds for slander. "~3 Late in the
eighteenth century, the Spanish frontier boasted high levels of childbirth out of
wedlock, "because of the sexual exploitation of female slaves and lIndians]."
A serious otlense in the eyes of the church, these sinfully-conceived "halfbreeds" were stigmatized by the suspected "illegitimacy" of their birth. 34
The fate of Ybarbo illustrates how closely, if unconsciously, categories of
race, wealth, and status were linked in the minds of Spanish Texans. Although
he long remained in power, Ybarbo had been suspected of smuggling by his
superiors "ever since the reoccupation of Nacogdoches." When charges were
brought against this "enterprising pioneer" in 1790, he was accused of incompetence, illicit trade in livestock, of having "relations with unauthorized
French and English traders," and "lastly, that he was a mulatto." The prosecuting official thus impugned Ybarbo's qualifications, his character, and his
claims of "whiteness" at one time,·15 Although these charges against Ybarbo
were dropped eventually, later he was removed from his post due to illegal
trading activity.J6
Not surprisingly, in the census Ybarbo compiled for the governor in
Bexar, he sometimes blurred the distinction between nationality and race. For
example, Juan Juarez, a single, thirty-nine year-old servant, was listed in the
census of 1792 both as a mestizo and a native of Louisiana ("Juan Juarez
Mestiso ,r;;irviente N. della Luciana edad 39 a so/teno. "). At thirty-nine years of
age, he was born in Louisiana before it was transferred to Spanish rule.
Usually, those not born under the Spanish flag were described only by land of
nativity or nationality. That Juarez wa'i listed by birthplace and race hints that
his occupational status as a servant lowered his societal rank and caused him
to be racialized in the eyes of the census taker. Fanner Juan Jose Sanchez was
listed as being both a mestizo and a Spaniard ("Juan Jose Sanchez, Mestizo su
ofieio labrador Espanole del Precidio. .. "). This is odd since both terms
supposedly connote race, Again, perhaps Sanchez's social status or wealth
allowed him to be seen as a Spaniard despite his skin color. Or, Sanchez could
have been regarded as one or the other depending on the social context. It is
possible that Ybarbo's own passing from mulatto to Spaniard caused him to be
sympathetic to the aspirations of others trying to better themselves. J7
Intennarriage was another conduit for whitening and racial passing. In
the Nacogdoches Census for 1792, sixty of ninety-five marriages, roughly
sixty-three percent, were "interracial." The actual percentage may have been
even higher as the wives of "Spanish" men of high status were likely lifted, in
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racial plateau. It is possible that an entire family's ethno-racial status could
have risen by a few advantageous marriages; a mestizo father, for example,
whose son mamed the daughter of a wealthy Spaniard, might himself have
racially benefited from the union. Intennarriage, as much as it allowed for
racial passing, also further blurred the already complex racial make-up to
Nacogdoches' population. In the ninety-five marriages recorded in the 1792
census, twenty different kinds of racial pairing appear,38
The "Spanish" people of Nacogdoches likely possessed a two-tiered view
of Indians. On the higher rung were those who had been hispanicized, had
converted to Christianity, and had taken to living in town. Many Indians, both
men and women, intermarried with others of races spanning the entire
hierarchy. In sharp contrast to the assimilated Indians were those who
remained "wild," living a semi-nomadic life in the woods outside the village.
The Indians who eased into Spanish society appear infrequently in the military
correspondence between Nacogdoches and Bexar. They were mostly subsistence farmers or servants who struggled at the bottom end of the village's
economic spectrum. Of course, most residents of Nacogdoches were probably
of mixed Indian descent, but a generation or two in Spanish society
"whitened" them, setting them apart from those baptized as adults by Father
Garza as well as the heathens recently arriving from the woods.J<j
In the yearly census, Indians were tabulated without editorial comment.
Indian men were identified as being married to Spanish, Indian, mestiza, mulatto, and color quevrado women. One Indian man, who was married to a Mulatta,
had an Indian servant. Two Indian women arrived in Nacogdoches from
Louisiana married to Frenchmen; other Indians were wed to men of all the
racial categories listed above. Most of the Indians in Nacogdoches appear in the
census as Indio or India, although several are noted by their tribe. Several
Apaches, most likely Lipan Apaches from West Texas, lived in Nacogdoches
and apparently blended in with the Indians Christianized at Los Adaes,4(J
In 1809 the commandante at Nacogdoches was ordered to take oaths of
allegiance from all aliens living in and around the town. This procedure took
place every few years, e~pecially after a change in the governorship or after
the arrest of a foreigner involved in illegal trade. In this survey only one
Indian, "Louis of the Caddo Nation," was compelled to come forward and
declare his faithfulness before the state. He professed to be Catholic, that he
was married to Madeline Christi, a French woman, and that the couple and
their six children "follow[ed] the Spanish flag" to Nacogdoches when
Madeline's native Louisiana became American. Why he was ordered to testify
is unclear, but he was born into, and was still recognized as a citizen of, the
band of Indians living closest to town. This may have made him suspicious in
the eyes of the commandante; perhaps it was feared that he still paid allegiance
to his old tribe, or maybe it was hoped that he could help stabilize CaddoSpanish relations. Whatever the commandante's motivation, it is understandable why he would be perceived as more of a threat to security than Apaches so
far from their fellow tribesmen. 41
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At the turn of the nineteenth century, Native Americans in central and
East Texas apparently shared many, if not all, legal rights enjoyed by the other
townsfolk. In Bexar, the governor instructed that a subordinate should "[e]nter
suit immediately with the necessary formality against Thomas Liendro and his
associates for the murders of the Comanche man and woman. "42 Whether these
victims had been Christianized or not is not recorded, and such a distinction
may perhaps have had an effect on the governor's response to the murders. It
is also notable that in the governor's proclamation he failed to include the
names of the murdered Comanches; surely if he were interested in the
prosecution ofjustice such a fundamental exclusion would be odd. It leads one
to wonder whether the Comanche's history of war with the Spanish inspired
Governor Elguezabal to pursue the killers only grudgingly and the omission
was a residue of his dislike for the Comanches.
Some Indians managed to sell their lands to the Spanish rather than
having them appropriated. A record exists of the transaction between "the
Indian known as the son of the ... Indian Suedo of the Bidis Nations, the
Captain of the Ays Nations, named Negrito," and the Italian Don Vicente
Michelli. For the acreage given up to the rdTIcher, Negrito received goods
much like those given friendly tribes such as gifts, including a gun and
powder, a white shirt, ribbon, and eight bracelets. 4l
Indians living outside Nacogdoches appeared in governmental communications often. Contact between the Caddo and the Spanish town appears to
have been relatively peaceful, although diseases contracted from the European
settlers swept through the area's Indian population with deadly effect. 44 The
number of "Friendly Tribes" seems to have varied, in the years examined here,
between eleven and twenty-five. It appears to have been customary for a group
of men, women, and children from a friendly tribe, sometimes over 100 in
numher, to walk or ride into town in expectation of gifts and supplies.
Apparently these operations were formalized and usually occurred on an
annual basis. Of one small group Commandante Guadiana reported that,
"They asked for and were supplied with provisions of the value of eighteen
reales."4~ Things given to the Indians included guns, knives, axes, beads, wire,
mirrors, belts, shirts, and, in one account, dresses "adorned with imitation
lace,"4<\ Not every appearance was greeted with nonchalance, however. On one
occasion the Commandante was highly suspicious, "having learned
that last
" What
night Indians came into this village afoot and without blankets
made the Commandante nelVOUS is unclear. Perhaps the lndians had entered
Nacogdoches unexpected, their lack of blankets might have given the
appearance of a war party, or maybe the Indians failed to follow the usual
protocol for the ritual of trading and gift giving. Whatever the reason for his
discomfort, no account of violence or theft followed in Guadiana's report..~7
Indian societies, as they appear in the Spanish documents, were
organized along European lines: their bands were described as "nations" and
their leaders were bestowed with titles such as captain. 48 The Spanish sought
peace and trade with nearby Indians, and also attempted to restrain tribes from
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Spanish attempted a strategy of diplomacy most aptly described as "divide and
conquer" but were not always successful in maintaining local hegemony.
During the Nolan affair. a resident of Natchitoches, Pablo Lafitte, was imprisoned in Nacogdoches. He had strong ties to the Caddo, who raised tension
in Nacogdoches by threatening to attack unless Lafitte was relea'ied. 4Q Without
irony, Spanish officials referred to Native Americans who bested them in the
chess game of allegiance and power as "fickle l inconsistent, and ambitious."50
Both enslaved and free blacks lived in Nacogdoches. At the bottom of
Nacogdoches' racial hierarchy, blacks were much less likely to inter-marry
than those of other races. There did exist, however, an opportunity to better
one's position through one's occupation or by the accumulation of wealth.
Such opportunities were not possible for those enslaved; being both black and
unfree mitigated any "whitening" or chance for a rising status within Nacogdoches. Slaves, when their families had not been broken by the sale of
spouses, appear in the census married only to other black slaves; in general,
when blacks did marry people of other racial castes, they tended to wed
mulattos or those described as color quevrado. 51 It is likely that the children of
these mixed marriages would have a racial status higher than their parents, but
their somewhat lighter skin could become the first step in a multi-generational
"whitening" process.
Free blacks tended to be employed as subsistence farmers or as servants.
Francisco Gonsales, a forty-nine year-old native of Guatemala, appears in the
census of 1792 as "Negro oficio Panadero Sirviente" - both as a servant and
as a baker. 52 Constituting such a small percentage of Nacogdoches' population
and mired at the lowest end of the social-racial scale, free blacks rarely appear
in the survlving official correspondence.
Slaves l on the other hand, as valuable property, were mentioned
regularly. Although counted by the census takers, slaves were usually not
listed individually or by name. In the census of 1804, when a slave was
counted, his age and marital status were noted but his name was not recorded.-'il
Not all slaves living and working in Nacogdoches were of pure African
descent. To be a slave was to be a member of a social class, albeit the lowest
one. Members of other races are mentioned in official documents as property.5~
Also, Indians from time to time sold captured members of rival tribes as
slaves. Still, a vast majority of those whose occupation was listed as "slave"
were identified as Negro or Negra.
When black slaves were mentioned, they were usually referred to only by
their race and by the enslaved condition. When Jose Vidal, the commanding
officer at Concordia, prepared for a leave of absence, he wrote the governor
asking for "some land where I may send my negroes, and find a home when I
return .... "55 In Commandante Guadiana's monthly reports of operations in
Nacogdoches, race was constructed in a similar way. An escaped "negro" was
unnamed, as was a "fugitive mulatto." This despite the fact that with Nacogdoches' population numbered only a few hundred residents and the Commandante would be acquainted with most everyone in town. 56 One may assume
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that the way in which black slaves were presented in the documents reflects
the extent to which blacks were stripped of their status as citizens or
individuals. When a number of prisoners held after the Nolan affair broke out
of jail, Governor Elguezabal alerted Commandante de Nava that "the
Americans Robert Ashley, Michael Mahon, Joe Hams, and a negro succeeded
in effecting their escape from prison ...." De Nava apparently assumed that,
unless otherwise noted, the Negro would be male. '7
In the census for 1809, slaves belonging to the traders Barr and Davenport were identified by name, age, and place of origin, and this allows a peek
into their situation and status. The group of slaves, all identified as black, with
one exception, was:
-a mamed couple from Carolina, Asique and Mary
-a single man, Bill, 28, from Virginia
-James, 14, from Natchez
-Silve, from Pennsylvania, 33, "single," with two sons
-Amos from Natchez, 26, and his son Graviel
-1 uhana from Ouachita, 19
-Anna from Natchez, and
-mulatto Jose Maria from Boca de Leon, 20, single.5~
This is a diverse group in terms of gender, age, and origin. It is likely that there
existed a language bamer between some of the slaves because most of the
arrivees from the United States had been in Texas a only few years and
perhaps their Spanish was not fluent. James apparently had been removed
from his families, while others have been allowed to immigrate to Texas as
husband and wife or as a single parent and child. With the exception of Asique
and Mary, if their marriage had produced no children, none of Barr and
Davenports' slaves lived within a "complete" nuclear family. Another slave, a
fifty-two year-old female native of Guinea named Maria Isabel, who belonged
to a ranchero named Jose de la Bega, was noted as married but wlth her
husband "absent." Such a designation usually referred to the wives of soldiers
stationed outside Nacogdoches, but Maria Isabel may have been taken away
from her family.w
One incident reveals that while slaves did not own their freedom and did
not enjoy the mobility available to the regular citizen, they did have some
recourse before the law. In 1793, Jose Thomas BIas. a slave, was able to petition the governor of Texas for an order re-uniting him with his wife, Maria
Luisa, and their two children. She, a slave of Nicholas Mora of Nacogdoches,
or perhaps actually of Mora's father-in-law. Ybarbo, was kept from living with
her husband or communicating with him. Bias' petition was for the governor
to free Maria Luisa from Mora for her to find another master, one who would
either let her see BIas or would buy him so they could cohabiLate. 61J
BIas was represented by Jose Toraya, a self-described "procurador for the
poor." As Bias probably had little or no money, it is likely that Toraya's office
was a governmental one. On behalf of BIas, Toraya avowed that Mora's
actions were "absolutelv contrary to libertv," an interesting phrase to usc when
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speaking of master/slave relations. Mora was warned that "at the lightest
complaint ... he would be punished properly." When the actions of his son-inlaw were made known to him, Gil Ybarbo, who was apparently in Bexar by
coincidence, appeared before the magistrates at Bexar and promised "to give
a paper to Maria Luisa in order that she may seek a [new] master." Pointing
out that the "village of Nacogdoches being compri~ed of poor people and
unable to purchase her," Ybarbo offered to buy Jose Thomas himself. 51
Neither the race of these slaves nor their place of birth appears anywhere
in the documentation of their plight or their petition before the governor. It is
worthy of note that the governor of Texas oversaw the proceedings and warned
Mora to grant his slave a kind of liberty unknown to the type of slavery
practiced in the United States during this period. The language used in the
court proceedings appears more akin to that in a labor dispute than in a case
regarding chattel slavery. This leads one to a conjecture that perhaps slavery
in Texas' Spanish period was at times more akin to indentured servitude than
the dehumanizing practice carried out in the Southern United States. Thus,
while slaves often were objectified in the eyes of the state, they were also not
without some basic civil rights.
Because of its origin as a civilian village, Nacogdoches had a relatively
high percentage of female citizens. Even as early as 1790, Nacogdoches'
population was remarkably balanced in terms of gender. Ybarbo's census for
that year features the following totals:
Total
- 524
- 198
Men
Women
- 142
Boys
- 102
Girls
- 82
This includes the handful of soldiers stationed in Nacogdoches garrison. 62 In
the census for 1792 both sex.es are represented almost completely equally in
every race except for that of Espanole(a). Sixty-one men were listed as being
Spanish while only thirty-five women were listed as such. This leads one to
wonder whether it was easier for a man to pass into a higher racial category
than for a woman. Since women were all but excluded from the military and
artisanry, the economic avenue to social rising, and its accompanying
whitening, was perhaps blocked. 6 .1
Although the census tended to name men as head of the household, doing
so even in the case of a widow living with her twenty-year-old son, some
women, usually widows, lived without men and so were recorded thus in the
census. One widow, Juana Maria Palacios, petitioned the governor for
ownership of land she and her family had cultivated, as was the custom. Her
testimony speaks to her independence: "That having made a field and
fabricated a house for my support, on the bank of the Creek La Nana, on the
other side thereof, it becomes necessary for me to beg your Excellency to be
pleased to decree that I may be put in possession of said house and field.,. for
me, my children, heirs and successors.... "64 Palacios was granted the land and
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apparently raised her family there, never remarrying. After her death in 18] 0,
her son was compelled to seek government approval to inheriting the land. He
cited himself, his absent brother, and two sisters as Palacios' heirs. At the end
of this document he signed his name and his sisters gave their marks; although
her son could write, Juana Maria Palacios and her daughters were illiterate.6~
In a brief biography of James "Santiago" Dill, an Anglo citizen of
Nacogdoches who was granted a town lot in 1800. archivist Robert Bruce
Blake claimed that a woman in Spanish Texas had the option of taking her
husband's surname or keeping her own. This was especially common in the
case of a woman who "happened to be active in the trading world." So it was
with Dill's wife, Helen Kimble. She did not take Dill's name despite the fact
that he was a citizen of some status; although an illiterate farmer, he became
Nacogdoches' first alcalde in the Mexican period. While there is a danger in
viewing this practice ahistorically, the fact that women, especially those of
higher economic status, were not legally bound to adopt their husbands'
surname suggests that some women were considered to be more than merely
their husbands' servant or property.66
Women's occupations, never included in the census, were suggested in
passing remarks during formal testimonials of allegiance made by foreigners
in 1809. Customarily, only men were required to come forth. In 1809, however, three women, one a widow, the others with husbands who were absent
from Nacogdoches, made testimonials before the commandante. Widow Marie
Rambin had her sons at work in her field while her daughters were "making
candles and weaving." Maria Madeline Prudhomme stated that her husband
was a farmer and she was a seamstress. Anna Alsop, who apparently was left
to fend for herself, "maintain[ed] herself with her labor." These examples
show that although official documentation almost always ignored the labor
women contributed to society, they were occupied in many activities, several
of which demanded high amounts of skilt. 67
Customs such as retaining one's malden name and stories such as that of
Juana Maria Palacios, although pointing to a modicum of women's independence, did not limit the authors of the Nacogdoches-Bexar correspondence, as
well as those of the annual census, from portraying women as passive, servile,
and at times invisible. On the first day of each month the commandante at
Nacogdoches compiled a journal of the previous month's events and sent it to

Bexar. Events described in the journal concerned military matters, the comings
and goings of citizens and Indians, and so forth. Even a cursory reading of
these lists reveals the paranoia of the Spanish military officers about the
security of their northern border. Representations of village women are scarce,
and those to Indian women are almost always in passing; women of the
Friendly Tribes do not seem to have been perceived as any threat to the
security of Nacogdoches.
It is their omission from so many documents that is remarkable when
searching for traces of the women of early Nacogdoches. The petition submitted in 1773 bv the oeoole of Los Adaes asking to return to East Texas began
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with Ybarbo's name, followed by a long list of men "with whose families
make the number one hundred twenty-seven, [ask] that we form a new
village." On this paper not a single woman's name appears. Apparently, only
men were perceived to have the qualities necessary to function as the "head of
the household."6~ The history of early Nacogdoches is rife with such exclusions. In some census, especialJy those noting foreigners present in Nacogdoches, women were not counted, let alone named.
A document in which telling representations of women and men were
featured was Father Josef Francisco Mariano de la Garza's tale of the town's
founding, given as part of a statement on the character of Gil Ybarbo. His
statement reveals his ideology of gender and offers insight into the ingredients
of masculinity and femininity on the Texas frontier. The men of Nacogdoches,
explained Garza, could "tell of the trail of tears with which their wives, and
their children sprinkled the roads," as the families wandered from Bexar to
Bucareli to Nacogdoches. But Ybarbo, whom "the settlers until this day ...
recognize as their father," was "very bold-faced," and sought "to dry the tears
of his countrymen." To Garza, Ybarbo was a patriarch of almost biblical
proportions. When the new town struggled, he not only "was the first that
offered hastily his servants, his children and even his own person for building
[the] church, but the heroic Ybarbo also clothed some widows and girls that
were poor, throwing to them at night through the window, some petticoats, a
piece of cloth or a blanket, without these [women knowing] who was giving
them that assistance; [he also saw] to shrouding some dead bodies, giving
[them] the clothing of his son ... ." 69 In his narrative, Garza paints Ybarbo as
the dominant figure of a struggling town and as a great father who dispensed
goods and psychological support to a needy community of helpless women.
Without irony Father Garza commented on Ybarbo's readiness to lend his
servants for labor, his son's clothes for the dead, or even "taking away [food]
from the mouth of his wife and children, reserving these for ministering
sustenance to me .... "70

Female Indians are all but invisible in the governmental documents.
When a scouting party encountered a group of Indians in the territory outside
the town, the commandante noted that the scouts "overtook eight Comanche
Indians and four women."71 The men were identified by their race, the women
by their gender. Later in the same document, the commandante, relating the
appearance of a group of Indians in Nacogdoches, reported on "the said Nacadichitos, their wives, and children ... ."n In this instance women are identified
strictly by their gender; further, while the men are named as members of a
tribe, the women are specified as the possessions of the men and thus linked
with the accompanying children. This linkage of women and children is also
evident in Father Garza's statements above.
These representations of women were rendered by men, usually military
officials. The fact that women owned property and sometimes did not take
their husbands' name seems to contradict their high degree of invisibility.
Perhaps this teases out a contradiction between the standards of womanhood
held by commandantes, governors, and priests and the actual nature of gender
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roles and relations in the borderlands_ Women's agency appears to seep
through in a body of official documentation designed to keep them silent. This
discrepancy may further point to tensions, not specific to gender but rather
within the society as a whole, between natives. of East Texas and the
governmental administrators sent to watch over them.
When the words of various governors, commandantes, and other citizens
of Nacogdoches are taken in total, a clearer view of the structures of race,
class. and gender on the pre·revolution Texas frontier emerges. The caste
system, more rigidly enforced in the population centers in interior Mexico,
was somewhat relaxed and malleable on the fringe of empire. This mutability
of race and status did not extend to all; those introduced to Texas as slaves
could only hope for release by a benevolent master. Blacks had little or no
chance to improve their status, although intermarriage with a member of a
group higher in the hierarchy was a possible conduit for racial passing by their
children. Vv'omen, although sharing with their husbands, brothers, and sons
every aspect of the hardship and danger of life in the wilderness, were
perceived by those in power as needy and childlike and were neither granted
positions of official authority nor recognized in the census as holding any skill
or occupation. These attitudes towards race, class l and gender held by the
administrators of Spanish Texans were exhibited in a single list of gifts made
to a small band of Indians in Bexar: "Notice of the gifts made to Captain
Travino of the Tahucanas, 8 vagrant chiefs, 14 Indians. and a woman of the
said tribe who leave this capitol today:
1 gun
1 ramrod
1 large knife
2 pounds of Vermilion."
As with those enumerated in the Nacogdoches census, men of higher rank are
identified by their nationality, while those of the middling and lower sorts are
marked hy their ethnicity or race. Political and economic power apparently
tended to lift men out of race and into authority. In the case of the lone woman,
no attempt was made to determine her status within the tribe. To be the only
women in a group of twenty-four may well indicate that she was a person of
high rank within her people, but whether this was so was unimportant to the
Spanish official recording the transaction. 7-1
Finally, one other component of a person's social status, joining their race
and class and gender, complicated the Spanish system of rule when implemenled on the outskirts of settlement. Nacogdoches' geographical position.
after 1803 just a few days' ride from American-controlled soil, obliged
Spanish leaders to become concerned about nationality and allegiance. Of
course, as the examination of race above suggests, race and nationality were
closely linked in New Spain.
In the wake of the Nolan affair, the commander at Nacogdoches remarked
to the governor that "The suspicion against Nolan's religious principals ought
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hoped to settle in Texas, Nolan had professed Catholicism, which many in the
military government saw as one fundamental difference between themselves
and immigrants from the United States. The feigning of the Catholic faith was
not such a consideration, however, whcn non-American immigrants were
conccrned; othcr foreigners congregating in Nacogdoches tended to be
"Gaelic" Irish or French from French-controlled Louisiana. Further, peace
with the British and France's decision to unload their possessions in the New
World shifted the threat to Spanish sovereignty to the United States. The risk
that the political rhetoric of "Americans" such as Thomas Paine might be
adopted by the nascent Mexican independence movement further aggravated
the perceived danger in allowing citizens of the United States into Spanish
territory.
By 1803, in the first Jefferson Administration, Americans already had
earned a reputation with their Southern neighbors, one which sounds famillar
today. The United States government, according to Jose Vidal, a commanding
officer in Concordia, "is the most ambitious, restless, unsteady. caviling and
meddlesome government on earth." He also noted that "they are the most
industrious people in existence... ." Preparing to leave the area, Vidal
expressed thanks at no longer having to live near the United States and "the
rabble which predominates in that country."75 A few years latcr, General
Bernardo Bonavia, writing in Bexar, vilified the American nation as "that
people amongst whom the scum of all nations is found. "76
The list of foreign men present in Nacogdoches in 1804 totaled sixtyseven. Undoubtedly a far greatcr number of interlopers and transient aliens
lurked in the region around Nacogdoches and the Neutral Ground. Those
aliens willing to live among the Spani5h and be counted in the commandante 's
census likely were perceived as less of a threat than those stealing horses and
illegally trading with the Indians in East Texas.?7 To the average resident of
Nacogdoches, the rising tide of anxiety concerning American filibusters was
probably visible. When decisions were made to restrict travel. or, as was the
case in 1808, to forbid any communication with Louisiana, men and women
with business interests, friends, or family in Natchitoches and beyond
doubtless found reason to resent the pronouncements of the military officials.7~
With the outbreak of the Hidalgo Revolt in ]810, Spanish administrators
began "diverting troops and money to meet the crisis, [weakening] the
northern defenses."7~ This opencd up opportunities for illlcit trade with the
Indians and aliens in the Neutral Ground and Louisiana. In Bexar, retired
Captain Juan Bautista de la Casas and a handful of "disgruntled sergeant~"
under his command executed a successful coup d'etat, placing the governor
and the other governmental officers under arrest. Whcn some men under Las
Casas' rule swept into Nacogdoches on thc first day of February l811, they
encountered little or no resistancc as "[n]either the troops nor the people were
loyal" to the crown. This insurrection was put down and Las Casas' severed
head was exhibited atop a pole on the plaza in Bexar. RO
Only nominal stability returned to Nacogdoches. Indian attack and
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banditry in the Neutral Ground increased, while the troops in Nacogdoches,
charged with protecting the TOad to Natchitoc:hes, "were without cavalry
mounts and many of them lacked shoes. "RI It became common knowledge that
armed men were assembling in the Neutral Ground. Calling themselves "The
Republican Army of the North" and led by Bernardo Gutierrez de Lara and
Irish-American Augustus William Magee, the militia trained openly for an
invasion of Texas. R2
The invaders were supplied by Samuel Davenport, a man who had lived
and prospered in Nacogdoches, co-directing, with Guillenno Barr, the trade
between the Spanish and the Indians in East Texas. Once considered one of the
leading citizens of East Texas, he now used his influence. from the safety of
Natchitoches, to smooth the rebels' way through potentially hostile Indian
territory. Just why Davenport betrayed the government he had so recently a
served is unclear; it appears he was warning the c01'nmandante at Nacogdoches
of the United States' intention to provide supplies and weapons for the invasion
for which he was serving as quartennasterY Whatever Davenport's motivation,
he served as yet another example of the legitimacy of the Spanish concern
regarding the intentions of foreigners, especially Americans, in Texas. B4
When the invading anny, led by "Colonel" Magee, swept into Nacogdoches, the Spanish garrison was deserted, its troops fleeing to Bexar. They
had not traveled far when all but ten of the soldiers announced their decision
to return to town. The officers and the ten faithful (and probably single)
soldiers bounced down £1 Camino Real while "the rest joyously returned
home." On August 12, 1812, Nacogdoches welcomed Magee and his anny
with open arms. R5 Royal authority was returned to East Texas the following
autumn, and Spanish revenge was swift and brutal. The counter-attacking
loyalist army, "in a bloody purge. executed tejanos suspected of republican
tendencies. The poorly provisioned troops also pillaged Texas, doing nearly as
much harm to loyalists as they had to rebels."~6 Eventually, over 1,000
"terrorized residents and Indians fled to the Neutral Ground and into
Louisiana."'? Much later, a long-time citizen of Nacogdoches remembered
1813 as the year "when all hands run away."l>ll Nacogdoches was deserted.
It is worth wondering if the ethnic and racial mixing that occurred in
Nacogdoches contributed to its inhabitants' decision to rebel against Spanish
authority. The ability of some, such as Ybarbo, to side-step the social and
economic roles that traditionally accompanied the color of their skin may have
served as inspiration for further rebellion against traditional systems of
hierarchy. Clearly. the distance between the racialized ideology coming out of
the regional capitals and the actual experiences of those living on the
heterogeneous frontier must have been noted by Nacogdochenos.
It should be kept in mind that those such as Ybarbo, who sought to pass
into another racial category, did not reject the Spanish system of racialization
outright, but rather endeavored to rise within it. Slaves, free blacks, Indians,
and women still had firm checks on the elevation of their social status or
_ _ _ _ _ ...l· ....
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may seem, Spanish Texas appears to have been a better place to be enslaved
than it would be under American rule. And the Indians of East Texas rarely felt
pressure to assimilate, some enjoying quite profitable relations with the
Spanish of Nacogdoches.
Texas, due to its intermediate posltlOn, served as a pipeline of both
supplies and ideology from the United States to revolutionaries in Mexico and
became a key in the struggle between revolutionists and their royalist
adversaries. Their geographical position brought the people of Nacogdoches
into direct contact with anti-monarchical Americans and perhaps the peculiar
Yankee rhetoric of freedom was too seductive to be ignored.~9 It is also
possible that the people were throwing off a government that, in their
perception, had grown invasive. If ordinary citizens could live in peace with
surrounding Indian tribes and make a healthy profit in trade with the United
States, a paranoid royal presence, jealous of its possessions, was of little use
to a people who had struck out from Bexar in order to form a society on their
own terms. They had, it could be argued, more in common with their
neighbors in Natchitoches, Louisiana, the town on the far side of the Neutral
Ground, than they did with the Spanish officials sent to protect them.
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WHITE VIOLENCE, HEGEMONY, AND SLAVE REBELLION
IN DALLAS, TEXAS, BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR
by Michael Phillips
Just seven months before a suspected slave rebellion resulted in a July
1860 fire that consumed almost all of downtown Dallas, Charles R. Pryor,
editor of the Dallas Herald. fretted that his sleepy village of 581 whites and
ninety-seven black slaves could not long remain at peace. To him it appeared
that armies of Indians, Mexicans, and slaves agitated by abolitionists stood
poised to assault the city and install colored rule. Pryor's newspaper seemed
deliberately designed to promote panic. Throughout January 1860 the parttime physician filled the publication with dispatches on the so-called "Cortinas
War" on Texas' Mexican border as well as scalpings carried out by Indians on
the state's western frontier. Lurid coverage concerned the evil work of
abolitionist fanatics who, inspired by John Brown's bloody slave revolt in
Harpers Ferry, Virginia, late in 1859, might incite Texas slaves to butcher
whites. The paper's hysterical tone continued throughout the first half of 1860.
"Two Women Murdered and Scalped, and two others Carried into Captivity!"
a headline ~reamed on February 22. An article published on May 23 warned
of abolitionists furnishing powder and lead to Cherokees in Arkansas to
provoke an assault on the institution of slavery.l
Abolitionist, particularly haunted Pryor's imagination as he contemplated the future. He printed alarming accounts of Northerners holding "John
Brown meetings" to mourn the leader of the insurrection of October 16, 1859,
in which a United States arsenal was seized as prelude to a slave revolt. One
such gathering in New York met "for the purpose of expressing their sympathy
for Brown," and nearly resulted in bloodshed but for swift police action.
Abolitionists and their "Black Republican" allies advocated miscegenation
and black oppression of their former white masters, the paper claimed. If the
Black Republicans triumphed in the presidential race, it would not be "long
[before] we may have a negro President, a negro Cabinet, a negro Governor,
and negro naval and military officers."2 One letter, signed "Caucasian" and
printed in the Herald on January 18, 1860, warned that the triumph of the
Republicans would cause the world to take "a step backwards for 500 years .
Mongrelism as seen in Mexico and Central America, will become .
characteristic .... This destructive, abhorrent, damnable intennixture of the
races, is ever slowly going on at the North - white women marrying black
negro men and vice versa."l
The threat of race war loomed ever larger. Pryor's writings contributed to
a panic that swept much of the state in 1860 and resulted in widespread
violence against slaves and whites considered insufficiently "sound" on
slavery. Before crucial statewide races in August and a turning-point
presidential race in November, Pryor created an atmosphere that encouraged
harassment, intimidation, and harsh violations of civil liberties against
political foes. Fires and rumors of fires raged across the state in July and
Michael Phillips is a doctoral candidate at the Universiry of Texas, Austin.
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August. Pryor placed blame for the fires on abolitionists and slave lackeys. His
newspaper painted free-state immigrants in Texas as potential dangers while
his journalism aimed at ensuring political orthodoxy on the emerging sectional
crisis. The low point of this campaign focused on the summer fires in 1860,
the so-called "Texas Troubles." With Pryor's help, the alleged arsons rushed
Texas into the Confederate camp at the beginning of the Civil War. Pryor
manipulated the arson panic. which reflected economic and political disunity
within the white community on the eve of the Civil War, to ensure the success
of the secessionist cause.
Charles Pryor, then an eighteen-year-old Virginian, had settled in Dallas
in 1850, just nine years after John Neely Bryan began permanent Anglo
settlement along the east bank of the Trinity River. Pryor had followed his
older brother, Samuel Pryor, who became Dallas' first mayor when the town
incorporated in 1856. Charles Pryor, a sometimes doctor, became friends with
James Wellington Latimer, founder and editor of the Dallas Herald. He wrote
articles for the paper and served as an "occasional assistant" to Latimer. Pryor
inherited the newspaper's editorship when Latimer died in 1859. Both Latimer
and Pryor staked out a fire-eater position on slavery and secession in the
18505, declaring Texas had the right to secede from the Union if abolitionists
won the White House. The two partners devoted much ink to abusing political
opponents, especially Sam Houston. 4
Houston dominated state politics in the 18505. He staked his career on a
pro-Union stance and thus earned the enmity of fire-eaters such as Latimer and
Pryor. The hero of the Texas Revolution and two-term president of the
Republic of Texas served as one of the state's first two senators in Washington
from 1846 to 1859. His pro-Unionist position probably lost him the governor's
race in 1857. Houston remained in the Senate and wa'\ chided by the Herald
for weakly supporting the expansion of slavery in Senate debates concerning
the Kansas-Nebraska Act. The Herald insisted that he resign. Latimer and
Pryor backed Hardin R. Runnels' successful gubernatorial campaign against
Houston in 1857. Houston recovered, winning the governor's race in 1859.
After Latimer died, Pryor continued the anti-Houston campaign, calling the
governor-elect a "submissionist" on slavery "bidding for the votes of the North
for the Presidency.'"
As statewide elections for attorney general, comptroller, and treasurer
approached in August 1860, the Herald interpreted the race as a referendum
on Houston's pro-Union beliefs. By electing anti-Houston men, Texas would
send a message to the rest of the country that the state would secede if
Republicans won the White House. The tone of the Herald grew increasingly
harsh as Pryor used his editorial platform to intimidate those he considered
unfriendly to slavery. If Pryor did not suggest there was an abolitionist hiding
under every bed, he seemed to find one in every county_

Pryor's fears had been growing since late 1859, when, during public
meetings held August 12 and 13. Solomon McKinney and Parson Blount, two
Dallas Countv residents described as Iowa natives. faced accusations that they
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advocated "free soil sentiments and abolition doctrines." The Herald reported
that a mob gave McKinney, a minister, his "walking papers" and told him to
leave Texas for daring to "tell Southern men how to manage their servants,"
McKinney was confined in the county jail to await his expulsion. Parson
Blount made the mistake of defending McKinney during the public meetings.
Blount requested a place in the jail for himself, fearing he would be in danger.
The Herald darkly threatened Blount. "[U]ntil he came all was peace and
quiet, hannony and good will," Pryor wrote. "He has offended a generous
community, who will not soon forgive him; hence he had better consult his
own safety and leave. " When Blount and McKinney mysteriously disappeared
from their jail cell, the Herald suggested it was through the aid of the "Prince
of Darkness" or perhaps "the assistance of outside pressure." The "escape"
might have been evidence of a wider abolitionist conspiracy, but Pryor was
happy to see the ministers gone. "The fact is, they are gone on their way,
whether rejoicing or not, we cannot say," Pryor wrote. "They left not a trace
behind, save their shackles and an old Bible - awful warning to others who
may feel disposed to engage in pursuits so unholy, and embarrassing."'"
Intimidation of suspected slave sympathizers continued throughout 1860,
eventually turning deadly. The Herald reported the case of George D. Drake,
accused of inciting a slave woman to attempt arson at her master's house in
neighboring Collin County on March 7, 1860. The Herald called for Drake to
"suffer to the fullest extent of the law" for this crime. On April 18, the Herald
published a long letter written by Drake's friend, B. Warren Stone, in which
Stone suggested that the slave woman lied and that Drake was being
persecuted because he, like Blount and McKinney, had immigrated from a free
state. "If coming from the state of Illinois is crime, and subjects a man to the
imputations of being an abolitionist then I am a 'tainted one: " Stone wrote.
"Yet I have some little negro property."7In just four months, coming from free
states such as Illinois would indeed be treated as a crime by the state's fireeaters. Dallas' only newspaper carried a tone of anti-Northernism in the weeks
preceding one of the biggest disasters in the city's history. In a county with a
ninety-three percent literacy rate among free adults, Pryor's inflammatory
words reached a widespread audience. s All year long, Pryor seemingly
anticipated a racial conflagration prompted by Northern outsiders.
Pryor's predicted holocaust finally arrived on July 8 when a fire consumed almost all of downtown Dallas. The fire began on Sunday, between
1:00 and 2:00 p.m., in a rubbish pile outside the W.W. Peak and Brothers drug
store located on the west side of the town square. The blaze spread quickly on
a hot day on which temperatures reached 105 Fahrenheit. A high southwest
wind fed the blaze, which in just five minutes engulfed the entire store, The
flames spread, consuming the north side of the town square and much of the
east side. The city was caught unprepared for the disaster. "[N]o one was ready
to save his property:' according to one account. "Some saved a few things by
dragging them into the streets, leaving them there only to be burnt in a few
moments, as the flames surged down the wide openings between the houses,
and in some instances catching on fire nearly 100 yards ahead of the flames."
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The fire reduced dry good stores, groceries. law offices. inns, and the offices
of the Dallas Herald to rubble. Officials calculated the loss at $400,000, with
a mere $10,000 of that total insured. 9
One witness, Emma Baird, described the confused scene seventy-two
years later: "With mother and the younger children we watched from the porch
the dense black smoke pouring upward, a heavy pall that cut off the rays of the
sun, a licking flame that mounted high and destroyed all within its grasp." The
brick courthouse was one of the few buildings left standing. Volunteer
firefighters diverted the inferno from the courthouse, although "the heat was
so great that the curtains on the inside of the windows caught fire through the
glass." When the fire had burned itself out, Dallas smoldered, a smoking ruin. lU
The fire itself claimed no lives, but that changed as Pryor and others
decided that the fire had been set deliberately and represented an ominous
con~pjracy. The next day, July 9, a home burned a mile and a half from town.
Groups of men "with inflamed minds, swearing vengeance" gathered at the
courthouse. "When the wiser heads decided that it was better to call a mass
meeting, guards were placed at the [courthouse] doors, to see that only the
proper ones were admitted," wrote Frank M. Cockrell, son of a Dallas founder,
Alexander Cockrell, who was six years of age at the time of the fire. Judge Nat
M. Burford left court proceedings in Waxahachie to preside over the meeting.
Burford, Cockrell wrote, advised the meeting to respect due process and not to
make hasty decisions. A fifty-two man Committee of Vigilance investigated
the fire. Suspicion quickly settled on slaves and their alleged abolitionist
accomplices. Judge Burford left the meeting, Cockrell reported, without
explanation. Records of the committee, including confessions reportedly made
by the suspects, have disappeared. The chief source of infonnation on the
investigation comes from a series of letters Charles Pryor wrote to newspapers
across the state, such as the politically-allied State Gazette in Austin. With his
printing press gone, Pryor launched a letter-writing campaign to spread the
news, and along with it, the panic, about a slave revolt instigated by
abolitionist outsiders. l1
These letters told the same story - black rebels plotted to burn down the
state, murder white leaders, poison wells, and commit horrors on "certain
ladies ... selected as victims of these misguided monsters." On July 28, the
State Gazette, like the Herald an anti-Sam Houston paper, earned Pryor's
letter proclaiming the Dallas fire the opening gambit in a planned statewide
revolution. Several white men and slaves had been arrested and interrogated
by the Committee of Vigilance, Pryor said, and the investigation had
uncovered "a most diabolical plot to destroy the country." Abolition preachers
"expelled from the country last year" had hatched a scheme to "devastate with
fire and assassination" the "whole of Northern Texas," starting a general slave
revolt on "the day of election in August. "12
Slave rebels hoped to destroy military targets such as supplies of powder,
lead, and grain to "reduce this ... country to a state of utter hclplessness."11
Rlcmnt and McKinnev. the sllsnected aholitionists exoelled from Dallas the
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previous summer, now emerged as mastenninds of the revolt. "BI[o]unt and
McKinney, the abolition preachers, were expected here at the head of the large
force at that time," Pryor wrote to the State Gazette. "We are expecting the
worst, and do not know what an hour may bring forth."14
The Committee of Vigilance interrogated nearly 100 slaves about the
alleged plot, often using torture to extract confessions. "We whipped every
negro in the county one by one," a leader of the community told the DaJias
Morning News in 1892. "One of the negroes whipped became very sick
afterwards and thinking he was going to die, he made a confession to his old
mistress, telling her all about the plot."15 The inquisition dragged on for fifteen
days and eight suspects languished in jail before the committee announced to
a mob gathered outside the courthouse that three black ringleaders - Patrick
Jennings, Sam Smith, and a slave called "Cato" - had been identified "by
many witnesses without hesitation or contradiction of each other's
statements." The three faced hanging the next day. In

It appears that the committee divided over the verdicts. A minority of the
committee voted against the convictions. The only evidence published against
the suspects was a report in the Gazette that Sam Smith had "much intercourse" with Blount and McKinney the year before. Patrick Jennings reportedly bragged about starting the blaze, pronouncing it "only the commencement of the good work." Officials led the three convicted slaves from the jail
to a bank of the Trinity River near the site where the Commerce Street Bridge
later spanned the waterway. A gallows awaited the accused rebels,l?
Patrick Jennings remained calm and "betrayed no remorse or feeling
whatever in view of his approaching doom." All three men, according to a
letter in the Gazette, approached the hanging with a "composure worthy of a
better cause." Jennings, displaying "unparalleled nonchalance," made no final
statement and died with a "chew of tobacco in his mouth."J8 Authorities also
whipped and exiled two white preachers suspected of abolitionism.l~
As the Committee of Vigilance continued its work in Dallas, a wave of
fires and false arson reports swept the state. Approximately ninety minutes
after the Dallas fire on July 8, a blaze broke out in Denton County northwest
of Dallas. In all, fires causing an estimated $1 million in damages were
reported in fourteen north and central Texas counties. The accompanying
hysteria lasted for eight weeks. 20 The abolitl0nist conspiracy theory gained
greater currency as the elections in August approached with the discovery of
the "Bailey letter," supposedly found near Fort Worth. Reportedly written by
William H. Bailey to the Reverend Anthony Bewley, !:he only Texas elder of
the anti-slavery Methodist Episcopal Church, the letter purportedly outlined
the abolitionist plot. Bailey depicted slaves as easily manipulated into
destroying "towns, mills, &c," which would render Texas "easy prey" to a
revolution which would replace Texas leaders with "honest Republicans. "21
The "hellish document," reportedly uncovered by a "most reliable and
undoubted source," was sent to the Belton Democrat, edited by John Henry
Brown, the former mayor of Galveston, retired state legislator, and future
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mayor of Dallas. Brown shared Pryor's opposition to Sam Houston. Fanning
the flames of anti-Union sentiment as well, Brown advised slaveowners to
"whip no abolitionist, drive off no abolitionist - hang them, or let them alone."
In response to the letter, local assemblies called for the compilation of "black
lists" of Republicans and abolitionists to be hanged and suspected traitors to
be watched carefully.2:!
Anthony Bewley, sensing personal danger when the fires occurred, tled
the state. In Fayetteville, Arkansas, a posse won a $1,000 reward for capturing
BewleYl who formerly lived in Johnson and Collin counties near Dallas.
Between September 4 and 6, Bewley wrote to a friend from a Fayetteville jail,
"So far as I am concerned, all these things are false." The fire-eater press
disagreed over whether Bewley confessed to possessing the Bailey Letter.
Transported to Fort Worth, Bewley was taken to a pecan tree and hanged. His
body was left overnight and cut down the next morning by two slaves,23
Many suffered Bewley's fate in the coming weeks as the northern and
central part of the state turned into a killing field for slaves and accused abolitionists. Historian Alwyn Barr estimated that mobs executed eighty slaves
and thirty-seven whites as a result of what the New Orleans Daily Picayune
labeled the "Texas Troubles," One Mississippi newspaper editor sardonically
described Texas slaves as "dancing to the music of the cracking of the necks
of the Abolitionists." This music, the Austin State Gazette predicted, would
last until the final abolitionist was "elevated on his platform."24
In this over-heated atmosphere, Clement R. John won his race to become
state comptroller in August, a victory hailed by the Austin State Gazette as a
repudiation of Sam Houston and his pro-Union sentiments. 2 \ Early on, Houston expressed skepticism about the abolitionist plot, suggesting that the fireeaters spread rumors for political purposes. Houston concluded that lost
property and scattered reports of slave insubordination did not confinn a
revolt. "[E]very occurrence has been magnified by the disunion press," he
said, " ... for no other purpose than to arouse the passions of the people and
drive them into the Southern Disunion movement."26
By late September, much of the fear and passion stirred over the summer
had burned out, and some began to question whether the alleged plot ever
existed. Even the Austin State Gazette conceded that many rumors of the
revolts were unreliable. 2' The burning of trash in the back of the courthouse in
Brenham sparked a panic there, while a newspaper editor in Weatherford
expressed his surprise at reading in another city's newspaper a false report that
Weatherlord had been set ablaze. 2R The New Orleans Daily Picayune held as
dim a view of "Black Republicans" as either the Austin State Gazette or the
Dallas Herald. yet on September 8 its editor concluded, "Not half of what has
been confessed seems to have been born out by later facts .... The strychnine
said to have been discovered in the hands of negroes turns out to be very
harmless ... wells thought to have been poisoned [were] untainted with any
deleterious substance."29 The fact that many of the slave "suspects" possessed
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slaves living in the rugged condition of the Texas frontier often carried guns,
purchased alcohol, and sent letters with few difficulties.-'o
In spite of contemporary doubts about the abolitionist conspiracy, a
century later scholars remain uncertain about the plot's existence. Early in the
twentieth century, scholars who were Southern sympathizers often accepted
the existence of a plot to justify pro-secession sentiment. 3! Later, leftist historian Herbert Aptheker used incidents such as the Dallas fire to debunk thc
image of the passive, happy Southern slave and to demonstrate that blacks
bravely battled the peculiar institution. Aptheker tends to accept any account
of slave insurrection uncritically.32 Recent writers are more skeptical, noting
that torture was used to extract confessions, but demure from completely
rejecting the slave plot story.B
There is reason to suspect that the ''Texas Troubles" were, as Sam Houston claimed, a series of accidents exploited by pro-secessionists to intimidate
their opposition. Many fires reported in the press never took place, while the
fires that did occur happened during a drought which facilitated the spread of
accidental fires. One might also question the authenticity of the "Bailey
Letter" suddenly produced by a newspaper editor who was one of the fiercest
fire-eater voices. Why one conspirator wrote a letter reviewing the details of
capital crimes already underway, confessing to cynical attitudes towards the
slaves supposedly the beneficiaries of the revolt, and why the recipient of this
letter carelessly lost this damning evidence, is hard to fathom.
The work of the Committee of Vigilance in Dallas is also suspect. The only
statement from a member of the vigilance committee came in July 1892, and his
comments in a Dallas Morning News retrospective on the blaze cast doubt on
the proceedings. The juryman, unnamed in the story, voted against conviction of
the three slaves. The juror at first declined to be interviewed because, "this was
a bit of southern history that was not good:' This committee member said he
believed that the white preachers accused of conspiracy were innocent. He
claimed that the Dallas fire that had inspired a state-wide panic was accidental.
"When the town burned it was a hot day - so hot that matches ignited from the
heat of the sun," the committee member said. "Wallace Peak had just finished a
new two-story frame building and in the upper-story that day a number of men
were lounging and smoking." Near the Peak: drug store, he said, were "a lot of
boxes filled with shavings and I think a cigar stump or match was thrown into
one of the boxes, and from that the fire started about two 0' clock in the afternoon
.. , Somebody had to hang; and the three negroes went."34
Even if the initial fire was accidental, did slaves exploit the chaos and
rebel spontaneously? This, too, is doubtful, since conditions in Dallas in
particular and in Texas generally varied greatly from the pattern of other
Western Hemisphere slave revolts. Verified rebel1ions in the United States
tended to take place in labor·intensive agricultural economies such as tobacco.
cotton, rice, and cane sugar that required a large number of slavesY At the time
of the Texas Troubles, the Dallas economy depended on the less laborintensive cultivation of wheat. The communications network usually present
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in slave rebellions was also lacking, with the Central Railroad not extending
to Dallas until 1871. If wheat farmers were isolated, so too were their slaves
and any would-be conspirators. 16
The nature of black Texan culture also suggests their resistance involved
community building more than overt politics. Slaves maintained African
practices such as holding dance contests in which participants placed glasses
of water on their heads to see who could "jig" the hardest without spilling
water, which, in the context of Tex.as slavery, symbolized endurance in the
face of hardship,37 Such practices strengthened ties within the slave
community but did not directly challenge the state's slaveocracy. Africanized
Christianity emphasized fellowship and promoted a long view on social
justice. Slaves in Texas avoided suicidal millennialist impulses while at the
same time resisted an otherworldly passivity.38
Perhaps the slave community's bold embrace of Africanity intimidated
whites, particularly as the election of a perceived abolitionist as president
loomed on the horizon. Certainly African Americans suffered most in the
racial violence of 1860. Mass whippings and hangings might discourage
thoughts of slave revolt should Texas secede and a Northern army dedicated
to emancipation march towards the Red River. What is extraordinary is the
level of violence within the white community. A virtual civil war raged across
Texas before the first shots were fired at Fort Sumter. This violence reflects
economic and cultural tensions among whites. The suppression of abolitionists
imposed political conformity upon the state during the secession crisis.
Even in its infancy Dallas was neither ethnically unified nor completely
Southern in sentiment. In 1855, approximately 700 French, Swiss, and Belgian
immigrants, led by Victor Considerant, created La Reunion, a utopian socialist
community, located west of the Trinity River three miles from Dallas.
Considerant founded the anti-slavery colony when the anti-immigrant, KnowNothing Party was at its apex of popularity and lobbied the state legislature to
battle the "communal experiment" of these "European socialists."~9As a result
of the pressure, the state legislature refused Considerant a vitally important
land grant which crippled the colony.4U Persecution of the Reunionists continued through the Civil War. When officials tried conscripting the colonists
into the Confederate Army, settlers barricaded themselves in the old colony
and refused to fight for the pro-slavery cause. J1
The presence of "foreigners" perceived as hostile to slavery heightened
white anxiety about the state's future, but immigrants from free states presented the greatest threat to fire-eaters. Dallas residents born in free states
formed a higWy visible minority, about twenty-four percent of the population.
The numerous free-state natives thus became a significant target when rumors
of an abolitionist revolution broke out in 1860. 42 Generally, immigrants from
the upper South, such as G.M. Record of Tennessee, one of the county's richest residents with $16.850 in real estate holdings and $23,650 in personal
assets, occupied the county's higher income strata. George Wheeler repre-
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and possessed a total of S885 in personal assets. 43 Immigrants from free states
such as lIlinois and Iowa and border slave states such as Missouri formed a
productive part of the county's economy, but their visibility was not matched
by political and social power. To be from a free state was to be in danger. "No
matter how well disposed or quiet an Eastern man here may be, he is
continually questioned, annoyed, and distrusted," a businessman from a free
state wrote to the New York Daily Tribune. 44
This regional tension played out in a summer of severe drought and
economic tension in Dallas. "[W]heat growers of Dallas have but a poor
market for their staple, on account of their inland location," a traveler to Dallas
noted in a letter printed in the Herald. Land was also scarce with "no vacant
lands and no places to rent or sell at prices which emigrants are disposed to
give," the Herald reported. 45 Beset by economic anxieties, Dallas proved
fertile ground for panic and fear.
In spite of a summer of intimidation and violenc~ the editors of the
Austin State Gazette and men such as Pryor never silenced the opposition.
Following Abraham Lincoln's victory in the presidential race, Texas scheduled
a referendum on secession for February 23, 1861. Historians usually interpret
Dallas County's seventy-six percent ;'yes" vote for secession as endorsement
of the Confederate cause. Considering that the election came just seven
months after the Dallas fire and the violence against dissenters, the fact that
twenty-four percent of the county voted against secession suggests continued
white disunity. Collin County voted against secession, as did most counties
north of Dallas. At least forty percent of the voters in nearby Wise, Denton,
Hunt, and Van Zandt counties also voted no. Far north central Texas represented the most anti-secession region of the state outside the "German Belt" in
central Texas,46
A combination of economic, political, ethnic, and regional tensions,
heightened by sensationalist journalism and fear over outside events such as the
John Brown raid. formed the combustible elements when a match or lit cigar
was thrown atop dry kindling one hot summer day in Dallas. The violence
unleashed by the Texas Troubles eventually proved so embarrassing to one fireeater that he devoted only one sentence to the incident when he published his
History ofDallas Count}~ Texas From 1837 to 1887 almost three decades later.
John Henry Brown edited the Belton Democrat when the conspiracy panic
erupted and circulated the infamous ';Bailey Letter." He moved to Dallas early
in the 1870s and became mayor in 1885. An amateur historian, Brown
published his county history in 1887, He barely mentioned the Texas Troubles,
preferring more comfortable topics. "To recount the recent events preceding the
war, the destructive fire of July, 1860 ... would be to open a question, the
discussion of which should be left to a latcr day - farther removed from the
acrimonies of the war and of the actors in those scenes," he wrote. 47
In the next paragraph, after barely alluding to the divisions in Dallas
during the 1860s, Brown painted a picture of sweet consensus in the following
years. "When the sectional controversy assumed the character of war, there
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were probably not twenty bona fide citizens of Dallas County who were not
truly and sincerely southern in feeling and sentiment."4. This myth of unity
rested on a foundation of terror and bloodshed instigated by men such as
Brown. The "southerness" of Dallas could be measured by (he length of a
hangman's rope.
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THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE DIXIE FRONTIER:
HENDERSON COUNTY, TEXAS 1850·1860
by Kenneth Howell

Even though cotton production and land speculation already were central
to the Texas economy, historian Walter L. Buenger maintains that Texas was
less mature economically, socially, and politically than any of the other Lower
South states during the 1850s. 1 This seems to have been true for Henderson
County. The county strongly resembled other Southern counties during their
formative years. As in the earlier frontier days of older Southern areas, there
were no truly large planters in Henderson County. According to the Census of
1850, the two largest property holders in the county, William C. Bobo and John
H. Reagan, held $5,000 worth of real estate. Their landholdings averaged more
than 2,000 acres. which in East Texas during this period was equivalent to the
landholdings of a middle-size planter. 2 Also just as in the earlier periods of older
frontier areas of the South, the obligations of most taxpayers were relatively
light because they had small farms. The Census of 1860 estimated the taxable
values of the county at $2,114,874. This included $1,464,179 in personal
property. mostly slaves, and another $650,695 in livestock. Thus, the county
began much like other counties of the Old South, a struggling agrarian society
existing on subsistence farming while trying to capitalize on cash crops.-'
Most of Henderson County's wealth came from agriculture. Farming was
so important to the economic development of the county during the 1850s that
men were judged on how well they managed their farms and marketed their
crops. Those who enlarged their farms and produced more than the previous
year were held in high regard; those who did not were considered failures.
Robert D. Palmer, residem of a small farming community in the southern part
of the county, recalled:
Ten or fifteen acres was taken in rthe 1tirst year and year after year lhe farm
grew larger, so that in a few years we had a good size farm. It was said then
that if a man let his fann grow smaller he was no good, but if a farmer
wanted [0 keep in good repute he should make his farm a little larger every
year. 4

Henderson County farmers divided into two classifications, yeomen
farmers and small planters. According to figures in the Census of 1850. most
of the early settlers were yeoman.-' These farmers and their families typically
worked their farms without the aid of slave labor. For such people, wealth
meant owning a plot of land and the necessary equipment to work it.
Middle-size farmers or small planters were those who held lands valued
between $500 and $9,999. 6 In 1850 fifty-two settlers in Henderson County fit
this classification. Some twenty-six held $1,000 or more in real estate
property.1 Because all of the farms in the county were either middle-size or
smaller, cash crops were not exported from Henderson County in large
quantities. It doe5> not follow, however, that commercial crops were not grown
durinll this oeriod. The oroduction of cotton increased late in the 1850s. The
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county's cotton production grew from thirty-one bales in 1850 to 2,105 bales
in 1860,s When compared to the harvests of neighboring counties, this figure
suggests that Henderson County was located on the edge of what could be
called the "Southern Frontier." Census records for counties to the east and
south of Henderson County show a much larger increase in cotton production
during the 1850s, while those to the north and west experienced little increase_~
The men responsible for this rise in production were primarily middle-size
fanners. Because only a limited number of people could afford to farm
commercially. most must be considered subsistence farmers. For people living
in near-frontier conditions, their first concern was survival.
The fanning techniques used by the people of Henderson County determined the economic success of their community. The initial task of the farmer
was to prepare his fields for cultivation by clearing unwanted obstructions,
such as trees. brush, and rocks. This often proved to be difficult work. IO
Plowing the fields came next. Usually plowing began sometime in
January. First, the fanners plowed long rows approximately six feet apart;
thereafter, they used lighter plows to make shallow furrows on top of the rows.
This was known as setting the seed bed. Usually this process continued until
February or March. After placing the seeds in the furrows, the farmer covered
them with a harrow. R.D. Palmer recalled his early days working with his
father on their family farm:
[The] ground had to bc cleared and fenccd for farms, and this was very hard
work. The bushes undergrowth and small trees had to be cut down and
burned. All fanns were fenced by rails. generally eight feet long. They were
split from large trees, (ut up into right lengths. using iron wedges, gluts. and
heavy mauls to split the rails, and they had to be put up so as to keep out
hogs and <.:attle. '" Georgia plow stocks and straight shovels and bull
tongues were the fanning implements. Oxen were used for plowing and it
was mighty hard. slow work,"

Cultivation began when the crops started breaking through the ground.
Using a lightweight plow. the farmer broke the ground between the rows to
remove the grass and weeds. A hoe was used closer to the plants for the same
purpose. This process went on through June. If corn was the crop planted, it
would be harvested in June or July. If the crop was cotton, then harvesting
began in August and continued through Deccmber. 12 If his crops were not
damaged from the weeds, worms, drought, or floods, a farmer might produce
enough to earn a profit.
The main staple crop grown in Henderson County was com. The eastern
part of the county, known as the "Egypt of Henderson County," produced the
largest volume of com in the area. 13 But corn was only one of many foods
grown. The county also produced wheat, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes, peas,
beans, okra, and squash, with sweet potatoes second only to corn in
production. 14
Livestock was another important product to the people of Henderson
County. For the most part, the livestock ran wild in the woods near the farms,
Though the animals held little market value, they were a valuable source of food.
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Aside from game, the primary animals eaten by the settlers were cattle, hogs,
and peccaries. Most frontier settlers mistakenly called the peccary, or javelina, a
wild hog. Both peccaries and hogs, mostly razorbacks, ran wild in the woods and
were hunted during the fall season. 15 Pork, like other frontier area~ of the Old
South, was the dietary mainstay of Henderson County. Palmer recalled that
"hogs and cattle were plentiful, raised in the woods on the range ... ,"16
Though subsistence farming dominated the economy of Henderson
County in the 1850s, cotton production became important to the county's
economic growth. As mentioned above, the cultivation of cotton in the county
increased each year during the decade. Money earned from the county's
exports helped strengthen the local economy. The amount of money attributed
to cotton production grew from $1,240 in 1850 to $84,200 in 1860. 17 Partially
this occurred because of an increase of 2,074 acres planted in cotton.l~
Interestingly, this increase in money flow may not have stayed within the
county. Because fanners sold their cotton to markets outside of the county, a
substantial portion of their profits went to pay the fees of agents located in
Houston, Galveston, and Shreveport.
It was a common practice for small farmers to market their crops through
such "factors," or commission merchants, in larger towns. 19 These agents
helped the fanners in a variety of ways. First, they s.tored the farmer's cotton
in a warehouse until it could be sold for a good price. After selling the cotton
they sent the income to the planter minus their fee. Second, the "factors"
sometimes purchased goods for the planters which were deducted from the
fanner's income. Third, the agents made secured loans to the planters and
usually accepted the next cotton crop as collateral. Finally, agents often took
care of the farmer's business in town by mailing letters, placing
advertisements in newspapers, and arranging meetings with lawyers. 1o

Another option that was popular, especially with the small planters, was
to sell their crops to a local merchant. The merchants processed the cotton on
their own accounts. 11 The small cotton producer also could sell his cotton to
owners of larger fanns who owned their own gins or produced enough cotton
to justify having it processed at one of the local gins. This was probably the
case with fanners who lived along the southern county line near the larger
fanns in northern Anderson County. 22
There were several reasons why cotton was not a major factor in
Henderson County's economy until late in the 18505. First, in the 1850s East
Texas suffered a long drought. Because of the drought, more time had to be
spent tending subsistence crops and less with commercial output. Second,
many of the area's best soils were overlooked because of the belief that only
the wooded areas were fertile enough for cotton production. Naturally, these
areas had to be cleared before planting could begin. Finally, the county's
location made it hard to transport crops to market. Though the county had the
Trinity River on its western periphery, it was not navigable the entire year/'
The only other method for transporting crops was overland. It is evident
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was fairly popular in Henderson County. Such men carried the county's
harvest to Shreveport, Louisiana, the closest market. This annual trip began as
soon as the cotton was baled. Oxen, having more endurance than horses,
pulled the wagons on this tortuous journey. In Shreveport, Texas farmers
usually received between eight and ten cents a pound for their cotton. 24
Cotton production, though limited, did make a contribution to the economy of Henderson County. It increased the wealth of the county and allowed
at least a few individuals to acquire moderate landholdings. But perhaps its
greatest impact was that it tied the county to the Old South both economically
and politically. Hope for future profits in cotton production was no doubt a
primary reason why the Confederacy received so much support from the
county when the Civil War began. 25
Aside from farming, there were other economic opportunities available to
the people of Henderson County. Blacksmith shops, brick and pottery companies, tanning yards, mills, general merchant stores, and hotels were located
in the county during the 1850s. Usually these ventures were small and
operated by single families. 26
Blacksmith shops and mills were mainly located near the fanning centers.
The primary job of the blacksmith was to make, mend, and repair the tools
farmers used to grow crops. A good blacksmith was important for the economic success of every farming community.1 1
Milling was another important industry. Farmers depended on the mills
to process the grains they produced. Many of the county's mills, like its cotton
gins, were powered by mules or horses, but some mills took advantage of the
swift moving creeks located on the watershed of the Trinity River for their
power source. J.B. Hogg's mill, located seven miles southeast of Athens on
Mine Creek, was one of several in the county. It was reported that Hogg's mill
ground all of the com of the farmers in that area. 2S
Another type of mill was the saw mill, such as the one hOllsed in
Brownsboro. It was owned by the Reiersons, a prominent Norwegian family,
whose mill supplied most of the processed lumber used in the county in its
early period. 29
Tanning leather was also a common business throughout the East Texas
area. The tan yards were responsible for treating raw animal hides. This
process involved soaking the hides in tubs of specially prepared water. This
water-based solution, made by soaking the bark of oak or sumac trees, tanned
and softened the leather. To preserve the leather, the tanners salted the raw side
of the skin as soon as it was removed from the animal.
Tanned leather was used for a variety of products in the 1850s, most
commonly clothes, upholstery, and rugs. The most frequently used hldes came
from bear, buffalo, deer, and cattle. 3D One man remembered that his father and
brothers "used to hire [themselves out] to old man Carroll who ran a tan yard
at Carroll Springs;" his brother "Jim learned to make saddle trees and he was
detal1ed during the Confederate war to make saddles for the soldiers."ll
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A small number of other businesses appeared in the county before the
1860s. These included the general merchant stores and hotels. A.W. Meredith,
who had lived in Athens during the 1850s. described the town's general stores
in a letter to local historian J.1. Faulk:
... dry goods, plows, and fanning implements on the same shelves near each
other. Il was thought that a merchant ~hould carry everything for sate from
a cambric needle to a cannon, and they generally had in the back room a
barrel with a tin cup to quench the thirst of their customers:'-

The first hotel was built in Athens by Joab McManus. It was a simple
boarding house and tavern located on the northeast comer of the square':~3 The
hotel was probahly one of a kind in the county during this period. Such a hotel,
however, was not the only place where one could find room and board. Many
people opened up their homes to travelers, offering food and shelter in return
for work or money.
Other industries were more specialized. Among these were brick kilns
and pottery workshops. The first potter in the county was Levi Cogburn. He
located his shop on the outskirts of Athens near a spring. His business was
operational in 1857 and remained open until his death in 1866.-\-1 w.e. Bobo
opened the first brick kiln in Athens about the same time. From this kiln came
much of the brick used to build some of the early structures in Athens.3~
During the 1850s Henderson County's economy expanded rapidly. Mills,
small craft shops, and country stores sprang up in most communities, and the
cotton industry gained momentum. With the coming of the Civil War, this
emerging commercial economy almost disappeared. The main reason for the
economic shutdown was the loss of manpower. The war required the fittest
men for military service and left the rest, along with the women, children, and
what few slaves lived in the county. to plant and cultivate the fields.
Any discussion of Southern economic development would be incomplete
if it did not examine the eHects of slavery on the economy. The "peculiar
institution" in Henderson County was in its early stages in the 1850s, thus it
did not have a strong economic hold on the county. Yct there would be an
appreciable increase in the number of slaves within the county, suggesting that
slave-based agriculture was on the rise. Between 1850 and 1855, the slave
population increased from eighty-one to 411. By 1860 the slave total reached
1,109. Though the percentage of increase for the la'\t five years of the decade
was smaller than the first five years, it represented a noticeable increase. 36 The
percentage of increase in the slave population. when compared to the total
population of the county, far exceeded that of free inhabitants. In 1850 slaves
made up about seven percent of the county's population: by 1860, they
constitued twenty-four percent. During this ten-year span the free inhabitants
increased by about 296 percent. while the number of slaves increased approximately 1,269 percent. Clearly slavery within the counry was steadily gaining
in importance. J7
in a way, the county was fortunate to be in the early stages of a slavehgc;:prl
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recovered more rapidly than many other Southern counties with larger
investments in slaves. The lives of the yeomen farmers continued much the
!'lame as before the war. The urgency to replace a lost labor system was not as
intense in Henderson County, and new ways of farming, such as sharecropping, were more easily adopted.
According to the Census of 1860, eighty-two of the county's 161
slaveowners owned fewer than five slaves. Some small slaveholders were in
businesses other than farming, such as Levi Cogburn, the potter in Athens. But
the majority were yeoman farmers. These slave-owning yeomen helped the
area to evolve into more of a plantation society. Some of these farmers seem
to have developed their land only to sell it later to wealthier planters. After
purchasing several smaller farms, the planters merged them into single
agricultural units. This process was in its initial stages at the beginning of the
1860s. Nat Coleman, the largest slave owner in the county, was a case in point.
In 1860 Coleman's real estate holdings, approximately 1,416 acres, were
valued at $3,400, and his personal value was $34,000. Most of his personal
value came from the fifty bondsmen he owned. A man who owned this many
slaves would not be content with only S3,400 worth of real estate. Coleman, a
new arrival to the county who had not fully established himself by the time of
the census, was one of the men ready to expand their operations. 38 Their goal,
it seems, was to build on the foundations already established by yeomen
farmers by buying them out.
Three generalities can be used in describing slavery in Henderson
County. First, most slaveholders were small farmers. Second, most of the
chattels in the county anived with their masters; few slaves were auctioned
within the county, although some might have been sold at the county
courthouse under tenus of a probated will of a slaveowner. Third, the heaviest
population of slaves was found 1n the Fincastle community; more grain and
other foodstuffs were produced there than any other part of the county.J9
Slaves in Henderson County, like those in many other areas within the
South, endured terrible lives. Their basic needs were met by their masters.
Owners supplied them with food, shelter, and clothing. The main diet of slaves
was corn, the most commonly grown staple crop within the county. Even
though the slaveowners went to great lengths to ensure their slaves' survival,
they had little time to worry with their psychological or physiological condition. An owner's need for maximum production on his farm caused him to
push his slaves as much as possible. In addition, slaves belonging to yeoman
farmers remained under clo~e supervision in much the same way that slaves
working as domestic servants remained under the direct control of the large
planters and their wives. (n such a world, slaves became prisoners in a
economic system which could not afford to give them their freedom. 40
Although the number of slaves increased dramatically between 1850 and
1860, slavery still was not a vital part of Henderson County's economy by the
end of the decade. Cotton production was minimal, and large plantations
within the county were few. However, slavery, even on such a small scale,
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could have devastating effects for both slave and master. The slaveowners'
fear of slave revolts stirred lurid and irrational passions. Slaves, being the most
helpless and despi!\cd individuals in Southern society, were often victims of
imagined fears and public panle.
The economy of Henderson County in the 1850s resembled the
economies of earlier frontier communities of the Old South. Though "King
Cotton" and slavery were on the rise, subsistence agriculture dominated the
county's economic system. It is probable that Henderson County would have
became characterized by large and middle-size planters had not the Civil War
interrupted its economic growth and development. Nevertheless, in 1860 the
county was far less mature economically, socially, and politically than other,
more established counties found in the states of the Lower South. In essence,
the county was part of what had become the new Southern frontier, which
extended into the East Texas region.
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EAST TEXAS AND THE COMING OF THE
SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR:
AN EXAMINATION OF REGIONAL VALUES
by Marshall Schott

Most historical accounts of the Spanish-American War rank it among the
nation's most popular and least politically divisive conflicts. Declared in the
wake of the destruction of the USS Maine in Havana Harbor, and after years

of press reports detailing human atrocities against Cuban civilians by the
Spanish military, the nation marched in unison to support President William
McKinley's call for war against Spain in April 1898. Within three months after
the declaration of war, over 100,000 volunteers from all parts of the country
answered the president's call to arms; another 100,000 answered a second call
before the end of the year. First-hand accounts of American heroism and
patriotism, superiority in battle, and iron detennination to succeed from
America's most famous veteran of the war, Theodore Roosevelt, helped
popularize the contlict in the public mind for future generations, Even
President McKinley capitalized on the popularity of the war, proclaiming that
the unity of the American people indicated that the sectional divisions borne
from the Civil War had been healed at last as both North and South rallied in
defense of the nation against a common foe. With so little apparent public
animus toward the Spanish-American War, it is no wonder that generations of
Americans have grown to understand the conflict with Spain as America's
"Splendid Little War." Recently, a television movie on the Roughriders
reinforced the popular themes associated with the war almost a century after
the Treaty of Paris. I
These popular accounts suggest a vital consensus on the question of war
in the aftcnnath of the explosion of the Maine, but too often they ignore the
complexity and diversity of public attitudes on larger questions regarding the
use of power by the central government, the proper role of the United States in
foreign affairs, and the ultimate fate of territories acquired in a foreign war.
More important, the South's near unanimous support for the president's war
message belied the region's deeply held cynicism toward the conduct of foreign
affairs by the McKinley Administration. The residents of East Texas, like those
in other parts of the South, only rallied in support of war after responsibility for
the explosion of the Maine was placed on Spain. A more protracted
examination of their discourse reveals that deeply-held values and traits shaped
the region's world view prior to the crisis of 1898. Their world view differed
substantially from the one held by most Americans because it was based on an
historical memory of defeat, occupation, and humiliation at the hands of a
foreign invader, Furthermore, America's quest for empire posed serious
challenges to the region's system of race control because it could lead
ultimately to the expansion of the power of the central government, the creation
of a large standing army, and the introduction of millions of non-whites into the
American body politic. Consequently, when East Texans supported McKinley's
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call for war against Spain, they did so to avenge the loss of the Maine and to
end the slaughter in Cuba, not to embark on a war for empire. 1
As the revolution in Cuba entered into its third year in 1897, public
attitudes in the South became increasingly critical of Spain's conduct. According to reports in newspapers across the nation, Spain's General Valereano
Weyler acted with impunity and with no consideration of due process to torture, maim, and kill thousands of civilians suspected of conspiring with the
rebels. He also was vilified in the press for his refusal to take prisoners and for
using the garrote against his enemies. Even worse in the court of public
opinion. horrific tales emerged regarding "The Butcher's" reconcentration
camps where hundreds of thousands of Cubans lived in squalid, filthy conditions with little food, medicine, or care_ Stripped of their possessions, reconcentrados were forced to leave their homes and relocate in these camps
because Spain could not control large sections of central Cuba. The American
consul general in Havana, Fitzhugh Lee, corroborated some of the stories
about the camps after he visited one near Havana and found several thousand
people packed in an area the size of a few city blocks. Despite the flood of
atrocity stories, the president maintained strict neutrality toward the conflict in
Cuba and promised to prosecute those who sought to provide either men,
money, or materiel to either belligerent.·'
In an attempt to seize the initiative on the Cuban question from the
president and capitalize on public support for the Cuban rebels, congressional
Democrats introduced a resolution in the spring of 1897 recognizing Cuban
belligerency. The author of the resolution, Alabama Senator John T. Morgan,
reiterated his outrage at Spain's conduct toward Cuban civilians who had had
"their rights, liberties, and lives ... placed under the power of a brutal
authority ...." American recognition of the rebels. Morgan contended, would
lead to better Spanish treatment for Cuban rebels and provide them a better
chance to throw off the yoke of tyranny with the material support of American
sympathizers. After its passage in the Senate, Joseph Bailey of Texa."i, leader
of the House Democrats. proposed to carry the Morgan Resolution through the
House. On May 20, however, Republican Speaker Thomas Reed blocked a
vote on the measure. Reed, like many other congressional Republicans, supported the president's policy of non-recognition and understood the potential
embarrassment a long, protracted debate over the Cuban question could cause
the Administration. 4

In a raucous two-hour debate that followed Reed's decision, Southern
congressmen led a scathing attack against the president's handling of affairs in
Cuba. Bailey suggested that McKinley ignored his own party's platform
favoring the recognition of the Cuban rebels
not because conditjon~ have changed ... but hecause powerful influences
have been exerted to prevent your proceeding. The stock gambler~ have
become alarmed, and they would rather see their country insulted than to
have their operations disturbed ... preferring, as you always have, the
interests of wealth above the rights of humanity, you are endeavoring to
evade and postpone this [Cuban 1 question.'
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The specter of the "money power" and its corrupting influence over
national politics had been one of the critical issues during the presidential
election in 1896 and it continued to infuse Southern public discourse over the
ability of the McKinley Administration to conduct foreign affairs. To be sure,
the actions of Speaker Reed symbolized the arrogance and abuse of power
feared by many Southerners, fear derived both from the South's historical
mistrust of the GOP and the party's strong allegiances to Wall Street. During
the spring of 1897, newspapers and public figures across the South railed
against Reed's refusal to consider the resolution recognizing Cuban
belligerency. Congressmen John Sharp Williams of Mississippi and Joseph
Wheeler of Alabama blasted Reed's actions citing familiar themes - the
humanitarian obligation of the United States to intervene on behalf of people
struggling for liberty and, most important, the malignant influence of the
"money power" over foreign policy. Williams, speaking on the floor of the
House, launched into a diatribe against Republicans who, he asserted, had
fallen under a "plutocratic influence" that prevented them from carrying out
the public win. The inaction of the United States, as directed by the McKinley
Administration, Williams continued, reflected poorly on the "sad change in
character of the Anglo-Saxon race, which previously rallied to the cause of
liberty." Thus far. he exclaimed, American policy toward Cuba reflected only
the subordination of the nation's democratic goals and moral values to the
corrupting influence of big business. In closing, Williams thundered from the
House floor,
For a nation ... to come to the conclusion ... that the only thing to be
considered in their relations with the other nations of the earth is the money
question, the trade question. the effect on stocks and bonds, and the
disturbance of business, carries degradation so far that I do not believe any
man was ever gifted with power to express the contempt that a real man
ought to feel for it. h

The rhetoric of Williams, Wheeler, Bailey, and others expressed the
widespread support for the recognition of the Cuban rebels shared by many
Southerners. In trying to comprehend the Cuban question, Southerners often
recalled their region's history during the American Revolution and the Civil
War and compared the Cuban insurrectos to heroes from their own past George Washington, Nathaniel Greene, Jefferson Davis, and Robert E. Lee.
Such comparisons made sense within the context of their history. Tn each case,
Southerners fought for the cause of freedom and liberty against a more
powerful foe and against long odds. Furthermore, in the case of the Civil War,
the South sought official recognition from foreign powers in its war against the
North. That the South was denied official recognition, lost the Civil War, and
found itself at the mercy of an oppressive, brutal tyrant, added weight to their
argument that Cuban liberty could only be insured with American
recognition.!
Beyond the historical comparisons, though, there was the prevalent
opinion that Spain's vile conduct in Cuba had created a humanitarian disaster
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Christian nation, the United States had an obligation to end the horrible
slaughter. One East Texas editor proclaimed, "Spain is and has been at all
times a proud, arrogant, crafty, cruel and selfish government - a plunderer ...
that has made the Island of Cuba the scene of murder, pillage, robbery and
outrage," Spanish General Valereano Weyler bore the brunt of hostile Southern
opinion for his policy of reconcentration. Commonly referred to in the press
as "the Butcher," Weyler was accused of horrible atrocities against the civilian
population. In one of the most caustic editorials to appear in the East Texas
press, an editor condemned him as "the butcher of the sick and starving ...
who had already lived long enough to cause untold agonies among the
defenseless, It is to be regretted that he has not been felled to the earth by some
patriot's macheta."K
Public attitudes in East Texas on the subject of Cuba paralleled those
found in other similar parts of the South, but differed substantially from those
found in some coastal communities. From the beginning of the Cuban
Revolution in 1895, commercial interests in the South's major port cities Charleston, Mobile, New Orleans, and Galveston, to name a few - discouraged American actions likely to lead to war with Spain. While sympathetic to the Cuban rebels, important business and commercial interests in
these communities feared the impact a war with Spain would have on local
economies. The Panic of 1893 left Southern business leagues and chambers in
an anxious mood. A sudden shock [0 the economy, such as a foreign war,
might plunge the national and regional economy into another period of
malaise. More specifically, war with Spain raised the possibility of a Spanish
naval blockade of such major ports as Charleston, New Orleans, and Galveston, and the possible suspension of coastal commerce. At its worst, war might
lead to naval bombardment and the destruction of the South's largely defenseless port cities. Although many business groups seriously overestimated
Spain's ability to wage a naval war, they represented the opinion of some
Southern commercial and entrepreneurial interests who believed that continued economic growth and recovery should take precedent in establishing
foreign policy prerogatives toward Cuba_~
Apart from the predictable fears held by commercial groups in the
South's port cities, other Southern business leaders saw in the Cuban crisis an
opportunity to expand American power and influence abroad forcibly. The
most vocal among them - so-called New South prophets - understood the
question of war with Spain in the context of a larger plan to acquire an isthmian canal, preferably in Nicaragua, to facilitate the transportation of
Southern commodities to foreign markets. Their goal to creatc a wealthier,
more economically diversified South also depended on the ability of the
national government to use its military and economic power to acquire insular
possessions as overseas colonies that could serve as markets for Southern
products. A foreign war, they argued, might cripple commerce for a time, but
it would pave the way for permanent, sustained economic growth in the future.
Consequently, New South prophets relished the prospect that a war with Spain
would result in annexation and statehood for Cuba with the addition of a
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potential market of several million Cubans eager to buy Southern textiles,
coal, and iron. While an important voice in the urban South, the views of these
prophets appeared to have little impact on foreign policy discourse in most
parts of the rural South, including much of East Texas. 1u

By the end of 1897, the combined weight of interventionists placed extraordinary pressure on McKinley to abandon strict neutrality and take more
direct action relative to Cuban affairs. Unswayed by his critics, McKinley
reiterated his sympathy with native Cubans' desire for self-government without officially recognizing the belligerent rights of the rebels. In an address to
Congress, the president acknowledged the brutality of Spain's past actions, but
urged Congress and the public to give the new Spanish ministry time to
implement dramatic reforms. Along with promising to remove Weyler from
command in Cuba, Spain also had agreed to implement a plan to give the
Cuban people limited autonomy within the Spanish Empire. Limited
autonomy, McKinley hoped, would bring a quick end to the war without the
need for direct American intervention. 1J
McKinley's call for patience evoked considerable criticism after the
collapse of the Liberal Ministry's reform efforts in January 1898. The removal
of Weyler and the installation of a new Autonomist regime led to a series of
bloody riots in Havana sponsored by the military and the business elite. Both
of these groups remained loyal to Spain and threatened to resist the autonomy
plan with force. Even more disturbing for the government in Madrid, rebel
leaders also refused to support the autonomy plan. The leaders of the Cuban
revolution quickly dismissed the idea of limited autonomy as unacceptable;
only Cuban independence would end the war. Although the Liberal Ministry
remained committed to their reform agenda in the face of widespread
opposition on the island of Cuba, McKinley found it increasingly difficult to
resist the calls for war that carne from all parts of the United States. 12
In response to the riots in Havana, McKinley ordered a U.S. warship to
Havana Harbor in January 1898. Although his consul-general in Cuba,
Fitzhugh Lee, expressed concern that an American warship would raise
tensions between the United States and Spain, the president believed it
important to show the American flag in Havana as a show of friendship. The
pleasant diplomatic exchanges between Madrid and Washington, however,
betrayed the growing sense of frustration felt by the leaders of both nations. At
the same time McKinley promised Madrid more time to carry out its reforms,
hc dispatched additional naval vessels to the Florida Keys. With the explosion
of the USS Maine on February 15 and the loss of over 260 American sailors,
the prospects for peace faded. In the opinion of many historians, it was this
single event that made the Spanish-American War inevitable. I]
In the months leading up to the explosion of {he Maine and the declaration of war in April, public discussion in East Texas on the Cuban question
approximated the views and opinions expressed in other parts of the South. As
stated earlier, people in East Texas seemed to hold a deep humanitarian con-
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over alleged atrocities against innocent Cuban civilians and the senseless
death of thousands in the brutal reconcentration camps, but also from the ease
with which they identified the heroes of the Cuban revolution fighting for
liberty with heroes from their past. Southern racism toward non-whites,
however, produced a qualified commitment to the cause of Cuban liberty.
While supportive of the insurrectos, Southerners often asserted that the rebels
lacked the requisite racial composition to govern themselves successfully. In
an East Texas paper, Judge B.S. Grosscup stated that "the character of the
population of Cuba is such as to render it incapable of satisfactory selfgovernment. The same characteristics which render her unfit for self
government, preclude the possibility of considering her as possible material
for a state in our union."14
The result of Southern white racism was an almost schizophrenic attitude
toward the Cuban rebels. At once sympathetic to their human needs and
laudatory of their accomplishments on the battlefield, Southerners' belief in
Anglo-Saxon or white superiority prevented them from embracing the rebels
as equals. Southerners' humanitarian concerns for the rebels squared comfortably with the region's long history of paternalism and sense of noblesse
oblige that guided master-slave relations in the antebellum period. Insurrectos
success on the battlefield required more careful elaboration in public
discourse. In numerous articles in the Southern press, the accomplishments of
the Cuban rebels often were measured by Spain's gross incompetence. While
praising the rebels for their victories, Southerners often made it clear that they
occurred against a less than worthy foe. IS
Historic anger, bitterness, and frustration toward the Republican Party
also complicated the South's world view in 1898. As the nation readied for
war, East Texans, like the Democratic majority from the rest of the South,
questioned the motives and objectives of McKinley. Since his inauguration,
Southerners who expected a more aggressive foreign policy and direct
American intervention in Cuba to end the war had been disappointed by the
president's inflexible policy of neutrality. As the tide of public opinion appeared to shift toward intervention and even war, Southern Democrats
suspected the Administration of rejecting the public will in favor of Cuban
bondholders, Wall Street, and big business. More damning, in the aftermath of
the explosion of the Maine, McKinley continued to counsel patience. While
Southerners and many Americans viewed the incident as a casus belli, the
president seemed unwilling to act without the approval of "big money."
Editors of East Texas newspaper~ damned McKinley and Republicans
during the period between the time of the Maine disaster and the declaration
of war. Reports leaked from the Naval Court of Inquiry suggested that the
cause of the explosion was external in origin. Under the circumstances, the
editor of the Beaumont Weekly Enterprise accurately observed, "the question
which is now in the minds of the people is what will the administration do?"
If the government did nothing, the editor continued, "every self respecting
American will hide his head in shame." Other newspapers in the region
contained similar expressions of outrage. Repeatedly, East Texans, like others
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from across the South, wondered why McKinley had not acted to avenge the
loss of the Maine and uphold the honor of the United States. Following
personal insults against him by Spanish Foreign Minister Enrique Dupuy
deLome, and years of dealing with the repercussions of a humanitarian crisis
in Cuba, the president appeared to be restrained by a powerful political force
- namely Wall Street - that had consistently opposed intervention in Cuba and
war. A disenchanted East Texas editor summed up the popular position by
stating
The honor, manhood, and Christian civilization of this country are in
question; and if President McKinley has not the necessary spinal column, let
him take a back seat while Congress does its duty. The man or body of men
standing today in the way of the execution of the will and voice of the
American people, are doomed. There are some things a thousand times
worse than honorable waIfare. 1b

Southerners' overwhelming support for McKinley's declaration of war on
April 20, 1898, concealed the region's anxiety about the motives of Republicans
in Washington and the implications of a war with Spain. Exacerbating those
fears was the continued refusal of COnhJfessional Republicans and McKinley to
recognize the belligerent rights of the Cuban rebels. To Southerners and other
critics of the Administration, the refusal to recognize the rebel government
indicated that Washington had larger designs on Cuba than simply liberating the
island from Spain. It appeared that the Administration planned to use the war as
a pretext for conquering Cuba and annexing it to the United States.
It lS easy to understand the reaction of East Texans to the crisis in Cuba
and the Spanish-American War, given the region's history and traditions.
Although the press provided regular news accounts of events in Washington,
Madrid, and Cuba, people in the region ultimately comprehended those events
within a framework of deeply held ideals and values. The South's historical
memory of slavery, Civil War, destruction, defeat, and occupation profoundly
effected the way Southerners viewed the world. To many Southerners, including those in East Texas, intervention in Cuba should be on a limited scale for
limited goals - exacting vengeance for the Maine and ending the slaughter of
innocent Cubans. It should not be a war waged at the behest of Northern
financial interests with the Republican Party serving as their proxies. It should
not lead to a protracted American occupation of foreign soil against the will of
the native population, and it should not become a war for empire in which
colonies were created and administered by a vast, powerful, imperial bureaucracy. Most important, the war should not lead to the annexat10n of m111ions
of non-white people who could use the expanded power of imperial
\Vashington to undermine and destroy "Jim Crow" 1n the South. Consequently,
Southern support for McKinley's declaration of war against Spain came with
numerous qualifications based on the region's unique past--a past that
suggested that a foreign war pursued by a Republican administration could do
irreparabl e hann to the character and nature of the republic and produce
profound social and racial unrest for the South.
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R.E. JACKSON AND THE EARLY BIG THICKET
CONSERVATION MOVEMENT, 1929-1957
by Pete A. Y. Gunter

The present essay concentrates on the life and work of Richard Elmer
Jackson, the man who more than anyone else laid the foundations for more
recent efforts to preserve the Big Thicket from the brush hog and the power
saw: efforts which, after some successes, continue.
Jackson was not alone. By concentrating on his work one ignores the
efforts of others, many of whom worked alongside him: Lancelot Rosier, Bess
(Mrs. Bruce) Reid, Ray Gill, P.A. Winkler, Larry Jean Fisher, Donald O.
Baird, H.B. Parks, Walter P. Taylor, and VL. Cory. Many others could, and
should be noted, and their work examined. Here, however, Jackson holds
center stage.
One more prior comment should be made. This essay is an attempt to
explore the early Big Thicket conservation movement. But it is based on only
two sources: the papers and correspondence of R.E. Jackson and a file of
newspaper clippings. This is a good starting-point. Although the results correct
some errors and misunderstandings and help us understand factors which
previously were unknown, the base is not sufficient to the task. Further
research needs to be done, and one hopes it will be possible to encourage some
(possibly young) historian to take up the task. This would involve going
through materials in the papers of Senators Morris Sheppard and Ralph
Yarborough, of the Kirby Lumber Company, of Governor James V. Allred, and
of Congressman Martin Dies. It would involve research in the "morgue" files
of area newspapers and the attempt to find Big Thicket materials in the
correspondence of those who worked for its conservation. With this much said
- that the present essay is incomplete - one can begin.
R.E. Jackson was born August 12, 1880, in Leary, Georgia, and came
with his parents in 1886 to Jasper, Texas, where the family established a
general store. He was said to be a kinsman, or descendent, of General Stonewall Jackson. As a youth he worked in the family store and carried mail
horseback from Jasper to Woodville. In 1896, age sixteen, he became the first
ticket agent of the G.B.K.F.C. Railroad in Silsbee. By 1904 he was a conductor
for the Santa Fe Railroad, a position which he retained until his retirement in
1945. In 1906, he married Velma Ophelia Byrum of Gainesville, Texas. They
had three children, Richard E. Jackson, Sarah Elizabeth Jackson, and Nina V.
Jackson. He died April 26, 1957.
Even a brief glimpse at Jackson's life reveals a man of great energy. While
working full time as a conductor, he became involved at different times in
owning a drug store, a grocery store, and a filling station. He also was involved
in local real estate ventures. Letters in his files attest to the part he played in
procuring and developing the Santa Fe baseball park in Silsbee. He organized
Pete A. Y. Gunter is {l pm! president of the Big Thicket Association and a professor of philosophy
at the University of North Texas.
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and managed Silsbee's first baseball team and was president of the SabineNeches Amateur Baseball League. Deacon of the Central Baptist Church in
Silsbee, he and Mrs. Jackson taught Sunday School there. He served as
chairman of the building committee when a new church was constructed. l How
he managed to find endless hours to lavish on the Big Thicket in the midst of
so many obligations is an interesting question. Somehow, he managed.
The date at which Jackson founded the Big Thicket Association of East
Texas traditionally has been given as 1927. Clearly, this is not true. Jackson
himself stated in 1951:
In 1929 there was an idea born in the mind of myself on a camp hunt, up in
the "Thicket" about 4:30 in the morning, when most of this came to me and
there was plenty of game there then, caused by a game warden and a
companion of mine. arguing about the depletion
of our natural things in that
2
area, which at that time seemed inexhaustible.

Jackson dated the actual founding of the East Texas Big Thicket Association
as 1933, in the rooms of the Chamber of Commerce in Beaumont~ Texas.
A document from Jackson's files titled "Minutes of Meeting Called for
the Purpose of Organizing in the Interests of the Big Thicket," however, is
dated May 7, 1936. It describes a meeting at the office of the Beaumont Chamber of Commerce attended by Dr. Joe Record, M.L. Yount, Henry W. Ragg,
William J. Tucker, Roy L. Brittain, Dr. Walter P. Taylor, J.F. Combs~ Ray Gill,
and p.F. Lawson.~ R.E. Jackson was unanimously elected president of the new
organization and Ray Gill secretary-treasurer. Tentative vice presidents for
Tyler, Polk, Harris, Jefferson, Liberty, Orange, Jasper, and Chambers counties
were proposed. M.L. Yount was elected vice president for Hardin County.
William 1. Tucker, executive secretary of the Texas Game, Fish, and Oyster
Commission, spoke to the gathering, urging that though standards for national
park status were too rigid to include the Big Thicket, it might qualify as a
national forest, migratory bird refuge~ or a game preserve.
It is not clear how the year 1927 became fixed in the minds of conservationists (including myself), as the beginning of efforts to protect the area, My
suggestion is that Jackson's hunting lease~ which predated 1936, is in part the
cause of the confusion. Inaccurate newspaper reports may also account for the
error. Records in Jackson's correspondence date the beginning of this lease in
January 1934. Tt was to last for five years but was renewed several times under
the title "Hardin County Cooperative Pasture and Game Preserve" or '''Hardin
County Game Preserve." An undated document from Southwestern Lumber
Company of New Jersey and Kirby Lumber Company (of Houston), describes
the lease as consisting of fifteen tracts of land totaling 6087.1 acres - a sizable
area. 4 This seems to be only a part of Jackson's lease, however, since both
James A. Cozine, in his dissertation on Big Thicket conservation, and George
B. Hardy, in a biography of Jackson, use an 18,000-acre figure. Jackson, in a
letter dated February 14, 1936, to the state Game, Fish, and Oyster Commission, also uses the figure of 18,000 acres. The extent of the lease probably
varied~ a Houston Chronicle article from the 1950s reports the lease as consist-
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claims 30,000 acres. A letter dated November 5, 1942. claims 50,000.
Clearly, though Jackson's lease formed the basis for a hunting club, he
conceived it primarily as a conservationist organ17.ation. Game laws were not
enforced in many areas of the Thicket until the 1960s. Jackson, however, was
able to find a game warden for the lease and to stock game species there. 5 The
"Hardin County Cooperative Pastur~ and Game Preserve," situated at the
junction of northern Hardin and southern Polk counties, was considered by
him to be the nucleus of both an environmental movement and a much larger
park or nature sanctuary to be created by the movement. This can be seen in
the overlap of the early members in the game preserve and the participants in
the founding of the East Texas Big Thicket Association. Of the ten founding
members of the association, five were already members of the hunting group,
which also included the kinds of well-situated people to whom Jackson often
appealed for support and for the prestige their names could lend to the
movement. Among these were Governor James V. Allred. lumber baron John
Henry Kirby, H.M. Seaman, vice president of Kirby Lumber Corporation, and
William J. Tucker, executive secretary of the Texas Game, Fish, and Oyster
Commission, now part of Texas State Parks and Wildlife Department. 6 Many
game preserve members were judges, doctors, or members of old, wellsituated families in Southeast Texas. The organizational bonus offered by the
game preserve was not its only advantage. Jackson was also able to use it as a
place where scientists, government bureaucrats, newspaper reporters, and
nature writers could congregate.
Jackson had more than his share of problems with the preserve. Deer he
obtained for release there often were sick and required medication before
being released. 7 Poaching could not be controlled. Newspaper clippings report
that of four bears set loose on the lease, one was killed and barbecued with
great fanfare by a local man and the other three soon disappeared.~ The fencing
Jackson constructed around the perimeter of the preserve was often torn down
in the course of lumber operations, which continued throughout the life of the
lease.'I Jackson contemplated building several small lakes within the lease "for
recreation and in order to increase populations of waterfowl."Hl 1am not aware
that he was able to complete any of these projects.
By the end of 1936 Jackson and his allies had both an organization and a
land base for showing off the Big Thicket, but this was only a beginning.
Virtually everything remained to be done. Though the Thicket, with its riches
of woods and swamps, orchids and deer, was famous in southeast Texas and
perhaps known in the rest of the state, it was utterly unknown elsewhere. Conservationists knew the Thicket through personal and family experience and
folklore; but there appeared to be scarcely a shred of scientific data which
could be used to explain the area's actual nature and content. Along with this
difficulty came the perennial problem of explaining where the Big Thicket is,
a question which conservationists tended to answer each according to their
own predilections. Beyond these problems - of publicity, and of scientific
base-remained the problems of politics. Should conservationists petition the
state government for help? The federal government? If the federal govern-
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ment, should they court the Department of Agriculture, to create some kind of
national forest, or the Department of the Interior, to create a national park or
perhaps a national wildlife refuge? And, whether or not these dilemmas could
be resolved, in the meantime it was necessary to involve as many political
leaders as possible.
Those starting the second Big Thicket environmental movement in the
1960s faced many of the same problems as Jackson and his allies did in the
1930s. But what Jackson accomplished in the 1930s and 1940s laid the foundation for the later movement. In outlining Jackson's further achievements I
will deal first with the scientific, then the governmental, and finally the
political parameters. Though these will be treated separately, it should be clear
from the beginning that they remained profoundly interrelated.
Legend and folklore, some of it dark, have provided an aura of mystery
for the Big Thicket~ botany, zoology, and geography have provided the surest
arguments for its preservation. The first systematic basis for these arguments
was produced by biologists H.B. Parks and VL. Cory in their Biological Survey ofthe East Texas Big Thicket Area. II Getting this work researched, written,
and published turned out to be an arduous process. James Cozine points out
that convincing Cory and Parks, at this time "the leading Botanist in the
state,"12 to undertake the project was no simple matter. Professor Don O.
Baird, a biologist at Sam Houston State Teachers College, pleaded with the
pair. Dr. Arthur B. Connor, director of the Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station, and Dr. Walter F. Taylor of the United States Biological Survey
stationed at A&M, continued to badger them, as did Jackson. Cozine reported:
In early August 1936, Connor wrote Parks and Cory asking them to
cooperate on the project. In addition. Connor sent the botanists a copy of a
telegram he had received from R. E. Jackson. In the telegram, Jackson
indicated that U. S. Senator Moms Sheppard of Texarkana, Texas. strongly
urged that a biological survey of the Big Thicket should be completed
immediately,ll

The continued urging of Parks wao;; required to convince Cory to participate in
the project. It is interesting that the first part of the botanists' stay in the
Thicket, September 12, 1936 was on Jackson's lease. The next afternoon a
hundred people gathered at the lease to celebrate the survey and listen to talks
by the two scientists. 14
If getting the survey completed required considerable effort, getting it
published required more. From the time of Parks' and Cory's visit until the
appearance of their booklet, Jackson was involved in an extensive correspondence concerning it. 15 For a time, Baird attempted to involve the printer at
the state prison in Huntsville. In a letter dated May 30, 1937, he complained
that publication might be delayed until June, and asked what a Beaumont
printer mlght charge for a sixty-page booklet. On July 3, 1937, he wrote
Jackson asking if more money towards publication might be forthcoming from
a Beaumont source were the pamphlet dedicated to Ray Gl11, recently
deceased. On August 2, 1937, Baird again wrote Jackson complaining of
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he stated that the manuscript would be published by the Sam Houston State
Teachers College Press. Finally on December 14, 1937, Jackson wrote Walter
P. Taylor that he had been sending copies of Biological Survey of the East
Texas Big Thicket Area to all interested parties, though there had not been time
to receive a reply. Besides financial difficulties, the right photographs had
been hard to find and the printer had a heart attack. Though the pamphlet wa")
published almost in 1938, it bore a 1936 publication date. Subsequent
printings were dated 1938. The Biological Survey became the "Bible" of later
Big Thicket environmentalists.
It would have been a landmark achievement if the Big Thicket pamphlet
had been completed in time for the special meeting of the Texas Academy of
Science in Beaumont in June 1937. This would have constituted a double
triumph, for at this meeting the entire force of the scientific establishment in
Texas was brought behind the Big Thicket movement. This was possible in
part because that year Don O. Baird of Sam Houston State Teachers College
in Huntsville was elected president of the Academy. The meeting, at the urging
of Ray Gill, was co-sponsored by the Beaumont Chamber of Commerce. Not
only was the meeting held under the theme "The Wise Conservation of Our
Natural Resources," but the great majority of the talks concerned different
aspects of the Big Thicket. At the end of the conference a resolution passed by
the group strongly recommended the preservation of the Big Thicket. Nor was
this all. After the closing of the meeting, participants were taken to Silsbee to
hear a speech by "Hon. James V. Allred, Gov. of Texas." This was followed by
a trip to State Forest Number One near Kirbyvil1e, and then, the next day, by
an all-day field trip to the Big Thicket. The field trip included instructions, a
map, generous helpings of Big Thicket Mulligan Stew - with armadillo and
baked crow for the "more daring souls" - and a talk about "The Big Thicket
as it Used to Be" by pioneer hunter Uncle Fount Simmons. 16 In short, in every
conceivable way the Texas Academy of Science convention in Beaumont was
a triumph.
By the midpoint of 1937, then, Big Thicket enthusiasts had accomplished
much. An effective organization had been created, a land base for meetings
and hiking established, and a scientific basis for conservation achieved, at
least in part. But if prospects appeared good in general, there remained one
particular problem: politics. In what follows I will try to trace some of the
political maneuverings of Jackson and his allies. As will become clear, 1930s
conservationists left virtually no political stone untumed.
As early as March 20, 1935, Jackson had written a long letter to Governor
James V. Allred asking about his attitude towards a "combined State and
National or State Wild Life Conservation project to be put forth in the 'Big
Thicket. '" Jackson added that he could secure "any where from 20,000 to
200,000 acres in the north part of Hardin and the south part of Polk counties."
There is no record of an answer from Allred in Jackson's papers. From his
letter, however, it is clear that conservationists were willing to take a state or
federal route to their goal, or both. Efforts were made to interest the Federal
Bureau of Biological Survey in the Thicket in 1936, beginning with its repre-
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sentatives at Texas A&M College. The aid of Congressman Martin Dies was
sought and obtained. Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson, chief of the Bureau of Biological
Survey, was urged to invest his bureau's resources in a survey of the region. A
letter from Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace to Senator Manis
Sheppard, on May 27, 1936, stated that the Bureau of Biological Survey could
not possibly afford to buy "some 275,000 acres of land." The matter was
referred to the regional forester in Atlanta, Georgia, for further investigation in
terms of acquisition by the Forest Service. A letter from Ray Gill on June 4,
1936, informed Wallace that E.T. Howe of the U.S. Forest Service was looking
over the Thicket with R.E. Jackson. An unsigned letter, dated July 14, 1936,
from the U,S, Forest Service in Houston, Texas, stated that no moneys were
available to establish a "combined forestry and game conservation area" in the
Big Thicket and that there was a general feeling that any expansion of public
forests in Tex.as should be "carried forward through state ownership."
Undeterred, Walter P. Taylor of the Bureau of Biological Survey at A&M
wrote Jackson on August 19, 1936 l that he was making a "new presentation of
the Big Thicket proposition" to his Washington office. On October 12, Senator
Moms Sheppard wrote Jackson that he had not yet been able to get the
Biological Survey to act on the matter of doing a biological study of the Big
Thicket area. On November 23, Sheppard wrote quoting at length from the
chief of the Bureau of Biological Survey that although funds might become
available in the future to purchase an interesting place like the big Thicket, no
such funds were available then. 17 Sheppard pledged, however, to continue the
fight. Letters from and to the Senator on July 23, 1937, July 31, 1937, and
August 2, 1937, attest to his continuing efforts.
In a letter to Jerry B. Stillwell on February 24, 1938, Jackson summed up
his struggle to involve government:
I had a conference with (Governor) Allred about a year and a half ago, with
very little encouragement due to lack of funds as the state was broke,
however we contemplate an invitation to him. our state park man and Mr.
Fuller of the national park service at Austin, and have also discussed this
with Mr. Tucker and he is for us 100% and have written (Secretary) Wallace
and Oberholser of the Biological Survey, Senators Sheppard and Connally,
Congressman Dies of our government at Washington, in fact I have written
to nearly everybody in the USA that seemed to have anything to do with it
including Mrs. Roosevelt.

The conservationists appear to have approached the National Park Service last,
having started with state government, then moved to the Department of
Agriculture's Bureau of Biological Survey and National Forest Service. A
great deal of correspondence relating to the Biological Survey and Forest
Service appears in Jackson's correspondence, but - strangely - almost nothing
involving the National Park Service. A letter from Jackson to J.R. McDougall
on March 16, 1938, of the Santa Fe office of the Park Service, does thank
McDougall for his brief visit to the Thicket and promis.es that he will receive
a map of the area shortly. 18
Bv rnid-1938 Jackson and his allies aDoeared to have onlv the National Park
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Thicket fitted the requirement" required for national park status. The proposal that
conservationists put forward is well known. The East Texas Big Thicket
Association proposed the creation of a 435,OOO-acre Big Thicket National Park.
which Jackson was convinced could be purchased for $5.00 per acre.

If a specific goal had been set, and if it had secured the backing of Senator
Morris Sheppard and Congressman Martin Dies, as well as the concurrence of
Senator Tom Connally, why was the national park never created?19 There are
some generally agreed-on factors, to which Jackson's correspondence adds at
least two more. First and foremost, was the Second World War, which, to put it
mildly, drew attention away from conservation toward other, more pressing,
matters. In the midst of a desperate universal military struggle, saving Mother
Nature seemed a minor matter, while using natural resources - including forest
products resources - to their fullest became a paramount concern. Second, the
proposed national park was to be situated largely in Polk County, and that
county became the site of a new oil field. 20 Competition between raw-materials
wealth and environmental concern has rarely favored the latter,
But even if war and oil strikes - and the death of Senator Sheppard in
1941 - had not transpired, the creation of the park faced another steep hurdle,
formed by Texas' newly created national forests. The Lone Star State had used
powerful political muscle in Congress to get its national forests, and Congress
was unlikely to appropriate more millions soon for an additional 435,000
acres. A glance at a map of East Texas shows four national forests making an
arc over the Big Thicket, from west to northeast. Why a new federal sanctuary
in the same area?
Faced with so many obstacles, it is not surprising that the Big Thicket
movement lost momentum. What is surprising is that it seemed almost to
disappear after the war. I can suggest two reasons, based on Jackson's papers,
for this demise - if "burnout" and a sense of futility are not sufficient. The first
concerns the organizational problems of the Big Thicket Association of East
Texas. It was above all, an organization of chiefs and not of Indians. That
Jackson was able to draw so many eminent people into its ranks was a tribute
to his persuasiveness as well as to the fact that people felt that he could be
trusted. But when names pass out of fashion, or power, or are no longer affixed
to the living, the organization composed of them suffers. At its peak the
association seems never to have had much more than 100 members.
Nor was it highly organized. Only two "minutes" of an association
meeti ng have been found for May 7, 1936, and May 26, 1936. In a letter to a
friend on March 16, 1939, Jackson admitted that by then some "fonn of a
stable organization" was needed for the Big Thicket, and on April 29, 1939,
the Beaumont Enterprise noted a "reorganizational" meeting. No record of this
or subsequent meetings, or a membership list, exlst. Correspondence between
Jackson and Governor Allan Shivers on June 7, 1950, contains proposed
articles of incorporation for an organization now titled the "East Texas Big
Thicket Association ofTexas."21 These articles, however, were never filed with
the secretary of state. 22
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To such organizational problems must be added Jackson's increasing
willingness to pursue any number of goals, many contradictory to the pursuit
of a national park. If the writer can be allowed to draw on his own experience,
the achievement of any significant goal- particularly a political one - requires
tenacity and exceptional single-mindedness. As time wore on Jackson's goal
of creating a national park began to splinter into smaller projects. Though his
correspondence continued to involve letters to and from conservationists,
journalists, political leaders, and others concerning the Big Thicket and its
fate, it increasingly contained letters on any number of subjects: some not
exactly consistent with or related to environmental issues. For example, he
fathered a plan to get school children to "work more and more on botany and
biology." He again pursued efforts to interest the State Parks Board in the
Thicket. He tried to get the U.S. Army to establish an air base in the Big
Thicket to protect the Gulf Coast Texas petrochemical complex. B He suggested to H.M. Seaman of Kirby Lumber Company the creation of a 150,000acre preserve plus a ],250-acre "Botanical Garden Second to None on Earth."
He tried to turn his hunting lease into a stock-growing resource for the war
effort, writing Senator Tom Connally and others for financial help. He
attempted to influence national tax policy towards a "single tax" standard. He
tried to interest the Texas Garden Clubs in a "Botanical Garden Second to
None on Earth" in the Big Thicket at Bragg. Some thirty letters from 1947
through 1950 express his zeal to utilize hot wells in Hardin County, originally
two wells near Silsbee, then one well at Honey Island, for the treatment of
poliomyelitis. Late in 1950 he approached the National Muscular Dystrophy
Research Foundation with similar goals. These and other projects divided the
conservationist's energies. One can not help but think that their pursuit created
a confused and contradictory image in the minds of the political leaders he
tried to influence.
One ends up with a long list of negative factors, lined up like a series of
dominoes, or better, like a series of tank traps, anyone of which could derail
a conservationist onslaught, and all of which, taken together. explain why no
Big Thicket National Park resulted. Still, one is puzzled. The East Texas Big
Thicket Association was not merely stymied - halted in its tracks - by the
events of the 1940s~ after World War II, it seems to have disappeared entirely.
It was not that Jackson ceased working towards his goal. That would have
been alien to his character. But henceforth he seemed to be working alone, and
with little public impact. The puzzle of the disappearance of the early Big
Thicket "movement" is one that this writer is unable to resolve.
Little matter. When we look back on what Jackson and his friends
accomplished we can only be gratefuL It would have been difficult to have
begun the Big Thicket movement of the 19605 without their accomplishments.
The second movement would have had to begin de novo, from scratch, with
no ex.planation possible as to why, if the "Thicket" is so valuable, no one had
ever thought of saving it before. But the debt of later conservationists was
greater than this. Jackson and his allies provided the first scientific analyses of
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perlee!. But they were a beginning, which later field ecologists such as Claude
McLeod and Geraldine Watson could perfect. Equally important, they had
convinced a large part of the science community in Texas to support them.
This, too, was to be useful in the future.
Equally important were their efforts, which were at least partially successful in each case, to involve the federal bureaucracy. They provoked it to
make surveys and compile data which could be utilized by later bureaucrats
when the issue of the Big Thicket was raised again. In the same way, Big
Thicket advocates managed to create a political background for subsequent
environmentalism by involving state and national political figures in Texas in
the effort to save a part of the region for posterity. Similarly, their successful
efforts to involve busines5. and professional leaders in the cause were to bear
fruit. It became socially acceptable to be a conservationist in Texas. And
leaders have influence.
Finally, it is an interesting fact that, just as many of the participants in
Jackson's hunting lea"ie became members of the East Texas Big Thicket
Association, so a significant number of the members of this group were to be
members, some founding members, of the Big Thicket Association of the
1960s. Among these were: Lance Rosier, Alf Roark, Mrs. Bruce (Bessie) Reid,
Mrs. J.L. (Corrie) Hooks, Joe Combs, Joe Heiseer, and Louise Loomis. Jackson's work in the 1930s may have seemed to him an exercise in lost hopes and
failed projects. That would have been understandable. But in the long run he
succeeded better than he knew.
NOTES

'A list of his organizational affiliations l>ent to me by his grandson, George B. Hardy, of
Silsbee, includes the following: Jackson was one of the early members of the First Baptist Church
of Silsbee; of the Order of Railway Conductors; of the Governor's Traffic Safety Committee; of
the National Academy of Science, and the Texas Academy of Science; president of the SabineNeches Amateur Baseball League: a member of the Baseball Booster Club of Beaumont, Texas;
president of the East Texas Nature Cluh; president of the Hardin County Cooperative Pasture and
Game Preserve; member of the Southeast Texas Game and Fish Protective Association of
Beaumont, Texas; first president of the East Texas Rig Thicket Association; affiliated with the
American Association of Advancement of Science, Texas Chemurgic Council. National Audubon
Society, National Wilderness Society; connected with the Texas Forest Service of A&M College;
and a member of the Royal Arch Mason. Silsbee Lodge No, 927, Chapter in Beaumont No. 188,
Sibbee Chapter in Kountze No. 312, the Beaumont Council No. 126 of the Royal and Select
Masters, and the Silsbee Chapter No. 298 of the Order of the Eastern Star. It should be added that
in 1937 he was significantly involved in the founding of the Texas Federation of Nature Clubs.
'Quotes and citations from R.E. Jackson's correspondence are cited in the text or in
footnotes. I want to thank Mr. and Mn.. George B. Hardy for making copies of Jack~on's
correspondence available to Maxine Johnston and myself.
'The docurnenl also notes the names of C. W. McPhail, Hon. Alf Roark, Judge D.M. Love,
and N.A. Cravens as persons interested in the fate of the Big Thicket hut unable to attend. A Jetter
to C.R. Bertron had been returned undelivered.

·"Lease. Southwestern Lumber Company of New Jersey and Kirby Lumber Company -toR. E. Jackson." The original date, 1933, has been corrected in ink. This document is not signed or
notarized. The original is probably in the files of Kirby Lumber Company.
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'A letter from Jackson dated May 23, 1939, to William J. Tucker, "Ex Seey Game Fish and
O. Com.," requests that Tucker certify enclosed papers making William Sanger an unsalaried
game warden for the Hardin County Cooperative Pasture and Game Preserve. Apparently Jackson
had experienced some trouble finding a satisfactory warden. He mentioned that the papers for
"Mr. Stone" were being rerurned to Tucker, Stone having "proved not worthy." A letter from
Tucker to Jackson dated June 22. 1939, contains the commission for "w.L. Sanger." However, a
letter from Tucker to Jackson dated September 8, 1939, notes that at that time Sanger was no
longer a resident of Hardin County. A letter from Tucker to Jackson dated April 4, 1941, mentions
a "Mr. Handley" who has been employed by the East Texas Big Thicket Association. He requested
that Handley be bonded if the state of Texas granted him a commission.
I.Members of the Hardin County Cooperative Pasture and Game Preserve present at the
organizational meeting of the Big Thicket Association of East Texas included Dr. Joe Record.
M.L. Yount, William J. Tucker, R.E. Jackson. and Ray Gill. N.A. Cravens is listed as unable to
attend. Dr. W. H. Dameron was one of those proposed as a vice president, for Polk County.
'Cf. w.J. Tucker, August 28. 1936. February 14. 1938. In this letter Tucker also mentioned
the possible release of wild turkey in the Jackson lease.

aprof. Don O. Baird reported to Jackson an article in the previous Sunday Houston
Chronicle which described local people chasing the bears out of Jackson's lease with dogs " ... one
ending up at Livingston, killed for fun and food." In a Jetter to Dr. Taylor August 20, 1937.
Jackson responded that he had seen one of his bears nOl far from camp, "as fat and black as could
be ...."
Q'fo County Judge Alf Roark, October 1. 1940.
. 0 An undated map, evidently marked by Jackson to show the area of a proposed park,
includes at least three potential lakes ("Approximate Submerged Area to be used for
Fishing::Camping=Recreation etc."). Acreage of these lakes is not given, but I estimate 2,000 to
3.000 acres.

IIH.B. Parks and v.L. Cory, Biological Survey of the East Texas Big Thicket Area. 1936.

11James Joseph Cozine. "Assault on a Wilderness: The Big Thickt=t of East Texas."
(Doctoral Dissertation, Texas A&M University, August. 1976), p.l69.
'JCozine. "Assault on a Wildeme~s," p.172.
"COLine, "Assault on a Wilderness." p. 173.
15Don a. Baird to Jackson, September 22. 1936; Walter P. Taylor to Jackson, September 30,
1936; H.B. Parks to Jackson, OClober 1, 1936; Jackson to Morns Sheppard, October 5, 1936; y.L.
Cory to Jackson, October 6, 1936: Moni~ Sheppard to Jackson, October 9, 1936; H.B. Parks to
Jackson. October 12, 1936; Morris Sheppard to Jackson, October 12, 1936; Jackson to Parks,
October 16, 1936: Waller P. Taylor to Jackson, October 21. 1936; H.B. Parks to Jachon, October
27, 1936; VL. Cory to Jackson, October 29, 1936; Ray Gill to Jackson, October 30. 1936; Don O.
Baird to Jackson, November 16, 1936; Jackson to Don O. Baird, November 24. 1936; Don
a.Baird to Jackson, Novemher 30, 1936; Morris Sheppard to Jackson, December 1. 1936; H.B.
Parks to Jackson, December II, 1936; Jackson La James Y. Allred, December 9. 1936; Don O.
Baird to Jackson. December 12. 1936~ Jackson to Don O. Baird, December [4, 1936; DOll O.
Baird to Jackson. December 25. 1936; Bessie M. Reid to Jackson, December 28, 1936; H.B. Parks
to Jackson, December 11, 1936; Jackson to James V. Allred, December 9. 1936; Don O. Baird to
Jackson, December 12, 1936; Jackson to Don O. Baird. December 14, 1936; Don O. Baird to
Jackson, December 25, 1936; Bessie M. Reid to Jackson, December 28, 1936: H.B. Parks to
Jackson, December 30, 1936. The writer will omit further correspondence over Parks and Cory's
manuscript. What is given above is sufficient to indicate the extent of Jackson's involvement in
the project.
I~This account of the meeting on June 25-27. 1937, of the Texas Academy of Science is
taken from the program of that meeting contained in Jackson's correspondence. Cf. also Houston
Chronicle, June 19, 1937, Beaumont Newspaper. June 27, 1937, Beaumont Enterprise, August 18.
1937. Jackson also spoke at meetings of the Texas Academy of Science at Dallas in November
1937 and in Huntsville in April ]938. Later he spoke at a Texas Academy of Science Meeting in
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"At least one foray into the Big Thicket was managed by the Bureau of Biological Survey
"between August 25 and September 10, 1937." This involved a game management survey of Polk
County by bureau staff stationed at Texas A&M College. A letter from J. Paul Miller, August 8,
1938. associate biologist in the Washington, D.C., offices of the Bureau of Biological Survey,
thanks him for showing himself and "Mr. Powell" around the Big Thicket. He concedes the need
for a "more thorough" survey.
I!A letter of April 23, 1938, from Amo B. Cammerer. Director, National Park Service. to
Senator Sheppard. reports that the Park Service has completed "preliminary studies" of the Big
Thicket and "strongly recommends that a substantial portion be preserved. Unfortunately, no
funds are presemly available to do so." R.E. Jackson's two-page, single-spaced letter to Sheppard
argued adamantly that Park: Service estimates of a $4,000.000 cost were exaggerated. A $5 x
435,000 acre figure (S2,075,000) was more accurate. James A. Cozine, in "Assaul[ on a
Wilderness," p. 163, reports that Herbert Maier, a regional director of the National Park Ser.:ice,
informed Big Thicket con"ervationists in January 1938, that he planned to visit the area.

'"No materials concerning such a bill exist in Jackson's papers.
lOJames A. Cozine, "Assault on a Wilderness: The Big Thicket of East Texas," pp. 163- I64.

""Charter of the East Texas Big Thicket Association of Texas. Silsbee Texas." This title
page is followed by a statement of purpose and two sets of "articles," the first stating the purpose
and general structure of the organization, the second spelling out the duties of the officers.
22During the years immediately preceding World War II, a second organization, the Big
Thicket Federation, emerged. It seems to have consisted of a group of southeast Texas women's
clubs. perhaps loosely affiliated with the Big Thicket Association of East Texas. Jackson was
elected to an "honorary membership" in the Federation in 194 J. There is also a collection of letters
and other materiab in Jackson's correspondence concerning the fonnalion of the Texas Federation
of Nature Clubs, of which the Big Thicket Association of East Texas was a member.
''There is a thick file dating from February 8 through December 16, 1940. in Jackson's
correspondence concerning this proposal. Jackson wavered between creating a training base, a
bomber base, and even a submarine base in the Big Thicket. Central to his project was the
damming of Menard Creek and the creation of a runway next to new lake under the overhang of
the trees. Around 20,000 acres were to be involved. Correspondence on this subject continued into
1941.
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CAMP FANNIN: A REMINISCENCE
by Laurence C. Walker

Severe drought parched the land in 1943. Only a few sprinkles moistened
the deep sands in the northeastern comer of Smith County, Texas. Torturously
high temperatures accompanied the drought, and the sun's rays reflected from
the white sands, raising ambient temperatures to the 150 P range. And, as the
towns people of Tyler, the nearest city, noted l "the soldiers were out at camp
fannin!"
c

Camp Fannin consisted of about 18,000 shaggy acres carved from a collection of rundown cotton fields covered with intermittent shrubby brush and
a few remnant pines. The pines reminded one of the conifer stands harvested
from these lands early in the twentieth century. Those virgin stems had grown
where the organic matter had been worked into the soil over a millennia to
give it substance for storing nutrients and water. The tree cover, once removed,
and the oxidizing rays of the sun, soon left the land parched. Neither roses nor
cotton fared well when the U.S. Army purchased these tracts midway through
World War II. The government's initial appropriation provided for the purchase of 3,000 acres in 1942. Cadre from other camps began arriving in
December of that year. Later, another 15,000 acres were added to the camp.
Camp (James Walker) Fannin, was a "Branch Immaterial" training center.
While designated Branch Immaterial, it was obvious what that first summer's
soldiers were training for, and would graduate to, the infantry. In my case it was
to be the 84th Division encamped at Camp Claiborne, located in Alexandria in
the longleaf pine country of Louisiana. The 84th, by name and insignia, was.
called the Railsplitters in honor of Abraham Lincoln. The unit, until mustered
into active service, was a division of the Illinois National Guard. After my
transfer to the Signal Corps, the unit gained fame in the Battle of the Bulge.
With nary more than a sprinkle of rain all summer, the GIs at Camp
Fannin had prickly heat. Webster's Unabridged describes the malady as "a
malaria that is a noncontageous cutaneous eruption of red pimples attended
with intense itching and tingling .. _and caused by inflammation of the sweat
ducts." Webster errs when the dictionary says it occurs in hot humid weather!
The summer of 1943 was hot and dry, the sweat that covered our bodies from
morning calisthenics to the end of the day provided the moisture for the itchy
discomfort. Scrub-brush showers and powders seemed to provide little
comfort. Elsewhere the wordsmith makes a correction: a malaria is "associated
with excessive sweating and retention of sweat in sweat glands with occluded
ducts." Even that appears too mild a description of the malady.
Company A's 4th platoon of the 67th Battalion would be my home from
June to September, my arrival occurring i'ohortly after the gates swung open and
long before the official dedication of the camp_ The press reported some 50,000
people showed for a ribbon-cutting in May 1943, when trainees began arriving.
Laurence C. Walker is Lacv Hunt
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As the 4th Platoon was comprised of soldiers whose last names began
with latter letters of the alphabet, and because squads are arranged by the
men's heights (tallest in front), I always seemed to end up in the tail of the
forced marches.
From our parade ground we regularly made twenty-fIve-mile fast hikes to
Big Sandy on a rutted road with sand well above one's ankles most of the
journey. Fine sand grains found their way into a soldiers trousers, causing a
rash worse than the prickly heat that scorched our backs under the heavy fuIlfield packs. We carried M-I Gerand rifles, overcoats, and bedrolls, and wore
gas masks in the heat that hovered around 100°F. The treks took eight hours.
As the littlest guy and a name beginning with "W," I, of course, brought
up the rear on these hikes. A pistol-toting lieutenant (sans pack, etc.) joined us
at the rear to assure no M-Is were left behind. When a man passed out, he was
left by the side of the road for the medic's ambulance l but not his rifle. At the
officer's direction, 1, along with other rear-rankers, would drag back into camp
carrying a half-dozen of the twelve-pound weapons. How I wished my name
was Able!

And the rear ranks never got the hourly ten-minute break. It took that
long for commands from the head of the long regimental column to reach us.
"Take a ten-minute-break's over" became one command.
Gas masks quickly filled with perspiration on these marches. To avoid
drowning in one's sweat, the thumb was gently placed under a comer of the
chin to release the salty effluent. Water flowed out, gas could not enter.
We all went into gas chambers to be familiar with mustard and other
gases. For years I bore the bum scar on an arm due to that noxious, toxic
chemical.
En route to Big Sandy, we hiked the main (only?) street of Winona,
cheered by townsmen at their store-front, awning-covered checkerboards a~
we plowed deeper furrows in existing ruts. On our return to camp, a band hid
either in or behind a barn as we approached - perhaps a mile away - the camp
compound. The 128-beat per minute cadence provided the needed stimulus for
completing the trek.
A lot of barrack mates were financed from home, as $18.75 of the $30
dollars per month private's pay went for the coerced $25.00 government savings
bond that would mature in ten years. I think not until later did the Army withhold
some $6.00 per month for our own $10,000 life insurance policy. I earned my
spending money cleaning rifles, at $1.00 each, fOI" those buddies who would
rather catch the bus for Gladewater for beer. Smith County was "dry."
Of course everyone, except the cook, hated KP. The worst task, always
for the runt, was to clean the grease trap. A gas mask was required for the
chore. And for cook and bakery sergeants the challenge was to have the
kitchen with the least number of flies in the corps' area. They vied among
themselves for the honor and the medal that acknowledged the award,
presented at full-dress ceremonies.
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To remind us college kids that good soldiers gripe, the commandant hung
signs in the barracks that shouted, "Quitchcrbcliakin', We're at War." Fannin
did not yet have a stockade for malcontents.
Indeed, we were almost all college kids from all over the U.S. Many, such
as I, a freshman at the old Penn State Forest School in the South Mountains of

that state, surrendered to the recruiter. He promised that if we signed up for the
Enlisted Reserve Corps we would be able to finish college, go into service as
second lieutenants (we were all in ROTC), and exchange the cowardly three
initial number of a draftee for the bravado of a one as the first number of our
eight-digit serial number. The army didn't yet use Social Security numbers for
identification. Oh. the recruiter did mention we would be called up if the war
heated up; it did, and we were. At year's end the school closed; the recruiter
served well ~
The Army understood us well: we needed some mature men as confidants. In every platoon there would be one or two older men, caught at the end
of their eligibility for the draft. They, in their mid-thirties, all garnered the title,
'·Pop."
We scrubbed barrack floors daily, the pine wood bleached white by the
lye in the scrub water. A grain of sand dragged in from the company street and
left unnoted until the second lieutenant's inspection could have serious con·
sequences for applicants for a pass to leave camp. These inspections covered
every figurative "jot and tittle." Each item in a foot-locker must be in its
assigned place. No millionaire's kitchen was cleaner than Fannin's latrines;
that detail was to be avoided. Bunks drawn so tight with hospital corners that
dimes dropped from two feet must be able to bounce at leas.t six inches. Shoes
so polished they could be used for shaving mirrors. And failure to salute an
officer became a serious offense, especially if the shavetail had been commissioned only recently.
We were tough at the end of the training. Climbing high wooden walls,
digging foxholes, throwing grenades, bayoneting straw dummies, and crawling under barbed wire while bursts of 30-caliber machine-gun fire whizzed
over heads and backs made us so.
In Tyler, various churches entertained GIs and fed us Sunday dinners in
members' homes. Tyler women entertained lrainees well - when the soldiers
could get passes, the quota for these essentially issued only for Saturday nights
and Sundays. Other than at church, there was little socializing in Tyler. The
partygoers soon located Gladewater and Kilgore. A few had cars to get them
there. Emphatically, the town of Tyler, some 30,000 citizens, appreciated the
military folks. Never did the men hear negative civilian attitudes that were so
prevalent at. for instance, Camp Maxie, near Paris, Texas.
Entrepreneurs bought Camp Fannin from the government at war's end.
Fannin's barracks, warehouses, and chapels soon made up a village called
Owentown, named for C.E. Owen, leader of a developers' group. Although the
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seventy-five miles to the south-they provided roofs over the heads of
dramatically expanding postwar families when housing was in short supply.
The camp infirmary site passed to the state for, at first, a tuberculosis hospital
and now is a unit of the University of Texa."i' medical school.
Today, a paved road, state highway 155, scenically winds its way from
the state hospital over 1-20 that now cuts through the old anny base, to Big
Sandy. Pine and broadleaf forests in time seeded in on much of the camp's
land upon abandonment of the infertile, coarse-textured beach-like soils.
An annual reunion, initiated in the 19808 and sponsored by the Tyler
Chamber or CUIIlmerce and The Smith County Historical Association, brings
men and their families back to the old camp site to reminisce and recall the
trying training times. Many from Fannin would never return to the sandy lands
where once non-belligerent young college kids and their contemporaries
learned to fight for their lives and for freedom. Unknown is the number and
the names of those for whom taps sounded on foreign fields and distant seas.
Includes excerpts from Excelsior: Memoir ofa Forester, published by the
SFASU College of Forestry, 1995.
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LAUREATE OF TEXAS:
THE POETRY OF KARLE WILSON BAKER
by Sa rah R. .Iackson
At the time of her death in 1960, Karle Wilson Baker was unique among
the poets of Texas in her literary talent and in the recognition she had received
for that talent. She was a charter member of the prestigious Texas Institute of
Letters. the Poetry Society or Tcxa..;, and the Philosophical Society of Texas.
Only the third person to be named a Fellow of the Texas Institute of Letters,
she followed J. Frank Dobie and Walter Prescott Webb in that honor. Her first
two books of poetry had been published by the exacting and higWy-respected
Yale University Press. Indeed, she was the best known poet from Texas in her
lifetime. In 1929, AJ. Annstrong, chainnan of the Department of English at
Baylor University and a connoisseur of good w11ters, especially poets, wrote
to Baker asking her to introduce Edna St. Vincent Millay at a program at
Baylor. He wrote, "I conceived the idea that it would be nice to have the
greatest of Texas' pocts introduce the greatest woman poet in the world." I
Born on October 13, 1878, in Little Rock, Arkansas, the daughter of Kate
Montgomcry Wilson and William Thomas Wilson, Karle Wilson attended public schools, Little Rock Academy, and Ouachita Baptist College. She enrolled
at the University of Chicago for a year and two ~mmmers where she studied
under the tutelage of poet William Vaughn Moody and novelist Robert
Herrick. Throughout her life she felt a debt to William Vaughn Moody for all
that she had learned under his direction. An unpublishcd manuscript on
Moody's life and works describes her undying devotion and sense of
obligation to her poet-teacher. Never graduating from college, she continued
her studies at such prominent schools as Columbia University and at the
University of California at Berkeley. She received an honorary degree of
Doctor of Letters from Southern Methodist University in 1924 because of her
widely recognized talent as a poet.
In 1897, W.T. Wilson moved his family from Little Rock to Nacogdoches
and opened a grain-and-feed company. Karle first carne to Nacogdoches in
1901, returned to Little Rock to teach high school for two years, then came
back to Nacogdoches. Engaged in free-lance writing, she published poetry,
short stories, and essays in a valiety of magazines. She married Thomas Ellis
Baker, a Nacogdoches banker, in 1907. They had two children: Thomas Wilson
(1908) and Charlotte (1910). Karle Wilson Baker taught in the department of
English at Stephen F. Austin State Teachers College from 1924 to 1934.1
Her earliest poems were published under the namc, Charlotte Wilson. Her
fIrst published work, 'The Poet," appeared in Harper Magazine (1903). She
quickly gained c;tate and national attention between t 903 and 1914, publishing in
Century Magazine, the Atlantic Monthly, Scribners Magazine, and the Yale
Revie"H,~ The March 1908 issue of the Atlantic Monthly included Karle Wilson
Baker's "Bed-Time," a poem that illustrates her faith and confidence in facing

s
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both life and death - a theme she would repeat in later poems. Other contributors
to that issue were Edith Wharton, Robert Herrick, and Irving Babbitt. Another
early poem, "Bluebird and Cardinal," an ode of forty-two lines, communicates
the poet's interest in birdlife and nature, a subject which continued to occupy
many of her poems and prose works. When it appeared in Scribner MaKazine
in 1910, it was illustrated as the Fmntispiece for the magazine.

s

A study of Baker's poetry reveals the wide range of interests that
occupied her writings throughout her life. Her poetic styles include the lyric.
sonnet, narrative, and ode. Baker had a strong sense of imagery and of figures
of speech, especially metaphor. Her subject matter was always influenced by
her personal life, and many of the subjects first manifested in her poems were
later subjects for prose writings. The early poems focus on family matters,
religion, and nature, followed by contemporary concerns and the role of
women, and the last poems lead us to her life-long interest in Texas history,
The real breakthrough came for Baker when the Yale Review published
"A Group of Sonnets" in October 1914. This issue included two previously
unpublished poems by Robert Browning. The sonnets by Karle Wil~on Baker,
still under the name of Charlotte Wilson, were "The Young Poet to Italy,"
"Evening," "Desire of Fame," and "To My Enemy." Upon receiving these
sonnets, the assistant editor, Edward Bliss Reed, wrote enthusiastically to
Baker: "This is the first time 1have had the pleasure of seeing anything of your
work, and I should be glad to read anything you may wish to submit." Reed
also added, "Will you kindly send me a few items about yourself, for we
always publish brief infonnation about our contributors,' Baker responded:
As to myself, I am a Southerner born and bred and - with exception of
about two years spent at the University of Chicago, where r studied English
Composition under Robert Herrick & Wm. Vaughn Moody - I have lived
all my life in the South .... I am Mrs, Thomas E. Baker, and I have a
'husband of my own and a small son and daughter. I am a 'self~made
author' ... . Perhaps a dozen pubh~hed stories and some fifty poems in
various magazines constitute my title to a right to exist.
Very sincerely yours.
Karle Wilson Baker'l

Karle Wilson Baker's fame as an important poet is directly related to her
publications with the Yale Review. She received praise and encouragement
from the senior editor, Wilbur L. Cross, who urged her to send poems often for
the Review to consider for publication. Cross was known as a maverick and
pioneer for his willingness to publish works by little-known authors, women,
and writers from areas other than the E.astern seaboard in spite of the fact that
wartime restrictions on paper and publishing meant that editors had to be
highly selective.
Between 1914 and 1920, Karle Wilson Baker became the most frequently
published poet in the Reviel1.' with some twenty-six publications. She used her
real name, instead of Charlotte Wilson, beginning with the October 1915 issue,
which contained "At the Picture-Show," a narrative in blank verse that relates
the emotions of a working-dass wife and mother. Cross wrote to her: "I like
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very much your poem 'At the Picture-Show,' and will publish it in the course
of the year... On the whole, the poem seems to me one of the best that I have
seen in the new style."5
Again, in November 1915, Cross wrote: "We like every one of the poems
which you have let us see, and are keeping 'A Little Boy's Bath,' 'A Clear
Night,' and 'The Family.' .,.I wish that you would let me see some more of
your poems in the course of a month or two. Perhaps additions might be made
to the group."6 The poem, "A Clear Night," reflects Baker's use of metaphor
and imagery:
I have worn this day as a fretting, ill-made garment,
Impatient to be rid of it.
And la, as I drew it off over my shoulders
This jewel caught in my hair.

By the time of publication in October 1916, the Yale Review contained
seven poems by Karle \Vilson Baker under the heading "A Group of Lyrics."?
A poem by John MasefieJd, who would later become poet laureate of England,
appeared in that issue also. Domestic life and the rearing of children became
a popular theme for Baker who wa'\ occupied with family life in a rural area
of East Texas. "Apple and Rose," one of Karle Wilson Baker's poems in the
October issue, is a gentle dedication to her two children:
My little daughter is a tea-rose,
Satin to the touch,
Wine to the lips,
And a faint, delirious petfume.
But my little son
Is a June apple,
Firm and cool,
And scornful of too much sweetness,
But full of tang and flavor
And better than bread to the hungry.

o wild winds, and clumsy, pilfering bees,
With the whole world to be wanton in,
Will you not spare my little tea-rose?
And 0 ruthless blind creatures,
Who lay eggs of evil at the core of life,
Pass by my one red apple,
That is so firm and sound!
In December 1917, Wilbur L Cross wrote again to Baker:
Dear Mrs. Baker;
A group of your poems is appearing in the present number of The Yale
Review, and I am herewith sending you a modest honorarium. Have you in
your desk some more very fine poems which you would like to let me see?
Believe me
Yours most sincerely,
Wilbur Cross8

Baker did not limit her publications to the Yale Review. In 1915, when the
Texas Review published "Poet's Song," the editor, Stark Young, called it the
hp<.:t nf thp nnPTllC in thp.
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God and Nature typical of Baker's poetry. Also in 1915, Baker published "The
Housemother" in the intluential journal edited by Harriet Monroe, Poetry: A
Magazine of Verse (November 1915), which included poems by Edgar Lee
Masters and Wallace Stevens as well as Baker.
During these exciting years of early publication, Karle Wilson Baker
became well-established as one of the best female poets in the South. In 1918,
when she was preparing a book of her collected poems for publication, it was
only natural that she turn to her editor and friend, Wilbur Cross. for adviLe.
Many of the poems in her collection had already been published by the Yale
Review, and Cross encouraged her to submit her poems to the Yale University
Press. Doubtless, Wilbur Cross' introductions helped to pave the way for
Baker at the press. As a result, Yale University Press published her first book
of poems, Blue Smoke, in 1919. Bird and nature imagery best express the free
spirit of the poet herself; she blends the desire for freedom with her
commitment to responsibility in "The Tree" from Blue Smoke: 'fl
My life is a tree,
Yoke-fellow of the earth;
Pledged,
By roots too deep for remembrance.
To stand hard against the storm,
To fill my Place.
(Hut high in the branches of my green tree there is a wild hird singing:
Wind-free are the wings of my bird: she hath built no mortal ne~t.)

In the October 1920 issue of Yale Review, Edward Bliss Reed reviewed
Blue Smoke:
Blue Smoke, a volume whose very form i~ a delight, will place its author in
the foremost ranks of our lyric poets. In every page there is distinction, a
power of suggestion, an emotion deep in its restraint, clear in its freedom
from the blight of sentimentality... this poet gives only her best. Her style
is simple, vivid. never precieu~e; there is perfect ease in all the beauty of
these songs ... To find much in little, to hold the world in a grain of sand. to
see where two worlds meell is, in part, the endowment of a poet, and Karle
Wilson Baker possesses it.l.

Blue Smoke caught the attention of Rebecca W. Smith, an assistant
professor of English at Texas Christian University. Smith wrote that she liked
the book and asked Karle Wilson Baker for her opinion of the important
tendencies in American poetry.l~ Baker's rcsponfo.C is important because it
gives insight into her thoughts about poetry,
[Feb.1921]
My dear Miss Smith:
Let me thank you very much for your kind words for "Blue Smoke."
They are very heartening ... It rart] is one of the great means of fostering the
life of the spirit - which, when all is said, is 'what men live by.' It is a human
instinct to think of 'the life of the spirit' in too narrow and rigid a way; and
it is the special business of those who are born servants of the beautiful artists and art-lovers - to show the world that beauty is one of the eternal
ministers of man's spirit. At least that is part of my own belief.
Which hrings me indirectly to one of your que~lions: what Tthink of the
tendencies in current poetry. Tthink the aliveness of it - even including the
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extravagances, the quarreling, the clamor ... is 'all to the good.' It stirs
people up; it sets them to asking, in self-defense, what is Poetry, any how ...
Nobody knows what is great and what is worthless in contemporary work;
what is indispensable is that it all be given a hearing, and Time will do the
winnowing. My own favorites among our outstanding poets are Lindsay,
Sandburg, Frost and Sara Teasdale. n

In 1921, a tribute to Karle Wilson Baker appeared in the Library of
Southern Literature, submitted by the Texas writer, Dorothy Scarborough:
Karle Wibon Baker i~ an author of whom the south may well be proud .. _
she is an authentic poet .,. worthy to stand beside Sara Teasdale and Edna
St. Vincent Millay in the "essential fire" of her poetic thought and the tooled
beauty of its form. 14

Also in 1921, Baker wrote to W. S, Lewis, the editor at Yale University Press,
of her hopes that they would publish a second book of her collected poems. 15
Burning Bush was published by Yale University Press in 1922.
Also in 1922, Baker began to tum to a subject that would interest her in
both poetry and prose for the remainder of her writing career. A poem pivotal
to her career, "Song of the Forerunners," won first prize at a poetry contest
sponsored by Southern Methodist University. It was about the men and women
who dreamed and made Texa,\. Much of Baker's writing that followed focused
on Texas and its fascinating history. Harriet Monroe remarked about the award
in an issue of Poetry: "John Hall Wheelock, gave first place to Karle Wilson
Baker's 'Song of the Fore-runners,' and probably the state of Texas will
endorse his verdict by remembering it longest."16
As Baker wrote more about her state and its history, she collected the
poems for another book, Dreamers on Horseback. This collection was published by South west Press in 1931. "Song of the Forerunners" and "Within the
Alamo" are two well-known poems from this collection. The latter poem
begins with a prose statement explaining the situation at the Alamo just before
Santa Anna's final attack when William B. Travis allegedly drew a line on the
floor with his sword-point and asked that every man who was ready to die with
him cross over to his side. 17 The ballad ends:
But as long as there travails
A Spirit in man,
In a war that was ancient
Before Time began,
Here will the brave come
To read a high Word - Cut clean in the dust
By the stroke of a '>word.

Karle Wilson Baker's focus on Texa.;; history included poems about town~
in Texas. She paid special tribute to the city whlch was her home all her adult
life. From the poem, "Nacogdoches Speaks,"ls she writes:
I was The Gateway. Here they came, and passed.
The homespun centaurs with their arms of steel
And taut heart-strings:
...They passed, but still I feel
The dint of hoof. the print of booted heel,
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But I have not forgotten; and sometimes,
The things that I remember rise, and hover.
A sharper perlume in some April dusk.

Baker had a true affinity for her adopted Texas. Speaking through her
poetry, she brought recognition to the state in a manner that had never
occurred before or since. In the poem, "Texas Cowboy," she expresses her
own puzzlement as to why she is so consumed: 19 (excerpt)
From garden-beds I tend, it is not far
To those great ranges where he used to ride;
He is a Thought; he is not tlesh-and-bone;
He is immortal Youth astride a Dream:
And 1...
A Woman with a binI, a book, a flower,
Who, sifting life, has kept the quiet part,
Whose days like pearls are sorted, hour by hour Why is it that he gallops through my heart?

Karle \\Tilson Baker was both poet and teacher of poetry. She taught
contemporary poetry at Stephen F. Austin State Teacher's College from 1924
to 1934. Intervlews with seventy-five of Baker's former students either by
letter, telephone, or in person reveal the memories they hold regarding Baker.
Always she was recalled as kind and considerate toward students; "gracious"
and "lovely" were common adjectives. Her manner in the classroom was
imposing and dignified, but her most memorable feature was the melodious
quality of her voice a" she read poetry.2D Frequently she read to her classes the
poetry of contemporary American poets such as Frost, Robinson, Teasdale,
Millay, Sandburg, and Masters, but the poet most emphasized was her former
teacher from the University of Chicago, William Vaughn Moody. Writing her
own biographical data, Baker credits her mentor as, "the most important
American poet between the Poe-Whitman Era and our own day."21
Baker continued her own studies during her years as a teacher. In 1927,
she attended a class in contemporary poetry at the University of California at
Berkeley. An interesting anecdote comes from those days. The story goes that
the professor in a contemporary poetry class read a poem and then proceeded
to explain to the class what the poet intended. He did not realize that Karle
Wilson Baker, his student, was the author because he thought the poet was a
male. After he spoke at some length about the poem, Baker raised her hand,
identifying herself as the poet, and gave the real meaning she had intended in
the poem!22
The Karle Wilson Baker Papers contain lengthy classroom notes on
contemporary poetry_ In the Winter Term, 1929, Baker's English 216 class
presented a program on the "new poetry" (contemporary and experimental) to
an assembly of students. In an introduction, one student remarked that earlier
she had known "practically nothing about the modern movement or present
day poets ... My entire view of poetry has changed... T made the surprising
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discovery that poets are people.,. After all, the best definition is, Poetry is life
in words. "}] The program continued with students reading works by
contemporary American poets.
Karle Wilson Baker was respected across the campus. The first edition of
the college yearbook, The Stone Fort, records the founding of the dramatic
club at the college in 1923. The organization was named The Karle Wilson
Baker Dramatic Club. 24 Her influence reached from the small campus to the
local community_ She was a frequent speaker at clubs throughout the region.
Toward the end of her career at the college, she arranged for the Pulitzer Prize
winning poet, Robert Frost, to speak on campus, Frost was by far the most
important literary figure to come to the fledgling college, and he came because
Karle Wilson Baker invited him. 1 ' The College subsidized Frost's lecture, and
in addition to a large student attendance, citizens from Nacogdoches and
neighboring towns came to hear him speak. The college paper, The Pine Log,
reported that over 1200 people attended. 26
After Baker left Stephen F. Austin State Teacher's College, she continued
to write and to give publie readings. Throughout the 1930& and 19405 she was
in great demand as a speaker. Often she read her poetry at the public library in
Houston and Dallas, and she gave a series of readings for a Dallas radio
station. She spoke to meetings of the American Association of University
Women, the Daughters of the Republic of Texas, and numerous member
organizations of the Federation of Women's Clubs. She was a favorite speaker
at colleges and universities throughout the state. Her reputation as Texas' most
famous poet brought many invitations to judge poetry contests at both high
schools and colleges. Also during those years, she wa" active in the Poetry
Society of Texas, the Philosophical Society of Texas, and the Texas Institute
of Letters, serving as president of the later organization from 1938-1939.
Even though she had known great acclaim as an honorary Doctor of
Letters and as a nominee for the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, the most cherished
accolade of her life came when she was named a Fellow of the Texas Institute
of Letters. Karle Wilson Baker was one of the founders in 1936, and a charter
member of the Institute. Her old friend and secretary of the Institute, Professor
William H. Vann, informed her of the selection.
October 4, 1952
My dear Mrs. Baker,
It gives me a very ~pecial satisfaction to inform you that at a meeting of the
committee appointed for that purpose, you were unanimously recommended
to be named Fellow of the Institute, and this recommendation has been
approved by the council. .. You are aware, of course, that we have only two
other fellows-J. Frank Dobie and Walter Prescott Webb... in my opinion
we need feel no obligation to recommend another any time SOOTI.
Sincerely,
William H. Vann""

For her acceptance address, Baker chose to read two poems to follow a
short expression of gratitude. At the Awards Dinner, July 18, 1952, the Texas
Laureate received the honor she so richly deserved. She responded:
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I want to thank you from my heart for the honor of being made a fellow of
the Institute .... It was a lonely and innocent thing to be a so-called "Texas
writer" when some of us began. The dew was not so heavy upon us in 1936,
but we would have gasped at the signs and portents erupting every day upon
the Texas Literary Front in ]952.... For myself, thinking of these things, of
old friends present and absent, of the kindness you have shown to me and
of the future, I am offering you my final word in a sort of gin package ....
I am reading you two brief lyrics - companion pieces in a way."28

She then read the poems, "Pause of the Year" and "High Summer."
No other female poet in Texas has received the recognition or honors that
have been bestowed on Karle Wilson Baker. She remains the most acclaimed
poet Texas has produced in this century.
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BOOK NOTES
What fCJIlows is personal observations on various publications that came
our way. The great volume of such, plus our limited format, makes this the
only why to acknowledge these important contributions. Besides, some have
expressed interest in these musings:
William C. Davis, Three Roads To The Alamo: The Lives and Fortunes of
David Crockett, lame." Bowie, and William Barret Travis (HarperCollins, 10
East 53rd St., New York, NY 10022), presents intertwined biographies of these
three prominent leaders in the Texas Revolution. Owing to their greater age
and national prominence before the Alamo, more pages are given to Crockett
and Bowie than to Travis. We learn, among other things, that Crockett was
much more "civilized" than his fame as a frontiersman through popular culture
suggests; and that Bowie was more of a scoundrel, especially in land and
slave-trading scams, and his ability to "con," than previously suspected. Travis
receives his due as an urbane, youthful citizen in a crude, troubled time who
catapulted to international fame through the failed defense of the Alamo. In the
end, Jack Davis bought into the "redemption by the blood of the Alamo" that
has affected so many other Texas historians. Nonetheless, we appreciate his
kind words about a book titled Travij·, published twenty-five years ago.
Ty Cashion's Pigskin Pulpit: A Social History of Texas High School
FoOlball Coaches (Texas State Historical Association, 2/306 Sid Richardson
Hall, University of Texas, Austin Texas, 78712; $29.95), is an excellent examination of the phenomenon of Texas high school football, told through the medium of the coaches who live or die (professionally and sometimes literally), on
the perfonnance of teenaged boys. Most of us have vivid memories of our high
school coaches. and if they were active in Texas, likely Ty interviewed them
and included them in his already classic tribute to and examination of this breed
of Texans. The former Nacogdoches High School coach and later athletic
director at Stephen F. Austin State University, Steve McCarty, made the cut.
This is history and it is sports - and a good combination of the two.
Early Days in Franklin County, compiled by B.P. Hicks (Franklin
County Historical Association. Majors-Parchman House, 701 Kaufman Street,
Box 289, Mount Vernon, Texas, 75457), contains a Summary History of the
Mt. Vernon Optic-Herald, Sketches of Mt. Vernon by Etta Lominack, Abstracts from Transcribed Land Records of Red River County, Transcribed
Records of 1841 Indian Massacre of Ripley Family, and 1908 Text (V.S.D.A.)
"Soil Survey of Franklin County, Texas," Historical articles herein were
written by Col. Dan T. Bollin, Joe W. Gandy, le. McDonald, and W.M. Christian. Friend Hicks sent along a pretty poster featuring Mt. Vernon's favorite
son, Dandy Don Meredith, the court house clock, and beautiful costumed
ladies on the porch of a historic building. Hicks is the mover-and-shaker in
historical consciousness and preservation in Mt. Vernon and Franklin County,
and offers here this collection for the edification of others.
My Life in the Old Anny: The Reminiscences of Abner Doubleday from
the Collections of the New-York Historical Society. edited and annotated by
Joseph E. Chance, with illustrations by Wil Martin (Texas Christian University
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Press, TCU Box 297050, Fort Worth, Texas 76129; $29.95), makes available
the personal story of this US Anny officer and Civil War commander. The
focus is on Doubleday's years in Texas prior to the Civil War, and is based, as
indicated by the title, on previously unpublished materiaL Most of us learned
in our growing up that Doubleday "invented" baseball (not quite true but close
enough to say that he had a prominent role in the popularizing of the game).
What can be learned here is much about the "old" army in the pre-Civil War
period, especially as it relates to frontier service.
Dan K. Utley and James W. Steely, Guided With a Steady Hand: The
Cultural Landscape of a Rural Texas Park (Baylor University Press, Box
97363, Waco, Texas 76798), is the story of Mother Neff State Park, regarded
as the first of the parks now operated by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department.
It is as well a testimony to the legacy of the Depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps. After visiting forty-one state historic parks as a participant in
their evaluation for legislative review, one of my conclusions is that Texas and probably America - would not have a park system without the CCC. The
primary plus with this book is the experience and expertise of Utley and
Steely. It also is but the first of additional studies by this team.

Lay Bare The Heart: An Autobiography ofthe Civil Rights Movement, by
James Farmer (Texas Christian University Press, Box 297050, Fort Worth,
Texas 76129; paper, $14.95), is the autobiography of Farmer, born in racially
segregated Marshall, Texas, and his rise to prominence as one of the founders
of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). This is a reissue, with an introduction by Don Carleton, of Farmer's original version published by Arbor
House in 1985. Now in advanced age and ill-health, Farmer still has a lesson
in perseverance for us. His story, so much a part of one of the principal social
revolutions of our century, is a compelling one. One is tempted to employ the
bromide "Lest we forget" here. It is important that we do not.

v.R. Cardozier, University afTexas of the Pennian Basin: A History (Eakin
Press, Box 90159, Austin, Texas, 78709; paper, $19.95), is, obviously, an
institutional history of the branch of what some call THE university of our state.
Be that as it may, Cardozier served as the fIrst president for academic affairs (ten
years), and the second president (four years), of the institution, and so should
know whereof he writes. Our Friend Roger alien gets a mention on page 71.
The Education of a Senator: Everett McKinley Dirksen (University of
Illinois Press, 1325 South Oak Street, Champaign, Illinois, 61820), with an
introduction by fonner Senator Howard Baker (Dirksen's son-in-law. senate
majority leader, and chief of staff in the Reagan Administration), is the
reminiscence of that venerable old windbag Dirksen. Prompted to some degree
by ill-health and the end of his long career of public service, this is the story
of Dirksen's growing up in Pekin, Illinoi~, his military service in WWI, his
business career, and his essay into politics as a city councilman and member
of the U.S. House of Representatives. Regrettably, it ends with his election to
the Senate, so except for a few anecdotes worked in while discussing House
activities, we never get to Dirksen's distinguished career as senate minority
leader. I wish he had finished it. His was a marvelous story of public service,
partisanship (good-natured and mean-spirited), and the pure corn that was his
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trademark. If you ever heard him speak, that husky voice and syntax comes
through his writing like a ghost of the past.
A slice of more recent Texas history is seen in Jay Dunston Milner's
Confessions of a Maddog: A Romp throURh the High-flying Texas Music and
Literary.' Era of the Fifties to the Seventies (University of North Texas Press,
Box 311336, Denton, Texas, 76203; $29.95). Milner was a full-fledged
member of Maddog, Inc. ("Doing Indefinable Services to Mankind"), a loose
but apparently firm association of Texas- born or based writers, "picker poets,"
and other creative sorts who defined the post-WWII artistic scene in Texas, or
at least in Austin, which drew them from various parts of the state to be present
when "it" happened. In addition to Milner, Maddogs included Billie Lee
Brammer, Bud Shrake, Gary Cartwright, Dan Jenkins, Willie Nelson, Jerry
Jeff Walker, maybe Larry McMurtry, and others. By Milner's recollection,
Maddogs generally partied more than they created and their appetites, which
probably robbed many of their potential, are a catalog of the personal indulgences of the era. Milner was a high school and college football player in
Lubbock and at the University of Southern Mississippi, worked for various
newspapers - including Hodding Carter's famed Delta Democrat-Times and
the New York Herald Tribune, before returning to Texas in the 1960s and
living the high life of a Maddog for two decades before his "rescue" in Lufkin.
Much of it is thoughtful, most of it is provocative, some of it disturbing. But
all of it seems an honest attempt to recreate the peculiar life of the Maddog
who wrote it.
Roy Blount, Jr., Crackers (University of Georgia Press, Athens, Georgia,
30602; paper, S14.95), is a republication in Georgia's Brown Transher Book
series of a book first pri nted in 1977 and reiss ued annually through 1980. It is
about "crackers," Jimmy Carter and his family, "More Carters" vignettes,
various Southern leaders, and, mostly, about Blount and his take on being not
just Southern but "cracker" Southern. Mid-century liberalism and a kind of
warped sense of humor appear throughout this effort to explain the South and
"crackers" to the nation, to the section and its citizens, and to the author
himself, during the rising of Jimmy Carter. Some of this is like eavesdropping
on a psychiatrist's session, but some of it is genuinely funny - Blount's cussing
tickles me as often as it is gratuitous. Since being Southern and American at the
same time has seemed difficult to reconcile to me, it is interesting to see another
wrestle with the dilemma. Except he moved to New York and Massachusetts.
Thad Sitton, this time in partnership with James H. Conrad, has produced
another great book on a subject central to the history of East Texas. Nameless
Towns, Texas Sawmill Communities, 1880-1942 (University of Texas Press~
Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819), discusses "company towns" as a concept
before getting down to specific business on the sawmill towns I knew so well.
My familiarity springs from summer visits to the homes of Uncle Bill and
Aunt Thelma - Mr. and Mrs. W.L. Russell- and their six children in Wiergate
and Burkeville. All four Russell boys were older, but I was contemporary with
Eleanor Lois and Kathryn, with whom I attended Vacation Bible School, a
week at a time, sponsored by Baptist, Church of God, or whatever denomination the Spirit moved to such youth ministry. Uncle Bill rose before the Bible
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scholars to go to the mill and never returned before dark, six days a week. I
remember that he also worked at mills in Newton and Bon Wier, and am
certain there were more. Sitton and Conrad tell the stories of all our Uncle
Bills and the mill towns where they toiled. I expect most were minus fingers,
hard of hearing from exposure to the machinery, and lived close to the margin.
Their labor usually was as under compensated as it was dangerous and
abundant, at least during that time; OSHA could not have been imagined.
These scholars made great use of the Forest History Collection at SFASU and
the East Texas Sawmlll Data Base project at the Texas Forestry Museum.
Highl y recommended.

Dixie Rising: How The South Is Shaping American Values, Politics. and
Culture, by Peter Applebome (Times Books, New York, NY 10022), published
in 1996 but just now finding its way here, is a most impressi ve examination of
the contemporary South. App1ebome, a Yankee transplant to the region, is a
reporter for the New York Times. He has lived in several Southern cities,
including Dallas and especially Atlanta, and has become a Southerner almost. As a fan of Lewis Grizzard, if not a sharer of Lewis' political bias, I
didn't take to his evaluation of the Bard from Moreland, Georgia, but I did
agree with just about everything else. The thesis here is that the political
philosophy of John C. Calhoun, rejected by the nation in the nineteenth-century, is triumphant latc in the twentieth ccntury, evidenced by the power of
Southerners such as Newt Gingrich, Dick Anney, and Tom DeLay in the
House and Trent Lott, Jessie Helms, etc., in the Senate. Even the power of
fundamentalism a La Falwell, has Southern beginnings. Good examination of
what is "right" or "wrong" with the South, depending on your perspective.
And I learned that I am a "neo-Con" (something pejorative), just because I
used to attend a Civil War Round Table.
The Cold War Comes to Main Street: America in 1950 (University Press
of Kansas, 2501 West 15th St., Lawrence, Kansas 66049, $39.95), by Lisle A.
Rose, is for the purposeful reader. It is a scholarly examination what Rose
thinks is the pivotal year of the modern period. He examines the resurrection
of the "fundamentalist conservative" element in American politics, subdued if
not dormant under the New Deal and Senator Arthur Vandenberg's hi-partisan
leadership in foreign policy during WWII and the opening phases of the Cold
War, under the leadership of Richard Nixon and Joseph McCarthy. Nixonismbecome-McCarthyism worried us all that every unlikable in our midst was a
subversive, that is when we weren't worrying about The Bomb and then the
beginning of hostilities in Korea. Rose's point: 1950 witnessed our
confirmation as anti-internal and external communist anything, which
produced a more fearful society. I remember 1950 as a budding teenager;
Rose's study produces much memory.
One is always pleased when a former student does welL Witness Richard
Pennington's latest book, Longhorn Hoops: The History of Texas Basketball
(Uni versity of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713); this really means
basketball at The University of Texas, so Horns are likely to be the most
interested. Richard previously wrote of Longhorn football, so he knows his.
way around UT sports. Competitive men's basketball began at UTin 1906, not
long after Dr. James A. Naismith nailed the first peach basket on the walL The
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story is told year-by-year, some times game-hy-game, through 1998. Modem
women's basketball began at UT in 1975, but coverage is provided for other
women's athletic participation from 1900 until 1975 in civic competition. Abe
Lemons, lody Conradt. and other coaches and players, plus season records, are
available here for the genuine UT roundball fan.
One of our favorite East Texans is Willie Lee Campbell Glass, daughter
of one of the region's pioneer African American educators and herself a
pioneer in education and public service for women. Her story is told in Patsy
J. Hallman's A Psalm of Life: Willie Lee Campbell Glass, The Story of A
Woman Whose Life Made A Difference (Eakin Press, P.O. Drawer 90159,
Austin, TX 78709-0159, $16.95). Mrs. Glass rose to the top of her profession
in education, sharing her good fortune with everyone else along the way. Best
example: she provided the land for a building for the Headstart program in
Nacogdoches, and although she is a resident of Tyler, she always answers that
her home town is Nacogdoches, where her father was principal of the high
school for blacks during the days of segregation. Mrs. Glass' goodness and
loving feeling for all humanity set the mark for the attitudes of all of us.
State of Mind: Texas Literature & Culture (Texas A&M Press, College
Station, TX 77843-4354), by Tom Pilkington, is No. 10 in the Tarleton State
University Southwestern Studies in the Humanities series. Pilkington, a
University Scholar at Tarleton and a well-known teacher/writer of
southwestern literature, begins with writers about Texas (Cabeza de Vaca, for
example), but believes that Texas literature began with 1. Frank Dobie in the
1920s. Here are twelve chapters on such topics as: the emergence of Texas
literature: its association with the land, the military, the South, football,
violence, etc.; and Larry McMurtry. The writing is crafted well and nearly all
of Pilkington's conclusions are agreeable enough, save his calling East Texas
a "backwater" when it comes to writing. He grew up in the Fort Worth area
and has studied and taught always in central west Texas, so such provincialism
is understandable. And he occasionally mentions the Texas Institute of Letters
in less than complimentary ways, without explaining why. Inevitable
conclusions are that McMurtry has dominated Texas literature since 1961, or
for about half of the span Pilkington assigns to it, and that nearly all other
creative writers in Texas are jealous or envious or harbor negative feelings
about him. McMurtry is mentioned, sometimes even with praise, in each of
Pilkington's chapters. That is dominance.

Finally, Old Friend A.C. Greene's Sketches from the Five States of Texas
(Texas A&M Press. College Station, TX 77843-4354), contains selections
from his long-running column, "Texas Sketches." Thus it is a potpourri of
Texana the likes of which Henderson Shuffler, Jack McGuire, Kent Biftle, and
others have written for the newspapers to entertain and inform us about our
state. This one is divided into sections: The One State of Texas. and the states
of East Texas, South Texas, North Texas, Central Texas, and West Texas. Each
contains brief "sketches" of people, places, and events associated with that
"state" that range from railroad nicknames to the Kelly plow to the Great
Linnville Raid to the Dallas Ford plant to Lockhart's Lovely Library to
Conan's Creater. Good on you, A.C.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Explurers' Texas: The Animals They Found, Vol II, Del Weniger (Eakin
Press, P.O, Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1997. B&W Photos.
Maps. Bibliography. Notes. P. 200. $27.95. Hardcover.

Del Weniger, professor emeritus of biology at Our Lady of the Lake
University, San Antonio, has researched Texas wildlife in the field and in
literature for the past fifty years. This volume of The Explorers' Texas is based
on his research in the early literature and the historical records of the first
Europeans who began coming to Texas in the sixteenth century and continued
until they had populated the state in the nineteenth century.
Weniger's purpose in The Animals They Found is to describe what the
early Texas explorers saw on their travels, when the animal populations were
in their pristine states, before Texans began to plow and plant.
What these first explorers of Texas saw was the prairies of Texas covered
with vast herds of animals - like the teeming plains of the Serengeti in African
wildlife films. Buffaloes roamed in herds of tens of thousands, seasonally
migrating to greener pastures as the wildebeest of Africa still do. White-tailed
deer boldly ranged the open prairies in immense herds, as did the antelope, only
on a smaller scale. The mighty elk walked the nonhern part of the Texas plains
and forests, and bighorn sheep climbed the mountains west of the Pecos.
The huge populations of buffaloes and deer - and all other wildlife, for
that matter - diminished east of the Trinity, where a large, settled population
of Caddo Indians not only harvested them for food but occupied their wandering, breeding, and feeding space.
Just as the Serengeti has lions and hyenas and leopards to control the
mass populations, the Texas meat market had bears and panthers and packs of
wolves. These predators followed the great herds, feeding on the old and
crippled and the dying weak.
Weniger paints this large picture of the relations that exist among these
animals, but he also describes in detail and with documentation the state of the
individual animals. He talks about how they appeared to the explorers and the
impact of settlement on their herds - how the great herds of prairie deer
became the furtive bucks and does that haunt the wooded areas of nowadays
Texas. And how millions of buffalo were slaughtered for their hides and
humps and the grass they grazed on. And how the bears and cougars and
wolves - the vannintsl - were hunted to the very edge of extinction.
Javelinas came as far east as the Cross Timbers, jaguars stalked their prey
in south Texas and the hill country, and ocelots prowled their way to East
Texas and beyond. There were grey foxes in Texas but no reds, who were
imported for Southern fox hunters. Also imported but quickly adapting to the
Texas range were the feral hogs and wild cattle and horse herds that used the
great Texas pastures. Badgers and squirrels and coons and possums and
skunks - prairie dogs and jack rabbits - they were here then and are here now.
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The mind boggles at the vision of the Texas wildlife before Europeans
came and filled the state to the very corners of the brim. And part of Del
Weniger's purpose is to make the reader think not only of where we have been
but where we are going. We have come some way, from abundance in the
sixteenth century to a frightening scarcity in the 1930s, when folks farmed
every tillable inch of soil just to survive. The movement to the cities from
WWIl onward has created large forested and uncultivated areas in the state,
and the animal population is large compared to what it was during the
Depression. At the same time, clear-cutting and industrialization have
decimated the forests and polluted the streams that wildlife depends upon. So,
who knows what madness or wisdom the future will come up with and what
effect it will have on where the deer and the antelope play in Texas.
Del Weniger's The Animals They Found is the very readable and
scholarly beginning to any understanding of the way animals once were on the
Texas frontier. We must not forget.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University

The Plain.'i Indians, Paul H. Carlson (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C.
College Station, TX 77843-4354) 1998. Contents. Illus. Notes, Biblio.
Index. P. 254. $29.95. Hardcover.
While colorful images of Plains Indian lifeways are very much alive in
most minds, explaining the complex history behind those lifeways is a daunting task, Paul Carlson's The Plains Indians is the first serious attempt in
several years. It fills the need for a fresh look at the traditional period of horse
culture (A.D. 1750-1890), one that can interest lay readers or anchor a college
class, and it is organized as a survey course might be. The chapters explore
demographics, prehistory, horse and bison, the economy, organization, social
conventions, ceremony and belief, trade and diplomacy, war and peace, and
reservation life. An epilogue reviews twentieth-century developments.
A general text must show that Plains culture was at once uniform and
highly dynamic, give complete coverage without resorting to laundry lists, and
provide memorable specific examples. In this balancing act The Plains Indians
is quite successful. It is beautifully crafted in prose that is clear, yet varied and
pitched high enough for studious readers. It covers Southern Plains peoples
better than earlier references, which are often "Sioux-centric." The book reflects contemporary interpretive trends by heeding the economic and strategic
motivations behind Indian activities. There is a fine debunking of Indiancavalry warfare. Another strength is the thorough treatment of prehistory.
For detail there is much reliance on dated overviews, so in some spots the
author is hampered by the literature he i& improving upon. Few specialists
today would apply the term "priest" to Plains ritualists as liberally as Robert
Lowie did in 1954. The Comanches did indeed have military societies, though
they were not as urominent as those of the Lakota" or rhev~nn~. . RlIt ....llch
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matters are relative minor ones that can be addressed in the classroom, and The
Plains Indians remains an effective narrative history.
Daniel J. GelD
The University of Texas, San Antonio

Montgomery County, Texas: Picture of a Dream Coming True, Margaret A.
Simpson (The Donning Company Publications, 184 Business Park Dr.,
Suite 106, Virginia Beach, VA 23462) 1997. Contents. B&W Photographs. Index. Biography. P. 192. Hardcover.

Montgomery County, located north of Harris County, is one of the most
rapidly developing areas in Texas with Lake Conroe and the master-planned
communities of The Woodlands and Kingwood particularly attracting new
settlers. The past is often lost in the scramble for everything new. In view of this,
the publication of Montgomery County, Texas: Picture ofa Dream Coming True,
attempts to preserve the heritage of the area through photographic record.
Margaret Simpson, on behalf of the Heritage Museum of Montgomery
County located in Conroe, has prepared this table-top pictorial history. The
book contains the history of Montgomery County from 1830 to World War II.
focusing primarily on economic development. The extensive collection of
historic photographs displays settlers, homesteads, the impact of the railroad
on a rural area, and the establishment of several towns and communities long
forgotten. Readers learn the early history of Montgomery County (the third
county established in Texas); agricultural history, such as tobacco farms and
the seven cigar factories that existed in Willis; the major lumber industry that
transformed the area in and around Conroe, including The Woodlands; and
drilling for oil. The photographic collection, especially of sawmills and farms,
will appeal to all readers.
Montgomery County, Texas: Picture of a Dream Coming True fills an
important niche in the preservation of local and state history. The book
contains 300 photographs, contributed by area residents, descendants, and the
Heritage Museum.
Theresa Kurk McGinley
North Harris College

Austin, A History ofthe Capital City, David C. Humphrey (Texas State Historical Association, 2.306 Sid Richardson Hall, University Station, Austin,
TX 78712) 1997. Contents. Notes, Index. P. 75. $7.95. Paperback.

After reading David C. Humphrey's Austin: A History ofthe Capital City,
my first impulse was to write Southwest Airlines and all other air carriers
serving Austin to recommend that all incoming passengers be provided
individual copies of this brief volume. To new arrivals in the second fastest
growi.ng ci.ty in the United States, it offers an entertaining and highly
informative introduction to Texas' capital city.
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From a frontier outpost to a high-tech metropolis, Humphrey takes a
broad overview of the city's century-and-a-half history. Within sixty-one, factfilled pages, he examines site selection; accessibility, "roads that were
'impassable - not even jack-assable"'(p. 4); the fir~t state-house, "'the abode
of bats, lizards, and stray cattle"'(p. 7); Austin during the Confederacy;
emergence as a seat of learning; last days as a frontier town, '''Austin was ...
filled with cowmen, flush of money, rearing to spend it on gambling, booze,
and the women of the night"'(p. 29); segregation, "'None but the best white
society will be admitted'''(p. 36); and contemporary Austin, a residential
mecca, high-tech hot spot, as well as the "Live Music Capital of the World."
In conclusion, Humphrey explores the ongoing civic struggle between the nogrowth and pro-growth factions.
Although this delightful little book provides a quick reference to the
history of Austin, Texas, the footnotes contains a wealth of material for those
who wish to explore the topic further.
Ken Ragsdale
Austin, Texas

Galveston: A History of the Island, Gary Cartwright (Texas Christian University Press, TeD Box 297050, Fort Worth, TX 76129) 1998. Reprint.
Epilogue. B&W Photos. Index. P. 347. $15.95. Paperback.
Gary Cartwright does an excellent job in relating the story of Galveston
Island. He discusses the "ghosts" that inhabited the island, starting with
Karankawa Indians, Spanish conquis.tadors, pirates, and Jane Long. He then
describes the development of society on the island, including the significant
families who ruled economically and politically. Galveston has a rich heritage.
At one time, the island was the biggest port city in Texas. It has had its share
of natural disasters, especially the hurricane that destroyed the city in 1900,
still considered the worst disaster in United States history. Cartwright also
describes the casinos, clubs, prostitution, and speakeasies that enabled the
island to prosper even in the depths of the Great Depression. He writes about
the families who held a monopoly in banking, hotels, and exporting businesses
on the island for more than a century, and concludes with the monopoly finally
being destroyed by outside families moving to the island.
The book is written from the perspective of a journalist; it is a refreshing
change. The style Cartwright uses makes this a page turner for the serious
student or the lay reader, who discovers a city that had a great impact on the
history of Texas as well as the United States, If the reader wants to research
the history of Galveston Island further, they can not easily review Cartwright'S
sources because he does not include footnotes or a bibliography.
Liza T. Powers
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Remember Goliad: Their Silent Tents, Clifford Hopewell (Eakin Press, P.O.
Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998. Contents. Epilogue. Notes.
Biblio. Index. illustrations. P. 170. $19.95. Paperback.
While numerous accounts exist, an up-to-date book on the Battle of
Goliad has been needed. In attempting to fill this void in Texas historiography,
Hopewell ably narrated the story of Colonel James W. Fannin, his officers, and
the soldiers commanded by them at the Presidio La Bahia. He correctly noted
that the Goliad massacre solidified United States opposition to Mexico.
Recognizing [he indecisiveness and ineffectiveness of Fannin's leadership,
Hopewell concluded that Fannin achieved authentic Texas hero status but not
at the level of Sam Houston, Ben Milam, James Bowie, and WiJIiam B. Travis.
This interesting book also contains a helpful analysis of Harbert Davenport's
"The Men of Goliad" from the Southwestern Historical Quarterly of July
1937, and biographical sketches of prominent people in the Goliad massacre.
These are commendable contributions.
Did Hopewell fill the void? Regretfully, the cup has been half filled. In
analyzing the impact of Goliad at San Jacinto, the author underestimated the
number of Houston's soldiers, overestimated Santa Anna's forces, and omitted
the important inspirational the rallying cry: Remember the Alamo! Remember
Goliad!
James Robinson deserved a better description than Hopewell's claim of
disappearing into oblivion. Robinson moved to California where he promoted
a transcontinental railroad from El Paso. This interesting book did not
supersede the important entries regarding Goliad in the New Handbook of
Texas, but, Hopewell has written the best book-length account of this
important event.
Irvin M. May, Jr.
Blinn College at Bryan

The Battle of Glorieta Pass: A Gettysburg in the West, March 26-28, J862,
Thomas S. Edrington and John Taylor (University of New Mexico Press,
1720 Lomas Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87131-1591) 1998. Contents.
Illustrations. Maps. Appendix. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 176.
$29.95. Hardcover.
There were over 10,000 separate engagements during the American Civil
War. Large or small, each has a story to tell. The aUthon; of The Battle of
Glorieta Pass have written an interesting and lively account of a relatively
small but important battle that effectively ended any Confederate threat to
occupy lands farther west. The expansion of slavery into new territories and
the need for Pacific ports prodded the Confederate government to move out of
Texas into New Mexico. Glorieta Pass was a watershed in the war in New
Mexico~ the Confederate anny was forced to leave, never making a serious
cHart to invade the far West again.
Glorieta Pass wa.c.; (is) located at the southern end of the Sangre de Cristo
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Mountains, twenty miles southeast of Santa Fe, on the Santa Fe Trail. The
battle involved three engagements. March 26 saw a light skirmish at Apache
Canyon, on the western slope of the pass. Major Charles L. Pyron lost onefourth of his command of 300 Texan!\; the Union army of 400, led by Major
John M. Chivington, incurred few losses. March 27 was a day that anticipated
more fighting, but saw none, as both sides prepared to contest the pass.
Reinforcements swelled Confederate ranks to 1100, now led by Colonel
William "Dirty Shirt" Scurry, fanner San Augustine, Texas, resident. The
Union army of 900 was led by Colonel John Slough and boasted superior
artillery power. Both armies set out to attack on the morning of March 28~
meeting at Pigeon's Ranch. Heavy fighting continued for five hours; Slough
and Scurry finally retreated to respective ends of the pass. The Rebels lost III
men, four of whom were officers. The Union anny counted 138 casualties.
While the Rebels claimed victory, their ranks were depleted. Confederate
supply wagons had been destroyed by Major Chivington.
Useful maps show the different phases of each day's battle movements.
The appendix gives a detailed account of the men who were killed, wounded,
or taken prisoner. Twenty-eight pictures add a personal touch to the human
drama. The writing is crisp, the story is exciting, and the scholarship is solid.
Enough detail keeps the reader interested without getting bogged down in
trivia. While the authors draw some interesting analogies between the Battle
of Glorieta Pass and the Battle of Gettysburg (Pennsylvania), they do not
claim that the two battles were equal.
Perhaps of special interest to readers of this journal is the fact that the
Fourth Texas Mounted Volunteers infantry regiment was led by Nacogdoches
merchant Major Henry Raguet. Fighting nobly, Raguet was killed late in the
day on March 28. He was thirty-six years old. You will enjoy this book about
an important slice of Civil War history_
Randy Harshbarger
Nacogdoches, Texas

The ShatterinR of Texas Unionism: Politics in the Lone Star State During the
Civil War Era, Dale Baum (Louisiana State t:"niversity Press, P. O. Box
25053, Baton Rouge, LA 70894-5053) 1998. Contents. Notes. Tables.
Appendix. Biblio. lIlus. Maps. Index. P. 283. $37.50. Hardcover.
In this carefully researched volume, Dale Baum of Texas A&M University traces the course of Texas politics from the late antebellum period through
the election of Edmund 1. Davis as governor in 1869. Baum's work, which
includes thirty-eight tables, nine maps, copious notes, and an appendix:, is not
for the casual reader but is designed for the serious student seeking a better
understanding of the complexities of Texas politics during this troubled period
of history.
Baum provides a rich storehouse of data along with numerous conclusions based upon utilization of a sophisticated statistical technique known as
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ecological regression. This permits him to make estimates or probabilities of
how individuals and groups of individuals voted in elections for governor, the
Confederate Congress, and membership in various conventions during the
Civil War and Reconstruction. Some of his findings are new, others confirm
assumptions historians have made earlier. He shows. for example, that Sam
Houston won the governor's race in 1859 not because of a shift in voter
sentiment, as has been believed traditionally, but because Houston attracted
new voters and previous non-voters while Hardin Runnels failed to mobilize
one-third of his voters in J857.
In analyzing the vote for secession, Baum points out that Germans and
Disciples of Christ provided the strongest anti-secession vote. Support for
secession was greatest in wealthy plantation areas with sizable numbers of
native-born whites with Methodist, Baptist. and Presbyterian religious
affiliations_ Surprisingly, these secessionists favored moderate Edward Clark
in the governor's race in 1861, while unionists and nonsJaveholders backed
Francis R. Lubbock, who had been an ardent supporter of Southern rights in
the late antebellum period. Baum concludes that Lubbock's victory was due in
large part to the "amazing, if not fraudulent, efforts for him" (p. 97) in his
home county of Harris.

Baum skillfully describes the problems associated with registration and
voting in the post-Civil War period. Although he found some evidence of
corruption in the governor's race in 1869, he believes Edmund J. Davis would
still have won in a free and fair election.
This is a solid piece of historical investigation that adds to our
understanding of the Civil War-Reconstruction era.
Ralph A. Wooster
Lamar University

John Bell Hood And the Struggle for Atlanta, David Coffey (McWhiney
Foundation Press, McM Box 637, Abilene, TX 79697-0637) 1998.
Contents. Il1ustrations. Maps. Appendices. Biblio. Index. $12.95. P. 176.
Paperback.

In John Bell Hood And the Struggle for Atlanta. David Coffey offers a
bare-bones treatment of the Atlanta Campaign in which Union forces under
Major General William T. Sherman captured this Southern stronghold city.
John Bell Hood was born to a prosperous family in Kentucky. His father,
who was a physician, wanted him to pursue a career in medicine, but Hood
"fancied a military life" (P. 14). With the help of an uncle who was in
Congress, Hood obtained an appointment to West Point. He was not a good
student and lack of discipline nearly resulted in his dismissal. Hood was
graduated fony-fourth out of fifty-two in his class in 1853.
The young subaltern longed for a posting in the cavalry, but his class
standing dictated otherwise. so he began his active career in the infantry. When
he learned of the formation of a new cavalry regiment in Missouri, Hood man-
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aged an assignment in it. Soon the regiment was transferred to Texas, where
Hood was wounded in fighting against the Comanches.
When the secession crisis came in 1861, there was never any question
which side Hood would follow. Since Kentucky did not secede, he resigned his
commission and entered Confederate service from the State of Texas, his
adopted land. Hood distinguished himself on the battlefield at Yorktown and
quickly rose through the ranks. He was promoted to brigadier general in
March 1862, and led a brigade throughout the Peninsular Campaign, Seven
Days battles, Second Manassas, and Sharpsburg. After Fredericksburg, he was
promoted to major general. At Gettysburg, where a wound rendered his left
ann nearly useless, he commanded a division. At Chickamauga he lost his
right leg. He became a lieutenant general in February 1864.
On July 17, 1864, Adjutant and Inspector General Samuel Cooper telegraphed General Joseph E. Johnston that the Confederate high command had
lost confidence in his ability to repel or defeat the enemy approaching Atlanta,
and relieved him. Hood took command of the Army of Tennessee and the
forces around Atlanta. The following weeks produced a series of battles
around Atlanta, but nothing, not even Hood's battlefield talents, could stem the
tide of the Union advance. On September 1, 1864, Hood was forced to
evacuate the city.
Coffey's book is light-weight, but that is not to say it is without value.
The coverage is adequate for a biographical sketch of Hood and a basic
understanding of the campaign. Also useful are the Orders of Battle for Union
and Confederate forces during the Atlanta Campaign and the thumbnail
sketches of the major participants which fonn a substantial portion of the text.
Dennis Bradford
Nacogdoches, Texas

Joshua Beene and God, Jewel Gibson, With Introduction by Sylvia Ann
Grider (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX
77843-4354) 1997. Reissue. Contents. P. 238. $14.95. Paperback.

Blessed McGill, Edwin Shrake, With Introduction by Will Wittliff (University
of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819) 1997. Reissue.
P. 236. $15.95. Paperback.
These two novels are satirical, and both are serious explorations of a past
which is all too often still present.
Jewel Gibson's mock anti-hero, the aging "Uncle Josh," operates in his
small, provincial, early twentieth-century community as the East Texas
embodiment of "Alpha male," having long simultaneously served as the
(white) constable, Church of Christ minister, president of the local school
board, and otherwise arbiter of values, often including those of God himself.
In contrast, Ed Shrake's Pete Hermano McGill, the "Blessed," struts on a
larger stage, one that encompasses not only the San Antonio/Austin area, but
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other Southwestern frontier and northern Mexican regions as well.
Joshua Beene contends with the town's Baptists, its Methodists, its

infidels, and his own parishioners for local control; and, a young Negro man
has his place in the plot. McGill's society, as might be expected, is more
heterogeneous: it includes European immigrants, Spaniards, Mexicans,
borderers, Indians from varying tribes, and persons of mixed-race.
McGill, another "Alpha male," is the son of an Irish immigrant who came
to Texas in 1835 and participated in the storming of Bexar, having found New
York City uninhabitable. His educated mother is a San Antonio Catholic of
upper class Spanish descent. Growing up there on the Indian frontier among
epic adventurers, "Blessed" becomes a fighter whose competence in
communication and prowess in bouts of mortal combat gain him the respect of
all manner of men, his nickname itself referring to his miraculous survival
abilities. The novel abounds in, to this reader, interesting expository passages
which may prove slow-paced to some. They are appropriate from a literary
viewpoint in that the novel is in the form of a memoir being written by McGill.
The multicultural milieu created by Shrake enables him to depict a
profoundly complex character in McGill, the explorer, gold seeker, sometime
horse thief, lover, and writer. Despite the brutality encountered and participated
in by "Blessed," he develops a remarkable capacity for tolerance, understanding,
and philosophical inquiry into the ontological questions mankind continually
raises - i.e., in his case, the lore of Presbyterian, Catholic, or savage.
"Uncle Josh's" aggression fmds expression in less physically brutal
confrontations, but it is nevertheless insidious in its arrogant certitude. Gibson
ingeniously uses description, character, and plot by interweaving Josh's observations of the natural world and the subsequent "revelations" he interprets
from them. Her novel is characterized by its authentic tone, created by an
omniscient narrator using the vernacular language with which she was so
familiar (Gibson also wrote Black Gold), and by the effective use of vernacular in direct quotes.
These volumes not only entertain~ they cause us to look at violence and
intolerance from the safe distance of time while obliquely reminding us that
they remain problematic as the twenty-first century approaches.
Ouida Whitaker Dean
Nacogdoches, Texas

Land is the Cry.': Warren An~us Ferris, Pioneer Texas Surveyor and Founder
of Dallas County, Susanne Starling (Texas State Hi~torical Association l
2.306 Sid Richardson Hall, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712) 1998.
Contents. Illust. Append. Index. P. 248. $29.95. Hardcover.
Susanne Starling has written about the life of Warren A. Ferris from his
early years in New York State to his last days in Dallas County. Warren Ferris
made his way in Texas as a land surveyor and promoter of immigration into the
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Republic. His appointment as District Surveyor of Nacogdoches District led
him into the Three Forks of the Trinity River region to layout the tract, of land
to be sold to the pioneer settlers in Dallas county. Skirmishes with Indians,
mosquitoes, bitter cold northers, and impassable rivers were routine hazards of
the work. The magic in Starling's work is her ability to convey to the reader the
mindset and the motivation of the pioneer immigrant into early northeast Texas.
Ferris was a learned man and a prolific writer of letters to family, friends,
and business associates. This great body of correspondence has been preserved
and is the primary source for Starlings' recounting of his life and times. The
tribulations of frontier life and the scramble to "make it" on the tenns dictated
by frontier conditions are brought to life in this recounting of Ferris' tale.
Starling's recounting of Warren Ferris' life is a very interesting story. But
it also stands out as a thoroughly researched and well-documented description
of frontier Texas in the early days of the Republic. The voluminous footnotes
attest to the vast amount of material from which the story is gleaned. For the
surveying community of Texas, this book should be required reading. For the
historical community lt is desired reading.
Dan Hampton
Mt. Pleasant, Texas

Texas Signs On: The Early Days of Radio and Television, Richard Schroeder
(Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 778434354) 1998. Contents. Notes. Bibliography. l11ustrations, Index. P. 247.
529.95. Hardcover.

Those who remember hearing the Light Crust Doughboys and the Early
Birds on radio. or who were fascinated by the test patterns when television
first was broadcast from WBAP-TV in Fort Worth in 1948, will appreciate the
nostalgia Richard Schroeder recalls. A younger generation which finds it
difficult to lmagine life without radio and television will be fascinated by the
brief, brash history of those industries in Texas.
Neither radio nor television was considered a legitimate money-making
industry in the beginning. The first documented use of a "wireless station" was
in 1911 at Texas A&M in College Station. Radio in that era was a toy "experimented with" by amateurs.

It was not until 1921 that Amon G. Carter, publisher of the Fort Worth
Star- Telegram, and executives of The Dallas Morning News became interested
in radio because it was viewed as a threat to their newspapers. That same year,
Alfred P. Daniel of Houston spoke into a set rigged up in a Quaker Oats box
and asked anyone who heard to telephone him, and William P. Clarke of Waco
listened to a series of dOls and dashes on a crystal radio receiver and yelled the
play-by-play of the Texas A&M football game out the window. The first Texas
license for a radio station was granted to WRR in Dallas on August 4, ] 921.
Municipally owned WRR's primary purpose was to reach Dallas firemen so
trucks could be dispatched from one fire to another.
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Amon Carter told his circulation manager, Harold Hough, to set up a
radio station with the admonition, "We'll put $300 in this radio thing, and
when that's gone, we're out of the radio business." By the 1930s, when the
station started to make money, it was $500,000 in debt. WBAP-TV went on
the air on September 27, 1948, to televise a visit of President Harry S Truman
to Fort Worth when the FCC authorized the telecast as a "signal test." There
were 400 television sets in the Fort Worth-Dallas area at the time.
The fIrst television license in Houston was issued to W. Albert Lee, who
filed an application several months before Bill Hobby and the Houston Post
did so. The station, caUed KLEE- TV, began broadcasting from a Quonset hut
studio in 1949. In the spring of 1950, the Houston Post purchased KLEE-TV
for $743,000 and changed the call letters to KPRC-TV.
Amon Carter signed a contract with RCA on September 23, 1949, to
purchase color transmitting equipment - four years before the color television
system was approved. Texas' first color television was broadcast by WBAPTV, Channel 5, on May 15,1954. At that time, there were 125 color sets in the
Fort Worth-Dallas area. At the annual convention of the National Association
of Broadcasters in 1963, Harold V. Hough, the circulation manager who
started WBAP in 1922 and television in Texas by building WRAP-TV, was
named "Dean of American Broadcasters."
The history of radio and television in Texas is filled with visionaries and
risk takers who succeeded largely because "nobody ever told us we couldn't."
Schroeder has recorded their amazing story.
Cissy Stewart Lale
Fort Worth

Hamilton Park: A Planned Black Community in Dallas, William H. Wilson
(The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2715 N Charles St, Baltimore, MD
21218-4319)1998. Contents. Appendices. Notes. B&W Photos. Index. P.
258. $39.95. Hardcover.
Hamilton Park is the story of a black community built by bankers,
insurance company presidents, department store executives, and newspaper
publishers. The first residents moved into the subdivision in 1954. Hamilton
went through crucial changes in its development. "In a time of national and
local racial transition, Hamilton Park shifted from a white-led project to a
black-controlled community" (p. 53). Some thought the subdivision would
create a ghetto; others viewed it as removing the blacks into their own
enclaves to save them from daily racial cruelties.
Wilson was critical of historians for their misuse of the word community,
stating that blacks are divided by income, class, status, and religion and are
forced into a common mold only because the white majority denies them their
full humanity. Therefore the blacks of Hamilton Park did not form a community in any meaningful sense of the word.
Wilson explained how the whites resisted blacks moving into their
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neighborhoods by terrorizing them and not allowing them to develop and build
houses close by. Wilson discussed problems concerning the development of
Hamilton Park, such as FHA, utilities, roads, transportation, and loans. He
claims that blacks were prevented from building closer than 200 feet of a white
and that a "planting screen" would separate the races. "But if you set up a
Negro community on an island in the Pacific Ocean," he concluded, "I guess
the fish would rise in protest." Hamilton Park was viewed as one more straw
in the wind bringing !>wccping changes in many areas of life. Wilson achieved
his purpose by infonning the reader of the circumstances leading up to the
development of the Hamilton Park subdivision. He is well informed, as he
shows in his analyses and discussions. Readers will find the horrors that the
blacks had to endure and the advances they made by building schools,
gymnasiums, parks, shopping malls, churches, factories, and companies and
organizing the black Civic League.
Wilson discussed all aspects of Hamilton Park from lhe beginning tlu'ough
1990, and also showed the magnificent improvements tlu'ough the years.
Faollzi Dhaini
Shreveport, Louisiana

A Frontier Texas Mercantile: The History of Gibbs Brothers and Company,
Huntsville, } 841-1940, Donald R. Walker (Texas Review Press, P.O. Box
2146, English Department, Sam Houston State University, Huntsville,
TX 77341) 1997. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 181. $30.00. Hardback.
[Signed, numbered. and boxed deluxe edition also available at $100.00]
This book is a thorough account of the first century of the business that
the Texas Historical Commission has designated "the oldest... in Texas under
original ownership and on [the] first site." Since the history of Gibbs Brothers
is a microcosm of the economic activity of much of East Texas during the
period considered, the book has more interest outside the immediate geographical area than do most grass-roots histories. The Gibbs Brothers acquired large
holdings of land in the past century and continually added additional holdings.
It is involved in timber, ranching, agriculture, mining, and resort development
among, other things.
The first third of the book provides. a general history of Huntsville as it
touches on such events as martial law in 1871, cultural development (early
colleges, including Austin College and Sam Houston Nonnal Institute), and
societal attitudes (e.g, secession in 1861). The city's most celebrated resident,
Sam Houston, makes an appearance in the ledgers of the finn, in addition to
naming Thomas Gibbs - the founding brother - as executor of his will.
Another economic activity of Gibbs Brothers grew out of the presence of a
safe in the store. Sam Houston and other citizens of property left valuables
there during their absence from the city, as the Gibbs probity was beyond
question. This custom, and other bank-like activities, evolved into the Gibbs
National Bank, predecessor of Huntsville's First National Bank.
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Sandford Gibbs' large personal fortune - his net worth at death was
nearly $300,000 - laid the foundation for the modem company, but his widow,
Sallie Smith Gibbs, put in place the mechanisms which allowed the land
ownership, upon which the modem firm rests, to remain intact. This matriarch
maintained an interest in every aspect of the business. She hired trusted
deputies to keep an eye on the manner in which every parcel of land was used.
Most important for the continued importance of the firm was the formal
agreement that established Gibbs Brother and Company on December 30.
1916. The six Gibbs children pooled their inheritance in an ingenious manner
as a result of Sallie Gibbs' worries about the inherent unfairness of dividing
land holdings, and the fact that descendants of less astute managers would not
have the resources of other family members. This partnership agreement kept
the wealth an organic whole, much the way primogeniture operated in Great
Britain, except that ALL Gibbs descendants benefit.
The book is handsomely designed and has so many full-page photographs
that it suggests a "mug book." The award-winning author is a history professor
at Texas Tech University; he is familiar to many in East Texas through his
work on Texas convict leasing in the nineteenth century, Penology for Profit.
Paul M. Culp, Jr.
Sam Houston State University

Official Guide to Texas State Parks, Laurence Parent (University of Texas and
Texas Parks and Wildlife Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819)
1997. Color Photos. Maps. Index. P. 216. $19.95. Paperback.
Laurence Parent has written and illustrated with his own photographs a
beautiful and useful guide to the state parks of Texas. The book does what it
sets out to do; it provides a single-volume guide to the more than 125 state
parks, natural areas, and historical sites administered by the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department.
Parent organized his subject into seven regional divisions with a view of
making the guide most helpful to visitors. The general map of the state in the
front of the book shows these regions and major cities, but unfortunately lacks
locations of the individual sites listed, making it more difficult for motorists to
plan routes across the entire state. Each regional section in the book, conveniently color coded, illustrates and describes its respective parks in alphabetical order. Included are not only the natural and historical features of the
sites, but also facilities within the parks. Mailing addresses, telephone numbers, and basic operating schedules for individual parks also will aid travelers
in taking advantage of these places.
The author must be commended for his efforts to describe the historic
architectural features in Texas state parks which were constructed by members
of the Civilian Conservation Corps during the 1930s. The parks with these
resources are among the most appealing in the entire system. As an enthusiast
of historic engineering works, however, I was disappointed that he failed to
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point out that the Copano Bay State Fishing Pier and the Port Lavaca State
Fishing Pier are both built on historic pilings from early 1930s highway
bridges. The book also perpetuates the myth of Mother Neff State Park as "the
first state park in Texas," a honor which justly belongs to the San Jacinto
Battleground, acquired by the state in 1897 and designated "the San Jacinto
State Park" by the legislature in 1907. Minor quibbles aside, this is a fine guide
which belongs on the dash boards of all Texans who travel and enjoy the Lone
Star State.
T. Lindsay Baker
Texas Heritage Museum, Hill College

Prints and Printmakers of Texas, edited by Ron Tyler (Texas State Historical
Association, 2.306 Sid Richardson Hall, Univ. St., Austin, TX 78712)
1997. Contents. B&W Illustrations. Index. P. 274. $39.95. Hardcover.
In the world of book reviewing it is derigeur that when critiquing
anthologies the reviewer must intone piously that chapters are "uneven in
quality." Next, the reviewer must invoke that most cherished of cliches:
"insights." The book must offer "insights." Tn the present instance every
chapter is, like the youth of Lake Woebegone, "above average." Moreover
these chapters do indeed offer "insights." So? If the topic is your cup of tea and it is mine - then go forth and buy the book.
Kate Adams opens by describing how early Texas primers decorated
newspapers and other items and cites the work of those who illustrated
immigrant guidebooks, comic almanacs, blood-and-thunder adventure tales,
and even sheet music. Much of this artwork - indeed most of it - was being
executed outside of Texas. Richard Pierce-Moses ends the book by delineating
problems attendant upon cataloguing the immense quantity of images held in
Texas collections.

In between are almost uniformly excellent chapters by established
authorities on such diverse topics as the pioneer German lithographers of San
Antonio, the twentieth century pioneers of Dallas printmaking, and those two
photographic giants of our own time, W.D. Smithers and E.O. Goldbeck. Peter
Brink gives the literary history of Howard Barnstone's classic book, The
Galveston That Was, and tells of the impact it had on the local preservation
movement. The last two chapters are devoted to poster and T-shirt art emanating from sundry Austin music halls in the fetid sixties. All accomplished with
limited resources and unlimited imagination.
So what's next? Perhaps a future volume will feature a paper on the
transfer of photographic images to cake icing. If your child or grandchild
hasn't already asked for such a treat, just wait. And the paper might be more
interesting than you think.
Al Lowman
Stringtown, Texas
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Texas and Baptist Sunday Schools, 1829-1996, Ronald C. Ellison (Eakin
Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, Texas 78709-0159) 1997. Contents.
Appendices. Map. B&W Photos. Index. P. 197. $18.95. Hardcover.
Every Sunday School s.cholar, Baptist or not, will enjoy this work. Ron
Ellison has. produced an infonnative survey of the development of Baptist
Sunday Schools in Texas. The use of numerous sub-headings gives the book
an encyclopedic character, making it an excellent reference tool. The nine
chapters take the reader from the pioneering efforts of Thomas J. Pilgrim to
the current leadership of Bernard Spooner. Two appendices - a biographical
sketch of current Sunday School Consultants for the Baptist General
Convention of Texas (BGCT), and forty pages of statistical material - add to
the reference value of this book.

The book could have been strengthened by additional material in three
areas. First, it would be interesting to ~ee the influence of the School of Religious Education at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary on Texas Baptist Sunday School work. The school produced thousands of religious education
graduates and a majority of them either worked at Texas Baptist churches while
they were in school or took full-time positions in Texas upon graduation.
Second, some attention should have been given to the Sunday School
work among the Independent Baptist churches. From the 1920s, when J. Frank
Norris abandoned the use of Southern Baptist Sunday School materials, the
Independent Baptists have pursued their own curriculum. Yet, they place the
same emphasis upon the value of Sunday School as Southern Baptists.
Finally, some attention to Sunday School work within National Baptist
churches in Texas would have been helpful. This, however, could well be a
separate study in itself.
This is an useful book for both historians and lay persons. For the former
it provides needed information; for the latter, memories of another time.
Gwin Morris
Baylor University

Lone Star Bishops, Franklin C. Williams, Jr. (Texian Press, P.O. Box 1684,
Waco, TX 76703) 1997. Contents. Notes. Biblio. Index. P.xi, 620. $25.00.
Hardcover.
This book contains biographies of the sixty-three Roman Catholic bishops who served in Texas from 1841 through 1995 and explains their ecc1e~i
astical role. Their activities outside Texas are covered, but hves of Texans
whose entire episcopal service was out of state are not included.
In 1836, the diocese of Monterey supervised what is now Texas. and there
was no bishop in Texas. In 1841, Pope Gregory XVI separated Texas from
Monterey and appointed Jean-Marie Odin, a Frenchman, as Texas' first
bishop, to oversee Texas as a "Vicariat Apostolic," an ecclesiastical jurisdiction less autonomous than a diocese. Six years later Odin's vicariat was
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elevated to become the Diocese of Galveston, encompassing all that is now
Texas plus New Mexico to the Rio Grande.
Later, as the Catholic population of Texas increased (presently about
twenty-two percent of Texans are considered Catholic), eastern New Mexico
was removed from the Diocese of Galveston and thirteen other dioceses were
created, most recently the Diocese of Tyler (1986). San Antonio, the second
Texas diocese (1874), became an archdiocese in 1926 with responsibilities
over Galveston (redesignated Galveston-Houston in 1959), and other dioceses
previously in the province of the New Orleans archdiocese.
The first third of the book explains ecclesiastical terms, how bishops are
chosen, and their duties. To help users who might not read every section of this
reference book, important points are repeated occasionally. San Antonio's
archdiocese and the East Texas dioceses of Tyler and Galveston-Houston
receive sl1ghtly fuller coverage than others.
The material is treated positively but without shying away from unsavory
topics such as the financial shenanigans of the first bishop of Austin or the
recent Dallas homosexuaVpedophile scandal. A few passages might have been
pruned~ for instance, some biblical exegeses seem unnecessary, and Catholic
readers will be uninterested in a discussion of tithing.
It is an informative, well researched, institutional history.
Joseph A. Devine, Jr,
Stephen F. Austin State University

Jesse James Lived & Died in Texas, Betty Dorsett Duke (Eakin Press, P.O.
Box 90159, Austin, TX 75709-0159) 1998. Contents. B&W Photos,
(Photo Comparison accompanies book) Bibbo. P. 208. $21.95.
Hardcover.

The old outlaw ballad about Jesse James lamented that the treacherous
Bob Ford "laid poor Jesse in his grave." But after Ford murdered the legendary
outlaw in 1882, rumors quickly spread that the bearded victim was not Jesse,
who instead escaped to Ii ve under an assumed identity. The most persistent
pretender was 1. Frank Dalton, who, for three years before his death in 1951,
claimed to be Jesse. At last count there are six "Jesse James" graves in the
United States.
Now Betty Dorsett Duke presents her great-grandfather, James L.
Courtney, as the most recent candidate for a post-1882 Jesse James. In Jesse
James Lived & Died in Texas, the author states that her great-grandfather
Courtney came to Texas in 1871, perhaps with Cole Younger. Courtney
married, raised a family, and lived until 1943 at Blevins in Fall County, on the
western fringe of East Texas. Arriving in Texas in his mid-twenties, Courtney
wa.... a settled family man for the next seven decades of his life, exhibiting skill
with firearms but no criminal tendencies. More than half of the book presents
Courtney's diary for 1871, 1872, 1874, and 1876. On September 7, 1876,
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when the James-Younger Gang was engaged in their famous shootout at
Northfield, Minnesota, Courtney recorded in his diary that he was working at
his Blevins farm. Duke contends that Wood Hite, a gang member, was killed
by Bob Ford in 1882, long after Jesse had established himself in Texas.
The author has done little research in primary sources, gaining
information about Jesse James from biographies and other secondary works.
She was unable to present conclusive DNA evidence, basing her speculations
principally on family photos. There are thirty-two pages of photographs of the
Courtney and James families, and the author offers considerable evidence of
computerized photo comparisons.
The photographic analysis makes an intriguing case. Everyone loves a
mystery, and some outlaw buffs may become convinced that Bob Ford did not
lay poor Jesse in his grave.
Bill O'Neal
Carthage, Texas

Leander McNelly: Texas Ranger, He Just Kept on Keepin' On, Bob Scott
(Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998. Contents.
Notes. Bibho. B&W Photos. Index. P. 222. $18.95. Paperback.

Bob Scott's Learuler McNelly: Texas Ranger is a book that will appeal to
historians and the general readers. In telling the story of one its legendary
characters. Scott provides a good early history of the Texas Rangers. It is welldocumented that the Rangers were not "choir-boys." Scott does not attempt to
tidy their image, nor does he justify their sometimes outrageous conduct in the
name of law enforcement; however, his graphic description of the Hobbesian
world of post-Civil War Texas likely will lead most readers to conclude that
"the times" caned for tough men and tough justice.
The book also holds value for its detailed accounting of the Civil War
battles of Val Verde and Glorieta Pass. Scott's description of the first battle,
where McNelly became "a man through some sort of painful battlefield
metamorphosis" (p. 14), likely will fill an important gap in the Civil War
knowledge of most Texans - important since this battle's outcome meant the
expulsion of Union forces from the state. The second battle, with casualties
that may have numbered a thousand men, forestalled any Confederate hope of
conquest in the western United States.
Scott relies on a number of first-hand accounts, especially diaries, in his
book. His primary subject, however, did not leave an extensive literary record
of his fascinating life, so the author frequently applies considerable license in
relating the thoughts of Leander McNelly. While this practice may turn off the
history purist, it enhances the reading and shows the influence of frequent
reference to Shelby Foote. Leander McNelly: Texas Ranger covers fascinating
historical ground in a Louis L' Amour-like, Old-West page-turner. It will leave
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most readers wishing that McNelly had lived to chase outlaws beyond the age
of thirty-three.
Michael Gandy
Nacogdoches, Texas

Her Majesty's Texans: Two English Immigrants in Reconstruction Texas,
Robert J. Robertson (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College
Station, TX 77843 4354)1998. Contents. Illus. Notes. Biblio. Index.
P.172. $25.95. Hardcover.

I chose to review Robert 1. Robertson's book Her Majesty's Texans
because of my appreciation for English culture. The book deals with the lives
of two Englishmen, John W. Leonard and J.W.L. "Will" Johnson, cousins from
London and from King's Lynn who emigrated to Beaumont, Texas, in the
nineteenth century.
In Texas, Leonard and Johnson planned to become lawyers. Having
belonged to the working class in England, they entered this field as a means of
social mobility. They began as teachers, as "anyone with a moderate education
can teach schooL" They fit into their new country's society easily because
Victorian England's racial attitudes were the same as those in the Reconstruction South and because English culture and Southern culture were not far
removed from each other. John~on and Leonard became active in Democratic
politics, and for them this was "an exciting new adventure." The book deals
with Bob Leonard's insanity as a result of dabbling in spiritualism, and of Will
Johnson's successful social life. There is a chapter mentioning Johnson'~ love
for and maniage to Viola Ogden, "the best and sweetest girl in Christendom,"
and a subsequent chapter mentions the ultimate failure of their marriage. A
chapter is devoted to a history of the Episcopal Church in Texas. Robertson
takes note of Bishop Gregg's missionary activity in Southeast Texas, the rarity
of Episcopalians in the Beaumont area, the Episcopal Church's racial attitudes,
and the fact that Johnson and Leonard were raised as Anglicans.
Robertson makes use of issues of the Beaumont Enterprise and letters
written by Will Johnson to his sister, Sarah Ann, in London. He also
corresponded with Paul Richards, author of a historical work on King's Lynn,
and Robertson makes use of such materials as census records, other
newspapers, and historical works on the Episcopal Church. His writing is clear
and his book read4\ like a novel.
Robert F. Wallace
Alto, Texas
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Panola CoLJege: 1947-1997 the first half century, Bill O'Neal (Eakin Press,
P,O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-1059) 1997. Contents. Appendices.
Index. B&W Photos. P. 190. Hardcover.
Our friend Bill O'Neal has chronicled the founding, growth. and
maturing of the institution where he has taught for more than half of its
existence. This book is clearly a labor of love and contains ample evidence of
why Bill, others connected to the college, and the citizens of Panola County
have good reason to be proud. The tale provides an outstanding example of the
positive relationship possible between a community college and the citizens of
the area it serves.
Seizing on the circumstances presented by a growing tax base from
recent oil and gas discoveries in the county and the opportunities for higher
education offered by the GI Bill, a group of local citizens spearheaded a drive
in 1947 to create a junior college in Carthage. It opened in 1948 with fifty-five
students and with few exceptions grew every year to a recent level of more
than J 700 students each semester.
O'Neal traces the college's increasing academic and vocational offerings,
improving physical facilities, advancingly qualified faculty, developing
student-life activities, and ever-broadening community interaction. Former
faculty, staff, students, and supporters surely will be stirred to fond memories
by this account.
This reviewer has one complaint. Bin missed an opportunity to point out
forcefully the enonnous contributions of Panola College to the economic,
cultural, and social life of the region. While such contributions are implied
through the narrative, 1 wish he had "blown the horn" of the college more. I
suspect it is one of the prime reasons Carthage is not Jasper.
James V. Reese
Stephen F. Austin State University

Hearts, Helicopters, & Houston, Don W. Chapman (Eakin Press, P. O. Box
90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1996. Foreword. B&WPhotos. Index. P.
171. $17.95. Hardcover.
The purpose and scope of this delightful book of 171 pages shares with
the reader the personal and professional interrelationship of the great
cardiologist, Dr. Don W. Chapman, with the world-famous Texas Medical
Center in Houston. The content takes the reader from the author's beloved
grandfather's experiences in the Civil War through the most modern
cardiology techniques and medicines.
Recently retired from fifty years of teaching and practicing cardiology,
who better could write this history than the man who, more than anyone else,
kept Dr. Michael DeBakey's and Dr. Denton Cooley's patients alive after
surgery?
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The first chapter captures the reader's heart with the description of the
little boy (the author) holding the soft, worn, and haJlowed pages of his
grandfather's Civil War diary. Both terror and humor are spelled out.
Quotations are plentiful. R.D. Chapman witnessed the short-comings of Civil
War medicine so profoundly that he used his $100 of mustering-out pay to
enter medical school.
Chapter two plunges immediately into the story of the author's father,
R.R. Chapman, and his life as an old-fashioned, horse-and-buggy doctor. This
great clinician, the author, idolized his doctor brother "Chap" and his father
and grandfather.
Following is a whirlwind tour of pre-med, music, athletics, romance, and
then his arrival in Houston while Baylor Med still resided in the old Sears
warehouse. Amazingly, he and his wife were met at the train station by the
whole faculty - all thirteen doctors and their wives. Today there are 1,000
faculty members.
The early history of the world-famous Baylor Medical School and the
various entities of the equally famous Medical Center is fascinating. How
Hermann Hospital, Methodist Hospital, and St. Luke's came into being arrests
the reader's attention. Not only is the writer a splendid diagnostician and
clinician, he is an innovator. In 1946 he did the first heart catherization in the
Southwest; this, when the Medical School was only three years old.
The chapters devoted to famous and infamous patients, movie stars, and
Arabian potentates are page turners.
The remainder of the book spells out the beautiful development of
modem cardiology and its twin life-saver, open-heart surgery. Admittedly
technical, the story is so 5".killfully told by this talented writer that it will not
soar over the head of any layman.
Wayman B. Nonnan, M.D.
Longview, Texas

The History of Surgery in Houston: Fifty-Year Anniversary of the Houston
Surgical Society, Kenneth L. Mattox, M.D., editor (Eakin Press, P.O. Box
90159. Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1998. Contents. Appendix. Notes. B&W
Photos. Index. P. 487. $39.95. Hardcover.
The History of Surgery in Houston, over 500 pages long and written by
more than fifty Houston surgeons, sweeps the reader from the Texas
Revolution to the present day. In this reader's opinion more innovations,
inventions, and improvements have occurred in surgery during the last fifty
than during the previous 500 years. The fabulous Texas Medical Center,
encompassing many private and teaching specialty hospitals and medical
schooJs, was the home for a great number of these changes. Doctors and
patients from all over the world have made Houston a truly metropolitan city.

During our American Revolution, we remember Lexington, Concord, and
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Bunker Hill; in our Texas Revolution we remember the Alamo, Goliad, and
San Jacinto. The surgeons of these battles not only healed, they fought and
died. The pathos and appeal of the letters from Dr. Amos Pollard to the Texas
governor, Henry Smith. written a month before his death in the Alamo,
stimulate honest emotions in the heart of any Texan. More surgeons would
have been killed than were because they agreed to heal the wounded Mexicans
as well as Texans.
Just as Dr. Benjamin Rush and five other physicians signed the Declaration of Independence, eight physicians were among the fifty-nine signers of
our Texas Declaration of Independence. In fact, the second signer of our Texas
document, Dr. Charles Stewart, designed both our Texas flag and Seal. Dr.
Alexander Ewing, surgeon general of Texas, served at the Battle of San Jacinto
and had the good sense to recognize "mortification" in Sam Houston's ankle
wound, This probably saved the great man's life for future service. Ewing
went personally with him to Galveston and sent him post haste to the advanced
medical facilities in New Orleans.
In the mind of this reader, just the medical and surgical heritage section
is worth the price of the whole book; but following is an intriguing and
detailed story of many of the greatest improvements in surgery and the inventive minded surgeons such as DeBakey and Cooley who brought them to pass.
Dr. Kenneth L. Mattox, himself an active Houston surgeon, is such a
skilled writer and editor that he has brought the multiple stories of many
surgeons into a coherent book that reads like a novel. Because of the history
between its covers, this book should have world-wide appeal.
Wayman B. NOlman, M.D.
Longview, Texas

Craftsmanship & Character: A History of the Vinson & Elkins Law Finn of
Houston, 1917-1997, Harold M. Hyman (The University of Georgia Press,
330 Research Dr., Athens, GA 30602-4901) 1998. Contents. Epilogue.
Appendices. Notes. Index. B&W Photos. P. 658, $60.00. Hardcover.
When I undertook the review of this 658-page book on the history of a
law finn, I expected it to be about as interesting as the sex life of a neutered
liverwort. 1 was pleasantly surprised. Harold M. Hyman has produced a book
that is not only well written and thoroughly researched, but is alive with
colorful characters who were a significant part of the development of the legal
profession and economic setting that exists in Texas today.
In his introduction, Hyman recognized the potential triteness of a book of
this nature, as well as his ethical limitation in not being able to divulge all
confidential matters involving the clients of the firm. Yet he was able to
produce an outstanding work which should appeal to every reader who holds
an interest in this topic and which preserves well the history of the firm of
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Vinson & Elkins. The title of the introduction suggests the openness of the
book: "Hell, Tell It All," and its subtitle, "Or, How Terrible 'The Truth' About
Houston Lawyers."
This book should find readers who are interested in its contents on many
different levels: those who are directly interested in the past of the Vinson &
Elkins firm, one of Texas' oldest, largest, and most prestigious law firms; those
who are interested in studying the developing of large successful law finns,
along with the politics, leadership, and foresight of the partners of those firms;
and those who are interested gener-lily in the legal profession.
Before reading this book, I knew of the powerful influence of the V-E
finn; I was familiar with many of the names associated with the V-E finn; and
I had a vague idea of how large law firms operated. Hyman's book provided
me with detailed information about these areas and about the craft and
characters that made the Vinson & Elkins firm endure.
Ben Z. Grant
Marshall, Texas

The Best of Texas Folk and Folklore, 1916-1954, Mody C. Boatright, Wilson
M. Hudson, & Allen Maxwell, editors (University of North Texas Press,
P.O. Box 311336, Denton, TX 76203-1336) 1998. First Paperback Ed.
Contents_ IIlus. Appendix. Index. P. 356. $18.95. Paperback.
The reprint of the twenty-sixth publication by the Texas Folklore Society
is a feasting table. As editor F. E. Abernethy says, "In the first half century of
its life, members ... had all of Texas, like a tree full of ripe peaches, ready to
pick of its traditional songs and stories. traditions and beliefs. They harvested
with enthusiasm and thoroughness, and they saved for our present generation
the best that was passing informally among their generations."
The book offers stories, songs, legends, sayings, superstitions, cures, and
more that have to do with both man and beast, particular to Negro, Mexican,
and White culture - labels which were, at the time, politically correct selected from the first twenty-five volumes of the society's publications.
Folklorists of the caliber of Dobie, Owens, Sonnichsen, Webb, Brooks, and
Bedichek were never known to be politically incorrect when reporting history
and folklore of the state. All viewed Texas as a triptych, panels hinged with the
very folk life they calJected.
Granted white folklorists reported on Negro and Mexican lore, although
J. Mason Brewer's and Soledad Perez's names appear respectively as
contributors. A few women's names appear, but none more important than
Jovita Gonzalez, who was well known to the society but less known outside it.
Her papers, housed in archives at Corpus Christi, contain a novel. Caballero,
published in 1996 by Texas A&M University Press, which incorporates some
of the lore she contributed to volumes VI and VIII in 1927 and 1930.
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Indian tales l ranch l and oil lore complete the banqueting. The image of
gathering the harvest when the fields were ripe but the laborers few underpins
a volume representing oral traditions bound in print for the first time.
Joyce Gibson Roach
Keller, Texas

Between the Cracks of History: Essays on Teaching and Illustrating Folklore~
Francis E. Abernethy, editor (University of Nonh Texas Press, P.O. Box
311336, Denton, TX 76203-1336) 1997. Contents. Contributors. Index.
Illustrations. P. 284. $27.00. Hardcover.
What is a folklorist? For that matter, what is folklore?
Francis E. Abernethy, Stephen F. Austin State University English professor and secretary of the Texas Folklore Society, in a witty but profound
preface, proffers these among other definition~: "the leavings from academic
historians:' or maybe "the tales and songs and traditions that historians allow
to fall between the cracks."
The sentiment seems sensible, but, unless the laws of physics have been
amended, one must wonder how anything can fall between the cracks rather
than through the cracks? This quibble a"ioide, the book is a scholarly discussion
for both lay and classroom readers. One section is entitled "Essays on
Teaching Folklore," and a second is entitled "Essays Illustrating Folklore."
Non-professionals win find the latter of most interest.
Try these, for example. In the "illustrations" section are to be found:
"Repo Man," by John Lightfoot; "Dance Halls of East Texas: From Oral
History," by Dennis Read and Bobby Nieman; "Punching Sticks, Flannel
Wrapped Bricks, and Pink Powder Purgatives: Spring Rituals," by Ernestine
Sewell Linck; and "Eating Over the Sink and other Marital Strategies," by
James Ward Lee. And others.

Police funerals, it turns out, are folkloric, and so was Matty's Palm Isle,
the revered and lamented oil patch honkytonk on the highway between
Longview and Kilgore, among others.
What all this proves is that we all are folklorists at heart, even if we have
attached to us no such fonnallabel. The only requirement is that we recognize
the "lore," hitherto unidentified, which makes us what we are.
Max S. Lale
Marshall and Fort Worth
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Lone Star Justice: A Comprehensive Overview of the Texas Criminal Justice
System, David M. Horton and Ryan Kellus Turner (Eakin Press, P.O. Box
90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 1999. Contents. Appendices, B&W
Photos. Tables. Index P. 394. $21.95. Paperback.
David M. Horton is the long time professor and director of the Criminal
Justice Program at St. Edward's University in Austin. Ryan Kellus Turner is a
recent graduate of Southern Methodist University School of Law and briefing
attorney for the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals. The book's cover proclaims
itself as "a comprehensive overview of the Texas Criminal Justice System."
This puffery falls short of the reality. However, the volume has many positive
attributes that would cause me to spend $21.95 and add it to my book shelf. It
would likely rest next to such handy references as the Texas Almanac and How
to Live and Die with Texas Probate.
The book contains useful kernels of information on Texas Justice. The
area I found most interesting is the comparison of the Bill of Rights as found
in the Texas Constitution with the Bill of Rights found as amendments to the
United States Constitution. On a more macabre interest there is an extensive
chart of vigilante hangings [lynchingJ from 1840 to 1942.
The short and interesting history on the foundations of Texas law from
the Austin Colony to generally modern times is well written. The authors do
as well with the history of Texas law enforcement.
The book is weak in discussion of the immediate present day problems of
Texas Criminal Justice.
Patrick A. Mueller
Stephen F. Austin State University
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